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The latest revisions of the BUILD library APTBLIBE and the user document
APTDOC are in the LIB library APTSLIBE, and may be obtained by executing the
following on a Cray computer:

xport read .245100:aptslibe!end / t v

lib aptslibe!x aptdoc aptblibe!end / t v

.t

where the exclamation character "!" represents the linefeed key.

Older versions of the LIB library APTSLIBE maybe obtained by executing: I¢

xport list .245100:altsl±bh / t v
read .245 I00 :altslibh :yymmdd
end

where yymmdd isa copy of APTSLIBE saved in year "yy", month "mm", and day "dd".

LibraryAPTBLIBE isa BUILD libraryof Cray,compiledbinary_modules.
Individualorsetsofmodulesmay be extractedandaddedtootherBUILD librariesby
using the BUILD utility routine, or all of the modules may be made available by specifying
the APTBLIBE library in the CIVIC, CFF, and/or LOD directives.

You may view theuser document APTDOC on a TMDS screen by executing:

trix ac!o!aptdoc!tvnnnn!pl / t v

where nnnn is your TMDS number. The document may be searched as you would any
other ASCII test file. To send a printed copy of the document to your box, execute:

allout hsp aptdoc box ann aptdoc / t v

where ann is your box number.

Tile FORTRAN source files for any of the binary modules in APTBLIBE may be
extracted from LIB file APTSLIBE by executing:

lib aptslibe / t v

list alwith, apt s.

x filelist
end

where filelist is a list of the desired files. These may also be viewed with TRIX,
and/or printed copies obtained with ALLOUT.
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. ABSTRACT

APTBI, IBE is a new BUILD library of about 151 Cray-compiled binary
subroutines for numerical geometry and Monte Carlo sampling, of which 93 are described
here (the rest will be described in a revision). It isdesigned especially to support 2-D and
3-D codes that generate and track beams or particles of energy or matter (APT = All-
Particle-Tracking). The LIB library APTSLIBE contains the FORTRAN source files, and
the user document APTDOC, much of which can be updated directly from the source files.
This document describes APTBLIBE and its st_br0utines, how to use them, and the
features designed to simplify the development of new codes, and improve the speed,

° efficiency, reliability and ease of maintenance of any codes which make use of it.

INTRODUCTION
,,d

Many large-scale computer programs at LLNL and elsewhere require code modules
for generating and tracking beams or particles of energy or matter in various types of spatial
meshes and coordinate systems, in l-D, 2-D and 3-D geometries. Some of these modules
require Monte Carlo sampling of random variables from a variety of probability
distributions. These and other codes may also have to solve difficult geometricproblems in
generating and rezoning the mesh. As a result, a large number of subroutines, functions,
and algorithms have been developed over the years for geometric and 'Monte Carlo
sampling applications, greatly varying in style, structure, readability, accessibility,
modularity, and efficiency. A single large code may have the same function duplicated
many times, in many forms, in different code modules.

Thus, there is a clear need for one or more standard libraries of numerical geometry
and Monte Carlo sampling subroutines, both for use in developing new codes, especially
those for 3-D geometries, and for gradual replacement of coding in existing codes as they
are upgraded. The goals in designing such libraries include improving speed, efficiency,
accuracy, reliability, accessibility, readability, generality, flexibility, ease of maintenance,
andease of use.

,

The APTBLIBE library is designed to meet this immediate need, and to provide a
basis for expansion to meet future needs. APTBLIBE already contains geometric and
Monte Carlo sampling subroutines used by many Monte Carlo particle-tracking codes, in
addition to a comprehensive set of basic subroutines for geometrical applications in I-D, 2-
D and 3-D geometries, in Cartesian, cylindrical and spherical coordinate systems. The
development and inclusion in the library of additional higher-level subroutines is simplified
by the hierarchical nature of the set of subroutines, and is being done as needed.

The subroutines in APTBLIBE, how to use them, and the methods used to
accomplish the design goals will be described below.

..........................................................................................iii_............................................................................................IlIII.........H..............................................-mi....................................IIII...........II"_



WHAT IS IN APTBLIBE

AI_BLIBE currently contains about 93 subroutines, ranging from basic low-level
procedures to the higher-level geometric and Monte Carlo sampling methods needed for
Monte Carlo tracking of beams and particles of energy and matter in 3-D geometries.
These subroutines can be subdivided into five groups, as follows:

The fundamental physical and chemical constants (2 subroutines).
Mathematics and statistics (3 subroutines).
Monte Carlo sampling (8+ subroutines). "
Precision and round-off error control (7 subroutines).
Geometry (71+ subroutines).

! k'

_: A. summary of the subroutines in each group follows. For a more detailed listing of
subre, utmes by function, including the type of geometry and coordinate system, where
applicable, see the appendix "SUBROUTINES BY FUNCTION" at the end of this
document.

"Ilaelatest self-consistent set of values of the fundamental constants of physics and
chemistry are provided irl two subroutines, aptconl (180 values in cm-g-sh-jerk-kev units),
and aptconm (230 values in SI units), lt is necessary to look at the source listing of each
subroutine to find the index needed as an input argument to get the value of each constant.

The mathematics and statistics group consists of two subroutines for finding real
roots of quadratic equations, aptqrts (scalar) and aptqrtv (vector), and one subroutine for
finding the mean and standard deviation of an array of values, aptmean. Each has unique
features for control of round-off errors.

The Monte Carlo sampling group consists of 8+ subroutines for random sampling
from probability distributions, including aptslid and aptsliv for 1-D uniform and linear
distributions (with no sampling in negative regions), apttloc and aptqloc for 2-D uniform
spatial distributions over triangles and quadrangles, respectively, aptscat for 3-D uniform
directional distributions, aptscap for 3.D cosine**power directional distributions, aptscad
for uniform directional distributions in a plane in 3-D space, aptxnup for frequencies from
Plank or Wien distributions, and others;.

The precision and round-off error control group consists of 7 subroutines,
including aptfdad (scalar) and aptfdav (vector) for adjusting values of a variable near 0.0
and 1.0, aptvlic (2-D) and aptvlim (3-D) for imposing lower limits on the magnitudes of
vector compon:.:lts, aptvtoc (2-D) and aptvtol (3-D) for applying any of several limit or
truncation options to the magnitudes of'spatial point coordinates or vector components, and
aptmds for rounding off floating point numbers to any specified relative or absolute
precision. See the section titled "FUZZY GEOMETRY" below.

The geometry group consists of 74+ subroutines for a broad range of applications.
These include conversion between v_u'ious coordinate systems; doing basic vector and
matrix operations; finding angle relationships between lines and between vectors; testing
for special geometric relationships; doing the basic symmetry group operations of
translation, rotation, reflection, and inversion, and combinations of these; linear and global
scaling; finding distances; finding the initial vector direction and distance between two
points in any coordinate system; moving a point a specified distance in a specified initial
direction inany coordinate system; finding the alternate geometric descriptions of lines and
planes; finding vectors perpendicular to lines in a major plane, or planes in 3-I3 space;

2
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finding the vertex areas of a triangle; finding the vertex areas and shape (convex,
boomerang or bowtie) of a quadrangle; finding the local coordinates (fractional distances
between opposite sides) of points in quadrangles; finding the intersections between straight
lines or liriear tracks and various boundaries in?.D and 3-D.

k,



HOW TO USE APTBLIBE

APTBLIBE is a BUILD library currently containing about 93 Cray-compiled binary
subroutines. The "availability" section at the beginning of this document tells how toget
APTBLIBE, the source f'fleLIB library APTSLIBE, and the user document APTDOC.

The appendix "SUBROUTINES BY FUNCTION" in this document contains a
detailed summary of the subroutines in APTBLIBE by function, including the number of
spatial dimensions and type of coordinate system, when applicable. This should allow a
user to find the name of the subroutine with the required function, if it is in APTBLIBE.

t

The section of this document titled "SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTIONS IN
ALPHABETIC ORDER" contains the initial comment block from each of the subroutines
in APTBLIBE, extracted directly from the source flies. Each comment block contains the
calling statement and argument list, the dates of origination and last update, the location of
the needed libraries and source file, the purpose and general description of the subroutine,
lists of input and output arguments, a list of calls to other APTBLIBE subroutines, a
history of significant changes that might affect the user, and a list of detailed definitions of
ali arguments. In most cases, this information should be sufficient to allow proper use of
the subroutine. If not, the source file may be obtained from LIB library file APTSLIBE
andread to obtain additional information, including definitions of'all internal variables,
comments describing each step of the procedure, and the coding itself. Each source file is
intended to be completely self-documented.

For efficiency, 1-D and 2-D analogues of 3-D geometric algorithms have been
placed in separate subroutines, to eliminate unnecessary subroutine arguments and
complexity. Ali strictly 2-D subroutines, in which ali points and vectors are confined to a
major plane, have names ending in the letter "c". Subroutines are provided for rotating any
non-major plane into a major plane. The rotation operator may be saved to do the inverse
rotation later, after major-plane calculations are done.

Most of the subroutines in APTBMBE are vectorized, and some algorithms are
offered in two or more subroutines, depending on whether certain arguments are scalar
values or array values, or on how certain geometric objects are defined. For example, a
line may be represented by two points, or a point and a directional vector, or a plane may
be represented by three points or a point and a normal vector. Subroutines are provided to
interconvert between these representations.

Ali communication between APTBLIBE subroutines and each other, and with the
calling program, is through argument lists. There are no shared cliches or common blocks.
Input and output arrays in each argument list are usually members of a single table, with the
same index and same array size. lt is up to the user to allocate memory for these arrays,
and put the input data into the required form. Ali local variables in APTBLIBE subroutines
are declared in local labelled common blocks, named by prefixing the subroutine name with
the letter "1". When local temporary arrays are needed, array processing is done in blocks
of 64or less, so no local array is sized any greater than 64. ,,

Most subroutines indicate an input data error, failure to find a a requested result, or
the occurence of a spe_:ialor limiting case, by returning a scalar and/or array integer flag, or
a physically impossible value of an output argument. Integer flags may have several
possible values. The most often used flag, "nerr", is usually returned with a value of 1
when a specified array size is non-positive. The calling program should test for any of
these cases that can possible occur, and take appropriate action before errors propagate or a
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crash occurs. Great care is taken to identify all special and extreme cases, and to indicate
their occurence to the calling program by use of the special result flags.

V
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SUBROUTINE DESIGN

The subroutines in the APTBLIBE library were designed with the following goals:
speed, efficiency, accuracy, reliability, accessiblity, readability, generality, flexibility, ease
of maintenance, and ease of use.

Calculational speed is obtained primarily by making maximum use of vectorization
of do-loops, by eliminating unnecessary caloulations by using separate subroutines for 2-D
analogues of 3-D procedures, and by using input options to eliminate do-loops not needed
for a particular application.

,,

Efficiency is obtained by using a hierarchy of' subroutines, beginning with a set of
basic operations, followed by increasingly higher-level subroutines, making maximum use
of calls to lower-level subroutines to avoid repetition of coding. This also helps to insure
uniformity of method, increases reliability, simplifies maintenance, and simplifies the
addition of higher-level user applications to the library;

Accuracy is obtained by thorough testing to eliminate coding errors, and by the
careful use of the techniques of "fuzzy geometry", to eliminate or control the effects of
numerical round-off errors, See the section of this document titled "FUZZY GEOMETRY
TECHNIQUES".

' Reliability is obtained by thorough testing, including all possible extreme, special,
and degenerate cases, and. all possible types of input errors, to ensure that the expected
results are obtainedin all cases, and that sufficient information is returned to the calling
program to allow appropriateaction to be taken in all cases, whenever possible. The test
program for a particular subroutine is run whenever that subroutine, or any subroutine it is
dependent on, is changed.

Accessability is obtained by making all source files available in LIB library file
APTSLIBE.

Readability is obtained by making each subroutine adhere to the same strict coding
standard. The requirements include the inclusion of an initial block of comments
containing certain required information (see the section of this document titled
"SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTIONS IN ALPHABETIC ORDER") and liberal use of blank
lines and comments. The coding standard also specifies the format of all FORTRAN
statements, to ensure readability and uniformity in ali subroutines. In general, the names of
dummy arguments and local variables are chosen by a consistent set of rules in all
subroutines, making is easier to remember their meanings.

Generality and flexibility are obtained by including ali of the basic geometric and
vector operations in separate subroutines, allowing a hierarchy of subroutines to be
developed, ranging from low-level to high-level applications; by including separate
subroutines for l-D, 2-D and 3-D analogues of the same process, and for the same process _,
carried out in different coordinate systems; and by including subroutines for conversion
between different coordinate systems, and between different descriptions of the same
geometric objects,

Ease of maintenance is obtained by a variety of methods, including use of a coding
standard, use of a nomenclature standard, use of a hierarchical subroutine structure, and
use of a number of computer tools for updating, compiling, loading, saving, and
documenting, all of which are in piace, and procedures for their use documented.



Ease of use i_ obtained by providing complete documentation, both here and in each
source file, by allowing communication with the calling calling program only through the
argument list, whiclt eliminates any dependency on macros, cliches, or shared common
blocks; by the use of a very basic set of FORTRAN statement types, mininfizing or
eliminating the need for changes to run on different computers; and by the general, flexible,
and modular structw'e of the subroutines.

The average subroutine has 222 lines, of which 45 are blank, 75 are the initial
° comment block, 16 m'e other comments, 8 are dimension declarations for arguments, 13 are ,

common block declq.arations for local variables, and the remaining 63 are other coding.
Many of the latter have appended comments. (Note: appended cornrnents are easily moved
to a separate line by using trix ac with a simple alter file.)

v
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FUZZY GEOMETRY TECHNIQUES

A unique feature of this library of subroutines is the inclusion and careful use of a
number of techniques to control or eliminate theeffects of round-off error due to the finite
number of bits of precision available on the Crays and other computers.

These "fuzzy geometry" techniqes make it possible to get correct and unambiguous
answers to important geometric questions such as whether geometric objects are coincident,
congruent, colinear, coplanar, parallel, perpendicular or tangent, within the uncertainty due
to round-off error, and to avoid producing meaningless results that may later require special °
handling and testing to prevent major errors or program crashes.

Most subroutines have an input argument specifying a relative precision "tol", and
allow certain intermediate and final results to be truncated to zero, if their absolute values
are less than the estimated error in their calculation, based on "tol" and the actual numerical
procedures used.

Other subroutines (aptfdad, aptfdav, aptvtoc and aptvtol) provide a number of
options to truncate or piace limits on scalar values, spatial point coordinates, or vector
components. Subroutine aptmds may be used to round off any floating point number to a
specified absolute or relative precision. These options may be tailored to the precision of
the computer in use, and to the requirements of the particular application.

On the Crays, the value of "tol" should be approximately equal to 1.E-12**(l/n),
when the tested value x is to be used in the form x**n. A larger value should be used (e.g.,
1.E- 11), when the input arguments are likely to have beenaffected previously by round-off
error.

Whenever an expression contains a denominator which can legitimately have a
value of zero, a fuzz factor "fuz", equal to 1.E-99, is added to the denominator, to avoid
division by zero. The value 1.E-99 m_ght have to be changed on some computers.
Whenever this technique results in an incorrect value of an output argument, either a
separate warning flag is returned, or the description or the output argument in the
subroutine comment block contains a warning, allowing the calling program to test for such
results.

i
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CRAY MEMORY REQUIREMENTS

The APTBLIBE library currently requires 72,000 words of Cray memory. The
binary modules in APTBLIBE require an average of about 1000 words of Cray memory
each, including about 250 words for the local common block. Since a call to one
APTBLIBE subroutine may initiate a chain of calls to other lower-level APTBLIBE
subroutines, as well as subroutines in other system libraries, the total memory requirement
may be larger. Currently, the longest call chain is four.



SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTIONS IN ALPHABETIC ORDER

SUBROUTINE APTBANC

call aptbanc (au, av, bu, by, cu, cv, hp, tel,

& bdu, bdv, du, dv, nerr)

Version: aptbanc Updated 1990 March 8 17:00.

aptbanc Originated 1990 March 8 17:00.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptslibe / l l

llb aptsllbelx aptbllbe aptbanc!end / I i.

apts]Ibe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptbllbe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

w

Purpose: To find, for each of np sets of input data, the bisector

bd = (bdu, bdv) of the angle "abc" formed bv the polnts

a- (au, av), b - (bu, by), and c = (cu, cv) in the uv plane,

and point d - (du, dr), the intercept of the bisector on

the llne "ca". If points "a", "b" and "c" are collnear,

vector "hd" will be zero, and point "d" will be point "b".

Input: au, av, bu, by, cu, cv, npr tel.

Output : bdu, bdv, du, dr, netr.

Calls: aptvdlc, aptvuac (sources in aptsllbe,

binaries in aptblibe).

Glossary:

au, av Input The u and v coordinates of point "a". Size np.

bdu, bdv Output The u and v components of the vector "bd" which

bisects angle "abc". and connects points "b" and "d"

bu, by Input The u and v coordinates of point "b". Size np.

cu, cv Input The u and v coordinates of point "c". Size np.

du, dv Output The u and v coordinates of poin t "d" on llne "ca".

The intercept of bisector "bd" on llne "ca".

Size hp.

netr Output Indicates an input error, if not 0.

1 if np Js not positive.

np Inpt_t Size of arrays au, av, bu, by, cu, cv,

bdu, bdv, du, dv.

tel Input Numerical tolerance limit.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.

I0



SUBROUTINE APTBANG

r

call aptbang (ax, ay, az, bx, by, bz, cx, cy, cz,

& hp, tol, bdx, bdy, bdz, dx, dy, dz, nerr)

Version: aptbang Updated 1990 March 8 17:40.

aptbang OrlginaLed 1990 March 8 17:40.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Teleph0ne (4]5) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptsllbe / i 1

llb aptslibelx aptbllbe aptbanglend / I i.

aptslibe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

6 aptbllbe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled bi_.arles.

Purpose: To find, for each of np sets of input data, the bisector

bd - (bdx, bdy, bdz) of the angle "abc" formed by the points

a - (ax, ay, az), b- (bx, by, bz), and c- (cx, cy, cz),

and point d = (dx, dy, dz), the intercept of the bisector on

the line "ca". If points "a", "b" and "c" are colinear,

vector "bd" will be zero, and point "d" will be point "b".

Input: ax, ay, az, bx, by, bz, cx, cy, cz, hp, tol.

Output: bdx, bdy, bdz, dx, dy, dz, herr.

Calls: aptvdls, aptvuna (sources in apts libe,

binaries in aptblibe).

Glossary:

ax, ay, az Input The x, y, z coordinates of point "a". Size np.

bdx, y, z Output The x, y, z components of the vector "hd" which

bisects angle _abc", and connects points "b" and "d".

bx, by, bz Input The x, y, z coordinates of point "b". Size np.

cx, cy, cz Input The x, y, z coordinates of point "c". Size np.

dx, dy, dz Output The x, y, z coordinates of point "d" on llne "ca".

The intercept of bisector "bd" on llne "ca".

Size np.

nerr Output Indicates an input error, if not 0.

I if np is not positive.

np Input Size of arrays ax, ay, az, bx, by, bz, cx, cy, cz,

bdx, bdy, bdz, dx, dy, dz..

tol Input Numerical tolerance limit.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.
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' SUBROUTINE APTCINC

call aptclnc (ra, au, av, rb, bu, by, np,, tel,

& cU, cV, du, dVs hint, herr)

Version: aptcinc Updated 1990 March 20 14:40.
aptclnc Originated 1990 March 20 14_40.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptsllbe / 1 1

llb aptslibelx aptblibe aptclnclend / _ I.

aptsllbe Is a LIB library of FORTRAN sCUrce files.
aptbllbe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

@

Purpose: To find, for eachof np sets of input data, the points of

intersection c - !cu, oy) and d - (du, dr) of the circle

of radius ra it point a = (au, ev) and the circle of radius

rb at point b - (bu, by), if an intersection occurs.
Flag nlnt indicates the number of intersection points.

Flag nerr indicates any input error.

Input: ra, au, ev, rb, bu, by, hp, tel.

Output: cu, cv, du, dr, nint, netr.

Calls: aptvdic, aptvadc, aptvplc, aptvuac

(sources in aptsllbe, binaries in aptb]ibe).

Glossary:

au, av Input The u and v coordinates of point "a" at the center
of the clrclewlth radius ra, in the uv plane (2-D).

Slze np.

bu, by Input The u and v coordinates of point "b"at the center
of the clrcle with radius rb, in the uv plane(2-D).

Size np.

cu, cv Output The u and v coordinates of point "c" at an intersection

of the two circles centered at points "a" and "b", l[

an Intersec£1on occurs (nlnt - I or 2). Slze np.
Same as "d" if nlnt - I.

Meaningless, but set to "a" If hint = O or 3.

due dv Output The u and v coordinates of point "d" at a_ intersection

of the two circles centered at points "a" and "b", if

an intersection occurs (nlnt - 1 or 2). Size np.
Same as "c" if nint- I.

Meaningless, but set to "a" if hint - 0 or 3.

nerr Output Indicates an input error, if not O.

I if np is not positive.

hint Output Indicates the number of intersection points:

0 if no intersection occurs Ignore points "c.... d".

1 if the circles are tangent at the single point
"c" - "d".

2 if the circles overlap, intersecting at the two
points "c" and "d".

3 if the circles are congruent. The intersection

includes each Clrcle. Ignore points "c" "d", •

np Input Size of arrays.

ra Input The radius of the circle centered at point "a".

Size hp. The absolute value is used.

w

rb Input The radius of the circle centered at point "b".

Size np. The absolute value Is used.

tel Input NUmerical tolerance limit.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.
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SUBROUTINE APTCONL

call aptconl (ind, np, pgcon, nerr)

Version: aptconl Updated 1990 March 2 15:30.

aptconl Originated 1989 March 2 15:30.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards/ LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Refs: i. "The 1986 Adjustment of the Fundamental Physical

Constants", Codata Bulletin Number 63, November 1986,

Pergamon Press.

I

2. ,Metric Practice Guide E 380-72e", 1973, American

Society for Testing and Materials, 1916 Race Street,
Philadelphia, Pa 19103.

- 3. File physoons in LIB library phYalibe. Execute:

xport read .245100:physlibelend / t v
lib physlibelx physconslend / t v
allout hap physcons / t v

trix acto!physconsltvNNNNlpl / t v

Source: aport read .245100:a_ptslibe / 1 5

lib aptslibelx aptblibe aptconllend / i I.

aptslibe is a LIB library of FORTPAN source files.

aptbllbe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

PUrpose: To provide the best available values of the fundamental

physical constants and conversion factors of physics and

chemistry, in _-g-shake-keV units. See aptcorull for SI units.

For each of np values of ind, the constant with local index lhd

is returned in array pgcon. The local indices are tabulated

below. For definitions of the constantS, see the full listing

of this subroutine, or reference 3 listed above. If any value

of Ind is not in the range from 1 to 180, the returned value of

pgcon will be -I.e99.

i IxIa 37 pgfrtoam 73 pgk 109 p(_nsubmu 145 pgratde

2 pgabi85 38 pgfrtog 74 pgketoam II0 pgmsubn 146 pgratdp

3 pgalpha 39 pgfrtoJk 75 Ixiketofr iii pgmsub_ 147 pgratea

4 pgalphai 40 pgfrtoke 76 pgketoJk 112 p_mub 148 pgrated

5 pganltohz 41 pgfrtorc 77 pgketorc 113 p_mube 149 pgratemu

6 pgamtojk 42 pgg 78 pgkevtog 114 pg_lubf ].50 pgratep

7 pgamtoke 43 pggamma 79 pglamce 115 pgmubw 151 pgratmue

8 pgamtorc 44 pggamp 80 pglamceb 116 pgraud 152 pgratne

9 pgamu 45 pggampb 81 pglamcn 117 pgmudb 153 pgratnp

I0 pgamud 46 pggampp 82 pglamcnb i18 pgmudn 154 pgratpe

Ii pgamue 47 pggamppb 83 pglamcp 119 pgmue 155 pgratpmu

12 pgamumu 48 pggolden 84 pglamcpb 120 p_Inueb 156 pgrctoam

13 pgamun 49 p_gsube 85 pglosch 121 pgmuen 157 pgrctof r

14 pgamup 50 IX_gsubmu 86 pgmagfq 122 pqmumu 158 pgrctog

15 pgamutog 51 pggsubn 87 pgmdev 123 p_'mL_ub . 159 pgrctojk

16 pgastar 52 pggtoamu 88 p_ndJ 124 p_numun 160 pgrctoke

17 pgasube 53 pggtofr 89 D_Ineev 125 pgmun 161 pgrmole

18 pgasub_u 54 pggtoJk 90 pgmeJ 126 pqmune 162 pgrydb

19 pgatm 55 IX_gtokev 91 pgmmrde 127 pgmunf 163 pgrydbc

20 pgatomx 56 pggtorc 92 pgmmrdp 128 pgmunt 164 pgrydbe

21 pgbohr 57 pgh 93 pgmmremu 129 pgmuntb 165 pgrydbev
22 pgc 58 pghart 94 pgmmrep 130 pgmuntn 166 pgsate

• 23 pgcsubl 59 pghartev 95 pgIImtrmup 131 pgmunw 167 pgsatez

24 pgcsub2 60 IXIhbar 96 pgiBmrne 132 pgmup 168 pgsb

25 Dgcunlt ' 61 pghbarc 97 pgmmrnp 133 pgmupb 169 pgsla

26 pgcuxun _2 I_lhbarok 98 pgmmuev 134 pqmupn 70 pgsld220

27 pgdrohm 63 pghlen 99 pgmmuJ 135 pgmupp 171 pgslgw

28 Dge 64 _hmass I00 Dgmrev 136 pgmuppb 172 p_sivolm

29 pgebase 65 lXIhok i01 pgmnJ 137 I:x_muppn 173 pgtemp

30 pgec 66 pghtime 102 I>_molh 138 pgmuvac 174 pgthomx

31 pgeoh 67 p_Jfvr I03 pgmolhc 139 pgnsuba 175 pgubb

32 pgeome 68 pgjktoam 104 pgmoxun 140 pgc_nbI85 176 pgv76bl

33 Ixjeomp 69 p_Jktofr 105 pgmpev 141 pgqcirc 177 pgvmols

34 pgepsvac 70 pgJktog 106 pgmpJ 142 pgqcirch 178 pgvmolz

35 pgeraO 71 Ix_Jktoke 107 pgmsubd 143 pgqhc 179 pgwien

36 pgfar 72 pgJktorc I08 pgmsube 144 pgqhr 180 pi
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Input: ind, np.

OUtpUtS pgcon, netr.

Calls: none

(sources in aptsllbe, binaries in aptbllbe).

Glossary:

ind Input Indices of constants to be stored in array pgcon.

Size hp.

np Input Size of arrays Ind, pgcon.

pgcon OUtput Constants. Value pgcon(n) is constant with

index Ind(n).

nerr Output Error flag. I i_ np is not positive.

Deflnitlons:

SI UNIT AND CN-G-SHAKE UNIT CONVERSION FACTORS

Definitions and conversion of base units

Length or distance, 1 c_ (centimeter) - 0.01 m (meter),

Hess. 1 g {gram) - 0.001 kg (kilogram).

Time, 1 sh (shake) = 1.0e-08 s (second).

£1ectric current. 1 labA - 1 (Jerk / cm}*,'0.5 - 1.0e+09 A (ampere).
I A = i C / s - (I.0e-07 J / m)*'0.5.

Temperature. I keV - 1.160445e+07 K (Kelvin).

i K - I / 273.16 of the thermodynamic temperature of
the triple point of water.

Note: 1988 NBS triple point of Gallium - 302.9169 K (I.'7ppm).

Definitions and conversion of derived units

Acceleration. I cm / sh**2 - 1.0e+14 m / s**2.

Area. 1 cm*'2 - l.Oe-04 m*'2.

Density. i g / cre**3 - l.Oe+03 kg / m**3.

Electric capacitance. I labF - I sh**2 / cml - l,Oe-07 F (farad).

I F - I A a / V - l.Oe-07 s**2 / m.

Electric inductance. 1 labH - 1 era - 1.0e-09 H (henry).
1 H - I V s / A - l.Oe+07 m.

Electric resistance, 1 labohrn - I cm / sh - 0.I ohm.
I Ohm - i V / A - 1.0e+07 m / s.

Electric voltage. I labV - I (Jerk c_ / sh**2)*'0.5 - 1.0e+08 V (volt).

I V - I W / A - (].Oe+07 J m / s**2)**0,5.

Electrical charge. 1 labC - i (jerk sh**2 / cm)*'0.5 - i0 C (coulomb).
1 C - 1 A s - (l.0e-07 J s**2 / m)*'0.5,

Electrical conductance, I labs = I sh / cm - I0 S (siemen).
I S - I A / V - l.Oe-07 s / m.

Electron volts. I kev (kiloelectron volts) I000 eV (electron volts).
I eV - 1.60217733e-19 J,

Eneroy or work. I Jerk - l.Oe+09 J (Joule).

1 J - 1 kg m*'2 / s**2 - ] N ,I (newton meter).

Force. 1 g _n / sh**2 - I Je:k / cm = 1.0e+07 N (newton).

1 N - I Kg m / s**2 - I J / m.

Magnetic flux. 1 labWb - 1 (Jerk cre)**0.5 - _ Wb (weber).

i Wb _ 1 V s - (l.Oe+07 J m)**0.5.

Ma0netic flux density. I labT = 1 (Jerk / cm"3)**0.5 - I0,000 T (tesla).
i T = I Wb / m,J2 - (l.0s+07 J / m*'3)**0_5.



Po_er. I jerk / sh - I._,+17 W (watt)

1 W - 1 J / s - l.Oe-17 Jerk / sh.

Pressure or energy density. I jerk / cre,*3 - 1.0e15 Pa (pascal).
I Pa - 1 N / m**2 - I J / m**3.

S_aific heat. I Jerk / (q keV) - 8.617385e+04 J / (kg K).

Ther_l conductivity. 1 Jerk / (sh _ keV) = 8.617385e+Ii W / (m K).

Veloci_ I cm / sh = 1.0e+06 m / s°

Volume. I cre**3 - 1.0e-06 m**3.

e
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SUBROUTINE APTCONM

call aptaonm (ind, np, pgaon, nerr)

Version| aptconm Updated 1990 March 2 15:30.

aptcorm% Originated 1989 March 2 15:30.

Author: Arthur L, Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Refs: i. "The 1986 Adjustment of the FUlldamental Physical

Constants", Codata Bulletin Nt_nbsr 63, November 1986,

Pergamon Press.

2. "Metric Practice Guide E 380-72e", 1973, American

Society for Tasting and Materials, 1916 Race street,

Philadelphia, Pa 19103.

3. File physcons in LIB library physltbe. Execute:

xport read .245100:physlibelend / t v "

lib phy_libelx physconslend / t v
allout hap phyacons / t v
trtx aclolphysconsltvNNNNIpl / t v

Source: xport read .245100:aptslibe / i 1
lib aptsllbelx aptbllbe aptconmlend / 1 i.

aptsllbe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.
aptbllbe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To provide the best available values of the fundamental

physical constants and converslon factors of physics and

chemistry, in SI units, see aptconl for cm-g-shake-keV units.
For each of np values of ind, the constant with local index ind

is returned in array pgcon. The local indices are tabulated
below. For definitions of the constants, see the full listing

of this subroutine, or reference 3 listed above. If any value

of Ind Is not in the range from i to 217, the returned value of

pgcon will be -i.e99.

1 pna 45 pgevtokg 89 pgJtokg 133 pompey 177 pgratea

2 pgabi85 46 pgevtorm 90 pgJtorm 134 pgmpJ 178 pgrated
3 pgad 47 pgfar 91 Pgk 135 pgmsubd 179 pgratemu

4 pqalpha 48 Dog 92 pgkd 136 pgmsube iS0 Doratep

5 pgalphai 49 Dogamma 93 Pgkgtoam 437 pgmsubmu 181 Doratmue
6 Doamtoev 50 pggamp 94 pgkgtoev 138 pgmsubn 182 pgratne

7 Doamtoht 51 Dogampb 95 pgkgtoht 139 pgmsubp 183 poratnp

8 Doamtohz 52 Dogampp 96 pgkgtohz 140 pgmub 184 pgratpe

9 pgamtoJ 53 p_gamppb 97 pgkgtoJ 141 pgmube 185 Doratpmu

I0 Doamtok 54 pggolden 98 pgkgtok 142 pgmubf 186 pqrm_id

II Doamtokg 55 pogsube 99 _kgtorm 143 pg_ubk 187 pgrmole

12 poamtorm 56 Dogsubmu I00 Pgktoam 144 pgmubw 188 pgrmtoam

13 Doamu 57 pggsubn I01 Pgktoev 145 pgmud 189 pgrmtoev

14 Doamud 58 Doh 102 pgktoht 146 pgmudb 190 pgzmtoht

15 pgamue 59 Dohart 103 pgktohz 147 pgmudn 191 pgrmtohz

16 Doam_u 60 Dohartev 104 pgktoJ 148 pgmue 192 pgrlntoJ

17 Doamun 6i Dohbar 105 Pgktokg 149 pgmueb 193 pgrmtok

18 Doamup 62 Dohbarc 106 Pgktorm 150 pgmuen 194 pgrmtokg

19 pgastar 63 pghbarok 107 pglamce 151 pqmumu 195 pgrydb

20 pgasube 64 pghlen 108 Polamceb 152 pgmumub 196 pqrydbc

21 pgasubmu 65 Doh_ass 109 pglamcn 153 pgmumun 197 Dorydbe

22 pgatm 66 pghok II0 pglamcnb 154 pomun 198 pgrydbev

23 Doatomx 67 Dohtime III pglamcp 155 pgn_une 199 pgsate
24 _x_bohr 68 pghttoam 112 Pglamcpb 156 pgmunf 200 pgsatez

25 Doc 69 pghttoev 113 Pglosch 157 pgmunk 201 Dosb

26 pgcsubl 70 Dohttohz 114 pgmagfq 158 pgmunt 202 pgsbd

27 Docsub2 71 pghttoJ 115 pg_dev 159 pgmuntb 203 pgsia

28 Docsub2d 72 pghttok 116 ¢x3mdJ 160 pgmuntn 204 pgsld220

29 Docunit 73 Dohttokg 117 pgmeev 161 pgmunw 205 Doslgw

30 Docuxun 74 Dohttorm I18 pgmeJ 162 pgmup 206 Dosivolm

31 pgdrohm 75 Dohyfsph 119 pgmmrde 163 pgmupb 207 potemp

32 pge 76 Dohztoam 120 pgmmrdp 164 pgmupn 208 Dotempt

33 pqebase 77 Dohztoev 121 pgmmremu 165 pqmupp 209 Dothomx

34 Doec 78 pghztoht 122 Pgmmrep 166 pgmuppb 210 pgubb

35 Doeoh 79 DohztoJ 123 pgmmrmup 167 pgmuppn 211 pgubbd

36 Doeoms 80 Dohztok 124 pgmmrne 168 pgmuvac 212 p_v76bl

37 pgeomp 81 Dohztokg 125 pgmmrnp 169 p_nsuDa 213 pgvmolt

38 Doepsvac 82 pghztorm 126 p_mmuev 170 [x3ombi85 214 pqv_oltz

39 Doerad 83 pgJfvr 127 pgmmuJ 171 [,gqclrc 215 p_wien

40 Doevtoam 84 DoJtoamu 128 _nev 172 pgqclrch 216 Dowiend

41 p_eVtoht 85 poJtoev 129 pgTnnJ I_3 pgqhc 217 Di

42 Doevtohz 86 DoJtoht 130 pg_nolh 174 pgghr

43 DgevtoJ 87 pgJtohz 131 p_nolhc 175 pgratde

44 Doevtok 88 DoJtok 132 pgmoxun 176 pgratdp
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input: Ind, np,

Output : pgcon, nerr.

CallS_r. none
(_ources in aptslibe, binaries in aptblibe).

G1 ossary :

lnd Input Indices of constants to be stormd in array pgoon.

Size np.

np InpUt Size of arrays ind, pqoon.

pgoon OUtput Constants. Value pgcon(n) is constant With

index ind(n).

netr OUtput Error _lag. l if np is not positive. .

Definitions:

SI UNIT AND CM-G-SHAKE UNIT CONVERSION FACTORS

Definitions and conversion of base units

Length or distance. 1 cm (centimeter) - 0.01 m (meter).

Mass. I g (gram)-0.001 kg (kilogram).

Time. 1 sh (shake) - 1.0e-08 a (second).

Electric current. 1 labA = 1 (Jerk / cm)**O.5 - 1.0e+09 A (ampere).

I A " 1 C / s - (l.0e-07 J / m)*'0.5,

Temperat,_re, I keV- 1.160445e+07 K (Kelvin).

1 K - 1 / 273.16 of the thermodynamic temperature of

the triple point of water. Note: 1988 NBS triple point of Gallium - 302.9169 K (1.7 ppm),

Definitions and conversion of derived units

Acceleration. 1 cm / sh•*2 - 1.0e+14 m / s"*2.

Area. I cre**2 - 1.0e-04 m*.2.

Density. 1 g / cm**3 - 1.0e+03 kg / m**3.

Electric capacitance, 1 labF - i sh•'2 / cm- l.Oe-07 F (farad).

I F - 1 A s / V - l,Oe-07 at*2 / m.

Electric inductance. 1 labH - 1 cm- 1.0e-09 H (henry).
I H - 1 V a / A - 1.0e+07 m.

Elect rlc resistance. 1 labohm - 1 cm / sh - 0.i ohm.

i ohm - I V / A -1.0e+07 m / s.

Electric Voltage. 1 labV = I (Jerk (zm / sh**2)**0.5 - 1.0e+08 V (volt).
I V - I W / A - (l.0e+07 J m / s*'2)**0.5.

Electrical charge. 1 labC - 1 (Jerk sh•*2 / c_I)**0.5 - I0 C (coulomb).
1 C - 1 A s - (l.0e-07 J s**2 / m)**0,5.

" Electrical conductance. 1 labs - I Sh / ct, - I0 S (slemen).
1 S - I A / V - l.Oe-07 s / m.

Electron volts. 1 keV (kiloelectron volts) - I000 eV (electron volts).
I eV - 1.60217733e-19 J.

Energy or work. 1 Jerk - l,Oe+09 J (Joule).

I J - I kg m**2 / s**2 - 1 N m (newton meter).

Force. 1 gcm / sh**2 - I jerk /cm - 1.0e+07 N (newton).

1 N - I Kgm / s**2 - 1 J / m,

Magnetic flux. I labWb - i (Jerk cm)**0.5 - 1 Wb (weber).
i Wb - I V s - (l.0e+07 J m)*•0.5.

Magnetic f),ux density. 1 labT - 1 (Jerk / cm*'3)•*0.5 - I0,000 T (tesla).

I T - i Wb / m*"2 - (l.0et07 J / m*'3)**0.5.
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/

Power. i Jerk / sh = 1.0e+17 W (watt)

I W = 1 J / s = l.Oe-17 Jerk / sh.

Pressure or energy density. I Jerk / _*'3 = l.Oe15 Pa (pascal}.
I Pa = 1 N / m**2 = I J / m**3.

5Deolflo heat. I jerk / (_ keV) - 8.617385e+04 J / (kg K).

Ther,%al oonductIvlty. 1 Jerk / (sh cm keV) = B.617385e+ll W / (,IK).

Velocity, 1 cm / Sh = 1.0e+06 m / s,

Volume. I cre**3 = l.Oe-06 m**3.

A
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SUBROUTiNB APTCSYS

call aptcsys (nl, n2, iunit, u, V, w, hp, tel, netr)

Version: aptcsys Updated 1990 March 14 10140,

aptcsys Originated _989 November 2 14li0.

Au thorl Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, I,-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read ,245100:aptsllbe / I I

llb aptslibelx aptbllbe aptcsyslend / 1 i.

aptslibe is a LIB library of FORTKAN source files.

aptbllbe is a BUILD library of Cray-colnpiled binarles.

J

Purpose: To transform the np points (LI,v, w) from

coordinate system nl to coordinate system n2. Allowed

coordinate systems are cartesian, cylindrical, spherical.

Angles may be in degrees (lunit - O) or radians (iunlt- I).
., Results will be truncated to zero if less than the estimated

error in their calculation, based on tel. DiSallowed input
values of hl, n2, lunlt, or np are indicated by a nonzero

value of nsrr0

Input: hl, n2, iunit, u, v, w, hp, tel.

Output: u, v, w, nsrr.

Glossary:

iunit Input Indicates unit to De used for angles:
0 If angles mre in degrees.

I if angles are in radians.

ni Input Indicates initial coordinate system type:

0 [or carteslancoordlnates, u - x, v - Y, W " z.

I _or cyllndrlcal coordlnates. U - radius from z

axis, v - angle in xy plane, counterclockwls_ from

x axis, w - z.

2 for spherical coordinates, u - radius from origin,

v - angle in xy plane, counterclockwise from

x axis, w - angle from z axis.

n2 Input Indicates final coordinate system. See hl.

netr Output Indicates an input error, if not O.

Ii[ np is not positive.

2 If either nl or n2 is not O, I, or 2.
3 if nI -n2.

4 If lunit is not O or I.

np Input Number of points (u, v, w).

tel Input Numeric_l tolerance limit. Any angle with a sine

or cosine (absolute value) less than tel will be

adjusted to make its sine or cosine - O.

u,v,w In/Out The coordinates of a point S_ze hp.

See nl, n2. Will be truncated to zero, if l,Jssthan

the estimated error In their calculation,

base on tel.
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SUBROUTINE APTCSYV

call aptcsyv (hl, n21 iunit, u, v, w, au0 ev, ew, np,
& tol, nerr)

Version: aptcsyv Updated 3.989December 1 13:10.
aptcsyV Originated 1989 N_Jvember 2 14:10.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNl., L-29B, Telephon 9 (415) 422-4123.

SoUrce: xport read .245100:aptslibe / 1 1

,lh aptslibelx aptbllbe aptcsyvlend / 1 i.

aptsllbe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptbliba is a BUILD library of cray-.eompilad binaries.

Purpose: To transform the np points (u, v, w) and

the associated bound vectors a - (au, eV, ew) f_om

coordinate system nl tO aoordlnate system n2. Allowed

coordlnate systems are cartesian, cylindrical, spherical. ,.
Note: if (u, v, w) is at the origin, than au and av are

independent of the coordinate system, and aw changes sign

between the spherical coordinate system and the other two.

Angles may be in degrees (lunlt - O) or r,dlans (,unit - I).
Results will be truncated to zero if Iass than the estimated

error Jn their calculation, based on tol. Disallowed input

values of hl, n2, lunlt, or np are indicated by a nonzero
value of netr.

Input: hl, n2, lunlt, u, v, w, au, ev, ew, np, tol.

output : u, v, w, au, ev, ew, netr.

Glossary:

au, av, aw In/Out The u, v, w components of a bound vector at (u, v, w).

Size hp.

,unit Input Indicates unit to be used f6r angles:

0 if angles are in degrees.

I if angles are in radlans.

nl InpUt Indicates initial ooordlnate system type:

0 for cartasla H coordinates, u = x, v - y, w -. z.

1 for cyllndrlcal coordinates, u - radlus from z
axis, v ..angle in xy plane, counterclockwise from

X axis, w - Z.

2 for spherical coordinates, u - radius from origin,

v = angle in xy plane, counterclockwise from

x axis, w - angle from z axis.

n2 Input Indlcates flnal coordinate system. Sae hl.

netr Output Indlcates an input error, if not D.

1 if np is not pJsltive.
2 If either nl or n2 is not O, I, or 2.

3 If nl = n2.

4 if lunit is not 0 or I.

pp Input Number of points (u, v, w), and
number of bound vectors (au, av, aw).

icl Input Numerical tolerance llmlt. Any angle with a sine

or cosine (absolute value) less than tol will be

adjusted to make its sine or cosine - O.

Any spatial coordinate or vector component with
a final value less than the estimated error in Its

calculation, based on tol, will be truncated to

zero.

u,v,w In/Out The coordinates of a point. SiZe np.

See n_, n2. WIll be truncated to zero, if less than

the estimated error in their calculation,
base on tol.

[r
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SUBROUTINE APTDIST

oall aptdist (nsys, iunit, au, ev, ew, bu, by, bw,

& hp, tol, cu, oy, ew, dabs netr)

Version: aptdist Updated 1990 March 14 16:00.

aptdist Originated 1989 November 27 16:50.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Sourc_: xport read .245100:aptsllbe / 1 1

lib aptslibelx aptbllbe aptdi_tlend / 1 I.

- apt slibe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptblibe is a BUILD library of Ci'ay-compiled binaries.

Purpo_;e: To find, for each of the np sets of input data, the distance

dab, and initial unit direction vector c- (cu, oy, cw),

- from the point a - (au, av, ew) to the point b - (bu, by,_ bwi.

Option nsys specifies the coordinate system:

0 for Cartesian, 1 for cylindrical, 2 for spherical.

Option iunit indicates the units for angles! 0 for degrees,
1 for radians.

Any component of vector "c" less than the estimated error in

its calculation, based on tol, will be truncated to zero.

Vector "c" will be zero, if point "a m is coincident with point

"b", based on tol.

Flag netr indicates any input error.

History: 1990 March 14. Changed tol to 0.0 in call to unit vector
subroutine. Allows small magnitudes.

Input: nsys, iunit, au, ev, aw, bu, by, bw, np, tol.

Output : cu, oy, cw, dab, netr.

Calls: aptcsys, aptcsyv, aptvdls, aptvuna

(sources in aptslibe, binaries in aptblibe).

Glossary:

au, av, aw Input The u, v, w coordinates of point "a" Size np.

bu, bv,bw Input The u, v, w coordinates of point "b". Size hp.

cu, cv,cw Output The u, v, w components of vector "c". Size hp.

May be truncated to zero, if less than the estimated

numerical error in their calculation based on tol.

dab Output The distance from point "a" to point "b". Size hp.

iL,nJ;t Input Indicates unit to be used for angles: .
0 if angles are in degrees.

1 if angles are in radlans.

nsys Input Indicates coordinate system _ype:

0 for cartesian coordinates, u - x, V - y, w - z.
I for cylindrical coordir_tes, u - radius from z

axis, v - angle in xy plane, counterclockwise from

x axis, w - z.

2 for spherical coordinates, u = radius from origin,
. v - angle in xy plane, counterclockwise from

x axis, w - angle from z axis.

netr Output Indicates an input error, if not O.

1 if np is not positive.

• 2 if nsys is not I, 2, or 3.
3 if iunit is not 0 or I.

np Input Size of arrays.

tol Input Numerical tolerance limit.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.
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...... llll,I.......

SUBROUTINE APTFDAD

call aptfdad (ld, noptfd, tol, nllm, netr)

Version: aptfdad Updated 1990 January 18 16:40.

aptfdad Originated 1989 November 2 14:10.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LINL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptsllbe / 1 1

lib aptsllbelx _ptbllbe aptfdadiend / 1 I.

aptslibe is a LIB library of FORT_%N source files.

aptbliOe Is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To adjust the value of ld, relative to the limits 0 and I,

based on the op_lon noptfd and the numerical tolerance limit

tol. Values of fd initially in the range from -tol to 1 + tol

may be adjusted to the ranqe from tol to 1 - tol. Values of fd

outside the range from 0 to 1 may be adjusted to that range.

The flag nllm indicates iX and how Ld was adjusted.

Flag netr indicates any error in noptfd.

Input: fdr noptfd, tol.

Output: ld, nllm, netr.

C1ossary:

fd Input Fractional distance.

fd Output Fractional distance, _,ith range limited iX noptfd

is I or 2.

netr Output Indicates an input error, if not O.

1 if noptfd is not between 0 and 2.

nllm Odtput 0 if no limit imposed on ld, 1 if the limit of

noptfd - 1 Is Imposed, 2 if the limit of noptfd - 2

is imposed.

noptfd Input Option to limit range of Ld: 0 for no limit;

1 to increase fd to tol, if in the range frot_

=tol to tol, and decrease fd to 1.0 - tol, If in
the range from 1.0 - tol to 1.0 + tol; and

2 to impose the limits for noptfd = i, and then

limit fd to the range from 0.0 to 1.0.

tol Input Numerical tolerance limit. Needed if noptfd - ! or 2.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-il.
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SUBROUTINE APTFDAV

call aptfdav (ld, np, noptfd, tol_ nl_m, nerr)

Version: aptfdav Updated 1990 January 18 14:20.

aptfdav Originated 1989 November 2 14:10.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LI_NL, L-298, Telephone (415) _22-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptslibe / I 1

lib aptslibeXx aptblibe aptfdavlend / I I.
aptslibe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To adjust the np values of ld, relative to the limits 0 and I,

based on the option noptfd and the ntunerical tolerance limit

. tol. Values of fd initially in the range from -tol to i + tol

may be adjusted to the range from tol to 1 -tol. Values of fd

outside the range from 0 to I may be adjusted to that range.

The flag nlim indicates if and how fd was adjusted.

Flag nsrr indicates any error in noptfd.

Input: ld, np, noptfd, tol.

Output: ld, nlim, nsrr.

Glossary:

ld(n) Input Fractional distance. Size np.

ld(n) Output Fractional distance, with range limited if noptf

is 1 or 2. Size hp.

nsrr Output Indicates an input error, if not O.

I if np is not positive.

2 if noptfd is not between 0 and 2.

nlim(n) Output 0 if no limit imposed on ld, I if the limit of

noptfd - 1 is imposed, 2 if the limit of noptfd = 2

is imposed. Slze np.

noptfd Input Option to limit range of ld: 0 for no limit;

I to increase fd to tol, if in the range from

-tol to tol, and decrease fd to 1.0 -tol, if in
the range from 1.0 - tol to 1.0 + tol; and

2 to impose the limits for noptfd = i, and then
limit fd to the range from 0.0 to 1.0.

np Input Size of arrays ld, nlim.

tol Input Numerical tolerance limit. Needed If noptfd - 1 or 2.

O11 Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.
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SUBROUTINE AgTFDQC ,

call aptfdqc (au, av, bu, by, c'u, cv, du, dr, pus pr, np, tolt

& fdk, fdl, ngood, nerr)

Version: aptfdqc Updated 1990 January 26 16:20.

aptfdqc Originated 1990 January 26 16:20.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123

Source: xport read .245100:aptsllbe / i 1

llb aptsllbelx aptbl_be aptfdqclend / 1 I.

aptsllbe is a LIB llh_ary of FORTRAN source files.

aptbllbe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

PUrpose: To find, for each of th_ np sets of input data, the fractional

distances fdk and fdl o' the point p - (pu, pr), between the

opposite edges "da" an_ ,bc", and "ab, and "cd", respectively ,
of the 2-D quadrilateral in the uv plane with vertices

a- (au, ev), b- (bu, by), c- (cu, cv), and d- (du, dr).
Flag herr indicates any input error.

Input: au, ev, bu, by, cu, cv, du, dr, pu, pr, hp, tol.

Output: fdk, fdl, ngood, herr.

Calls: aptqrtv (source in aptsllbe, binary in aptblibe).

Glossary:

au, av Input The u and v coordinates of point "a" In the uv plane.

Size hp.

bu, by Input The u and v coo_dlnates of point "b" in the uv plane.
Size hp.

cu, cv Input The u and v coordinates of point "c" in the uv plane.

Size hp.

du, dv Input The u and v coordinates of poin t "d" in the uv piane.
Size np.

fdk Output Fractional distance of point "p" from the llne segment

"da" to the llne segment "bc". Size hp.

Values between -icl and tol will be adjusted to icl.
Values between 1.0 - icl and 1.0 + icl will be

adjusted to 1.0 -tol. See n_ood.

fdl Output Fractional distance of point "p" from the line segment

"ab" to the llne se_ent "cd w. Size hp.

Values between -tol and tol will be adjusted to tol.

Values between 1.0 _ tol and 1.0 + icl wlll be

adjusted to 1.0 -tol. See ngood,

ngood Output Indicates range of fractional distances fdk and fdl:

0 if either fdk or fdl is outside the range from
-icl to 1.0 +tol. Also if both are.

I if fdk and fdl are both between -icl and 1.0 +tol.

This can De true even when point "p" is outside
a boomeranged or bow_led quadrangle.

2 if fdk and fdl are both between -icl and 1.0 +tol,

and two possible solutions exist. This can happen

when the quadrangle is a boomerang or bOw, le.

Only one of the solutions is returned.

netr Output Indicates an input error, If not O.

I if np is not positive.

np Input Size of arrays pu, pv, au, av, bu, bv, Cu, cv, du, dr,
fdk, fdl.

pu, pv Input The u and v coordinates of point "p" in the uv plane.
Size np.

tol Input N_m_rlcal tolerance limit.

On Cray computers, reco,unend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.
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SUBROUTINE APTINVC

call aptlnvc (au, sv, pu, pv, np, tol, herr)

Version: aptinvo Updated 1990 March 13 11:30.

aptinvc Originated 1990 January 4 13:20.

AUthor: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptslibe / 1 1

lib aptsllbelx aptbllbe aptinvclend / I i.

, aptslibe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To invert the np points or vectors p - (pu, pr) through the

point a = (au, av), all in the uv plane. If "p" are

- unbound vectors, point a ,,, (au, sv) should be at the or%gin.

The new components of "p" _;!iI be truncated to zero if less

than the estimated error in their calculation, based on tol.

Flag netr indicates any input error.

Input: itype, au, sv, pu, pr, hp, tol.

OutpUt: pu, pr, netr.

Glossary:

au, av Input The u and v components of the inversion point _a".

netr Output Indicates an input error, if not 0.

1 if np is not positive.

np Input Number of 2-D points or vectors (pu, pr).

pu, pv In/Out The u and v coordinates of a 2-D point, or

the u and v components of a 2-D vector. Size hp.

Truncated to zero if less than the estimated error
in their calculation. See tol.

tol Input Numerical tolerance limit.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.
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call aptlnvp (ax, ay, sz, px, py, pz, np, tol, rinv) l

Version' aptlnvp Updated 1990 March 13 11.30.

aptinvp Originated 1989 November 2 14_I0.

Author: ArthUr L. Edwards, LLNL, L-29B, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100_aptsllbe / I 1

llb aptslJbelx aptbllbe aptinVp:end / 1 I.

aptsllbe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files,
aptbllbe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries. ,

Purpose: To find the matrix operator rlnv for inversion through the

orloln, and to do an equivalent inversion through the point

a = (ax, ay, az], of the np points or Vectors

p - (pa, py, pz). If "p" are unbound vectors, point "a" must

be at the origin. The n_w components of "p" will be truncated

to zero if less than the estimated error in their calculation,
based on tol.

InpUt: itype, ax, ay, az, pa, py, pz, hp, tol.

Output: px, py, pz, rlnv.

Glossary:

ax,ay, az Input The x, y, z coordinates of the inversion point "am .

np Input Number of points or vectors (pa, py, pz). May be 0.

px, py, pz I_/Out The :" y, z coordinates of a point, or

the x, y, z components of a vector. Size hp.
Truncated to zero if less thall the estimated error

in their calculation, see tol.

rlnv Output Array rlnv(3,3). Inversion operator. Dlaqonal
elements are .'I. Off-diago_l _l_ments are O.

tol Input Numerical tol_rance limit. Used to test and adjust
point components.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.
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SUBROUTINE APT_4IC

oall aptlnio (sU, ev, bU, bY, ra, au, oy, np, tel,

& du, dv, eus ev, nint, netr)

Version= aptlnlc Up4ated 1990 March 21 13=40.

aptlnic Originated 1990 March 21 13:40.

AUthorl A_hur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100=aptsllbe / 1 1

lib aptslibelx aptblibe aptlniolend / 1 I.

" aptsllbe is a LIB library of FORT_%N source files.

aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray,.compiled binaries.

Purpose: To find, for each of np sets of input data, any intersection

. points d =. (dU, dV) and _ - (eU, eV) of the line through
points a = (au, av) and b - (bll,by), and the circle centered

at point c - (cu, ev) wlth radius rc, all in the uv plane.

Flag flint indicates the nu_r or ty_ of intersection points.
Flag nerz indicates any input error.

Input: au, ev, bu, by, rcs ous ev, np_ tel.

Output: du, dr, eu, ev, nint, netr.

Calls: aptqrtv, aptvadc, aptvdic, aptvdoc

(sources in aptsllbe, binaries in aptblibe).

Glossary:

au, av l,lput The u and v coordinates of point "a" on the line "ab"

in the uv plane. Size np.

bu, bv Input The u and v coordinates of point "b" on the llne "ab"

in the uv plane. Size np.

cu, cv Input The u and v coordinates of point "c" at the center of

the circle in the uv plane with radius rc. Size np.

du, dv Output The u and v coordinates of point "d" st an intersection

of the llne "ab" and the circle of radius rc centered

at point "c", if an intersection occurs (hint - 1 or

nlnt - 2). Meaningless if nint- -I or O. Size np.

su, ev Output The u and v coordinates of point we" at sn intersection
of the llne "ab" and the circle or radius rc centered

at p_int .c", if an intersection occurs (nint- 2).

Meaningless if nlnt - -I, 0 or I. Size np.

nerr Output Indicates an input error, if not O.

I if np is not positive.

nlnt Output Indicates the type and nu_r of intersection points:

-I if points "am and "b" coincide, based on tel.

Points "d" and "e" are meaningless.
0 if no intersection occurs.

Points "d" and "e" are meaningless.

1 if the llne and circle are tangent at the single
point "d". Point "e" is meaningless.

• 2 if the line and circle intersect at the two

distinct points "d" and _e".

np Input Size of arrays.

" rc Input The radius of the circle in the uV plane, centered at

point "c". The absolute value is used.

tel Input N_erical tolerance limit.

On Cray computers, reco,unend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.
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SUBROUTINE APTLNLC

gall aptlnlo (au, ave bus by, oU, 0Vi du, dVt sPs tOl,
dpmln_ fracab, fra_cdt su, ev t lpar_ netr)

Versionl aptinlo Updated _ggo January IB 16140.
aptlnlo Orlg_nated 1990 January II 11110.

Author: ArthLir L. Edwards, LLNL, 6-298, Telephone (41.5) 422-4123.

Source_ Kport read ,245100_aptslibe / 1 1
lib aptnlibelx aptbiibe aptlnlclend / 1 1,
aptsiibe is s LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptbllbe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries,

Purpose: To find, tor each of np sets of input data, the intersection

e = (sU, ev), if any_ between the straight line between points

a = (au, ev) and b = (b_6 by), and the straight line between
points o * (cu, oy), and d = [du, dr), all in the uv plane,

where u_ v and w are orthogonal directions. The fractional

distance fracabof point "e" along line "ab", and the fractional
distance free cd of point "e" along llne "cd" are also returned.

I_ the lines are parallels ipcr = i will be returned, and the

distance dpmin between the lines will be returned. If dpmln is

smaller than the estlmated error in its calculation, lt wl[l be

truncated to zero. lt a llne se_ent is too short, ipcr - 2, 3
or 4 will be returned. _lag nsrr wlll be I if np is not

potitIve.

Input_ au, ev, bu, by, cu, oy S du, dr, np, tol.

Output: dpmln, fracab, fracod, su, ev, ipcr, nsrr.

Calls: aptvdlc, aptaxc (sources in aptsllbe,

binaries in aptbllbe).

Glossary:

au, av Input The u and V coordinates of the first point on line

seoment "ab" in the uv plans. Slze np.

bu, by Input The u and v coordinates of the second point on line
se_nt "ab" in the uv plane. Size np.

cu, cv Input The u and v coordinates of the first point on line
megment "cd _ in the uv plane. Size hp.

dpmin Output Distance from line "ab" co line Wcd"_ when they are
parallel (ipcr - I).

Truncated to zero if less than the estimated error

in its calculation. Sea tol. Size np.

du, dv Input The u and v coordinates of the second point on llne

se_nt "cd _ in the uv plane. Size np.

su, ev Output The u and v coordinates of the intersection of lines

"mb" and Wad". Size SD.

fracab Output Fractional distance of "e" along line Web W. Size np.
Meaningless if Ipcr = 2 or 4.

Q

fraccd Output Fractional distance of "e" along llne Wcd". Slze hp.
Meaningless if Ipcr = 3 or 4.

ipcr Output O it lines are not parallel. 1 if they are. Size np.
2 if line ae_nent "ab" ii too short.

3 if llne seqmellt "cd" is too short.

4 if "ab" and "cd" are both too short,

nsrr Dutput Indicates an input error, if not O.

I if np is not positive.

tol Input Numerical tolerance limit.

On Cray -,w,puters, recommend l.e-.5 to l.e-ll.
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SUBROUTINE APTLNLN

call aptlnln (ax, ay, az, bx, by, bz, _x, oy, ez,
dx, dy, dz, np, toA, d[_,ln, fr,cab, traced,

& ex, By, ez, ix, [y, fz_ itrun, ipar, netr)

Verslon_ apt.[nln Updated lggo March 14 16100.

aptlnln originated IgBg November 2 14110.

Authorl Arthur L. Edwards, LlnL, L-29B, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .2451OO:aptsllbo / 1 1

llb aptsllbelX aptbllbe aptlnlnlend / I I.

aptsllbe is a LIB library oF FORTRAN source Flies..

" aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binarle_.

Purposel To rind, for each of np sets of input data, the m|nimum r

distance dpmln between the line through the points

, a _ (aX, a.V, al.) and b- (bx1 by_ bz), and th_ llne through

the points c - (ox, cy, ox) and d =. (dx, dy_ dz), and the

point e = (eK, By, ez) on line "ab" S and the point
[ = (iX, fy, (Z) on llne "cd": at which the mlnlmum d|stance

dpmln occurs. If dpmln hs smaller than the estimated error Irl
its calculation, it will be truncated to zero, and itrun = l

will bQ returned.

The fractional distance Iracab of point "e" along llne "ab",
and the fractional dlstanoe fraccd of polnt "f" along line

"cd", are also returned.

If the lines are parallel, lpar- I will be returned.
I[a line segment hs too sho_t, ipar= 2, 3 or 4 will be

returned.

History: Iggo March 14. Changed tol to 0.0 in call to unit vector

subroutine. Allows Sma}l magnitudAs._

Input! axl aYi az, bxs by,' bz, cx, 0y, cz, dx, dy, dz, hp, icl.

OUt_Ut! dpmln, fr,cab, fr,ccd, ex, ey, ez, ix, rF, fz,

itrun, Ipar, netr.

Calls: aptvdls, aptvdot, aptVuna {sources in aptslibe,

binaries Jn aptbllbe ),

Glossary:

ax, ay, az Input The flrst point on line segment "ab". Size hp.

bx, by, bz Input The second point on llne segment "ab". size np.

cx, cy, cz Input The first point on llne segment "cd". Size np.

dpmln Output Minimum distance /rum llne "ab" to llne "cd".

Distance from e = (ex, ey, ez) to f = (ix, fy, fz).
Trunc&ted to zero If less than the estimated error

in its calculation. See icl. Size np.

dx, dy, dz Input The second point on llne segment "cd". Size np.

ex, ey, ez Output The x, y, z coordinates or the point on llne "ab"
nearest line "cd". Size hp.

fx, fy, fz Output The X, y, Z coordinates of the point on line "cd"

o nearest ].Jnc "ab". Size np.

fracab Output Fractional distance of "e" along line "ab". Size np.

Meaningles_g if Ipar= 2 or 4.

• fraccd Output Fractional distance of wf" along line "cd", Size np.

Meaningless if ipar= 3 or 4.

Ipcr Output 0 If lines are not parallel. I if they are, and

points "e" and "f".can be moved arbitrarily by

equal distances along the lines. Size hp.

2 if line segment "ab" is too short.

3 If llne segment "cd" is too short.
4 if "ab" and Wcd" are both too short.

itrun Output 0 II dpmln not truncated to zero, based on icl.

I If dp(nln is truncated to zero, based on icl.

Size np.
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netr Output Indicates an input error, if not O, ,
11t np ia not posltive,_

np Input size ct arrays,

tol Input NuBmrioal tolerance limit,
On Cray c_putera, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.
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SUBROUTINE APTLNPL

call aptl_pl (px, py, pz, nx, sy, sz, ax, ay, ez,
& vn>(, Vny, vnz, np, tol, dpmln, dlnt fracps,

& qX_ qy, qz, ipar_ netr)

Version: aptlnpl Updated Iggo March 15 13_40.

aptlnpl Origlnat_d 198g November 2 14_I0.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-29B_ Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptslibe / i l

llb aptsllbelx aptbllbe aptlnpllend / I I.

, aptslibe is a LIB library oi FORTRAN source tiles.
aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

,

Purpose! To find, Icr each'o_ np sets 01 input data, the point of
Intersectloh of the llne through points p- (pxl pY, pz)

. and s = (nx, sy, sz), with the plane through the point

a.= (aX, ay, az) with normal Vector vn- (vnx, vny, vnz),

The point of intersection will be defined by ._ts distance dlrlt

from point "p", its fractional distance [racps along the llne

from "p" to "s", and Its coordinate_ q ,, (qx, qy, qz).

The perpendicular distance dpmln fron_ the plane to point "p"
is also returned.

If point "p" coincides with point "s", based on tel, the result

will be the same as if llne "ps" Is parallel to the plane.
If vector "vn" _s too short, based on tel, the result

will he the same as if llne "ps" lles in the plane.

If llne "ps" is parallel to the plane, Ipar will be i. If, in

addition, dpmin is not zero, dlnt, fracps, and the coordinates

of "q" will be very large. Ii the line is parallel to the plane

and dpmln Is znro, then the llne is in the plane, and d[nt and

fracps will be zero, and the coordinates of "q" will be

(px, py, pz).

Flag nsrr indicates any input error.

History: 1990 March 14. Changed tel to 0.0 in call to unit vector

subroutine. AlloWs small magnitudes.

1990 March 15. Changed results when vector "vn" is too short.

Now gives same rer.ult,s as if llne "ps" ts in the plane.

Input: px, py, pz, sx, sy, sz, ax, ay, az, vnx, vny, vnz, hpl tel.

output: dlnt, dpmln_ fracps, isx, qy, qz, ipcr, nsrr.

Calls_ aptvadd, aptvdls, aptvdot, aptvuna, aptvunb
(sources in aptslibo, binaries in aptblli:xe).

Glossary:

ax,ay, az Input Th_ x, y, z coordlnatfls of point "a" in the plane.

51ze _p. i

dlnt Output The distance ol the point of Intersec'clon "q" from

point "p"o Positive If in the same direction as

that from Wp. to "s", Size np.
Meaningless il ipar is not zero,

dpmln Output The perpendicular distance to point "p" from the

• plane. Positive il point "p" is in the same

direction from the plane as the normal vector "vn".
If less than the estimated error in its calculation,

dpmir_ will be truncated to zero. Size hp.

Fk_anlngless if Ipcr - 2, 3, or 4.
i,

fracps Output fractional distance of Point "g" along the llne

segment from point "p" to point "s". Size np.

May De negative or greater than I.

Meaningless If Ipcr is not zero.

Ipcr Outpu _, 0 if the llne is trotparallel to the plane, size hp.

I il it 1._._, See dpmin, dlnt, fracps, qx, qy, qz,
2 if llne "ps" is Lee short, based on tel.
3 II VeCtOr "vn" is Lee short, based on tel.

4 if "ps" and "vn" are both too short, based on tel.
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netr output Indloatem an input error0 if not O.
1 ,_f np in not poJltlve,

np Input Size of arrayn.

pw_py, pz Input The x, y, z ooordlnatea of point .pN on the llne.
Mumt di_far t'rl)mNn", baaed on tol. Size np,

qa, qy, qz Output The x, y, z ooordlnaten of the point of Intersaotlon

of the llne thl.-ough.pU and _a" with the plane
throuoh point l'a" with normal veotor "vn".

t4eanlnOle_a if Ilmr is not 2ero.

s_c,_y,nz Input The x, Ys z ooor,iinntes of point "n" on the llne.
MUst dlfter fr¢)m "P"t baaed on tol. Size np.

tol Input Ntlmerloai tolern#toe limit.

On cray oomput_ttra, reoonlmend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.

vrux,ysz Input The x, y, z ootn_l_l_ent_o_ veotor "vn. normal to the

plane. Maqnlt6tde munt eXoeQd tol. Size np0
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SUBROUTINe, APT_

call aptmaxw (,game nps crest, beta, g_a, herr)

V_rsion_ aptmaxw Updated 1990 January 31 16:30.
aptmaxw Originated 1990 January 31 16130.

Authorsl Eugene H. Canfield, IJ_NL_ L-29B, Telephone (415_ 422-4125,
Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-29B, Teiepttone (d15) 422-4123.

Sourcel xport read .2451001aptslibe / 1 1
lib aptslibalx aptblibe aptmaXwlend / 1 1.

• aptslib_ is a 61B library of FORTRAN source files.

aptbllbe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purposel To find, for each of np specified temperatures tgas, the

. relativistic velocity _unation_ beta and gamma, by sampling

from a relativistic Haxwellian distribution of particles with

a rest mass energy o_ ernst (same unlt_ as tga_).

Flag netr ltldlcates any input error.

Input: toss, np, crest.

Output | beta, garona, nerr.

Glossary:

beta OUtput Ratio of particle velocity to the speed of light:

beta - v / c (c _ 2.99792458e+0B m / .),

Range is from 0.0 to I. Size -np.

crest Input The rest mass oi: the particles (same urlits ms ,gas).

gav_a Output Ratio of relativistic mass to particle rest mass:

gamma = sqrt (1.0 - beta_*2) 0
Range ts from 0.0 to infinity. Size hp.

herr Output Indicates an input error, if not zero.

i irnp is not positive.

np Input Size of arrays ,gas, beta, qam_.a.

,gas Input Average particle temperature (same units as crest).
Size np.
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SUBROUTINE A_TMKAN

call aptmean (X, np, tol, xmean, Xdev, netr)

Version! aptmean Updated 1990 January 31 14210,

aptmean Originated 1990 January 31 14;I0,

Author! Arthur L. EdWards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

source; xport read ,2451001aptsllbe / 1 1

llb aptallbelx aptbllbe aptmeanlend / I I.

aptsllbe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptbllbe is a BUILD library of cray-compiled binaries.

PUrp_sel To find, for the np Values of x, the mean value xmean and
the standard deviation xdev of x from xmean.

Flao herr indicates any input error.

Input: x, np, tol.

Output: xmean, xdev, netr.

Glossaryl

netr Output If net O, indicates an input error.

1 if np ] not positive.

np Input Slze of array x.

to[ Input Truncation error limit.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-ll.

x Input A scalar value, size hp.

xdeV Output Standard devlatlon of x from xmean.

sqrt (mean (x''2) - (mean (x))"2).

xmean Output Mean value of X. sum (x) I np.
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SUBROUTINE APTMOPV

call aptmopv (smat, inr, ax, ay, ez, px, py, pz, hp, tol, netr)

Version: aptmopv Updated 1990 March 14 19:30.

aptmopv Originated 1989 Novemb-3r 2 14:10.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptslibe / i I

llb aptslibe!x aptbllbe aptmopvlend / 1 I.

aptslibe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptbllbe is a BUILD library of Cray-co,piled binaries.

Purpose: To transform the np points or vectors p - (px, py, pz)

by subtracting a - (ax, ay, ez), then operating on the result

with the 3 x 3 matrix operator staat (inv - 0) or its transpose

(Inr- i)_ then adding a TM (ax, ay, ez).

* Components of "p" smaller than the estimated error in their

calculation, based on tol, will be truncated to zero.

If np is not positive, netr - I will be returned.

If inv is not 0 or i, netr - 2 _ill be _eturned.

(I) if staat is a rotation operator (unitary, orthogonal,
the transpose = the inverse, and the the cosine of the

_ation angle is (trace - i) / 2), the rotation is around

an axle through the point a - (eK, ay, ez).
OPtion inv- 0 rotates the 3 row vectors of smat to be

parallel to the major axes, or rotates the major axes

to be parallel to the 3 column vectors of staat.
Option inr - I rotates the 3 column vectors of staat to

be parallel to the major axes, or rotates the major axes

to be parallel to the 3 row vectors of sr,at.

(2) if staat is a reflection operator (unitary, sy_metrice
its own Inverse, and the trace - l} the reflection ls in a

plane through the point a - (ax, ay, az); Inr has no effect.

If the values p - (px, py, pz} are w%bound vectors, then
a -(ax, ay, ez) must be (0., 0., 0.).

The sequential application of two reflections is a rotation

and a possible translation.

(3) if staat is an inversion operator (diagonals = -I, other

elements - 0), the inversion is through the point
a - (ax, ay, az).

History: 1990 March 13. Deleted truncation of components based on

total magnitude of vector.

Input: staatt inr, ax, ay, az, pa, py, pz, np, icl.

OutPUt: px, py, pz, netr.

Glossary:

ax, ay, az Input The x, y, z coordinates of an invariant point.

inv Input 0 to operate with the matrix smat,

1 tO operate with its transpose.

nerr Output Indicates an input error, if not 0.

. 1 if np is not positive.

2 if inr is not 0 or i.

np Input Size of arrays px, py, pz. Must be positive.

. px,py,pz In/Out The x, y, z coordinates of a point, or the

x, y, z components of a vector. Size hp.
Components smaller than the estimated error in their

calculation, based on tol, will be truncated to zero.

staat Input Array staat(3,3). A matrix operator.

tol Input Numerical tolerance limit.

On Cray computers, recommend ].e-5 to l.e-ll.
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SUBROUTINE AP TMOVE

call aptmove (hsys, iunit, aU, av, ew, bu, by, bw, dpmove,

& np, tol, CU, CV, CW, du, dr, dw, herr)

Version: aptmove Updated 1990 January 18 14:20.

aptmove Originated 1989 November 22 17:10.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptsllbe / 1 1

llb aptsllbeIx aptblibe aptmovelend / I I.

aptslibe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptbllbe is a BUILD library Of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To find, for each of tho np sets of input data, the new
point c- (cu, cv, cw) and unit direction vector

d- (du, dr, dw), resulting from moving from the polnt

a - (au, ev, eW) in the direction of the unit vector
b- (bu_ by, bw) for a distance dpmove.

Option nsys specifies the coordinate system:

0 for Cartesian, 1 for cyiindrlcal, 2 for spherical.

Option iunit indicates the units for angles: 0 for deqrees,
1 for radlans.

Any component of point "c" Or vector "d" less than the

estimated error in its calculation, baaed on tol, ;ill be
truncated to zero.

Flag netr indicates any input error.

Input: nsys, iunit, au, av, ew, bu, by, bw, dpmove, _ np, tol.

Outpu=: cu, cv, cw, du, dr, dw, netr.

Calls: aptcsyv, aptvadd (sources in aptslibe, binaries in aptblibe).

Glossary:

au, av, aw Input The u, v, w coordinates of point "a". Size np.

bu, bv, bw Input The u, v, w components of u_nlt vector "b". Size hp.

cu, cv, cw Output The u, v, w coordinates of point "cW. Size np.
May be truncated to zero, if less than the estimated

numerical error in their calculation based on tol.

dpmove Input The distance from point "a" to point "c". Size hp.

(Assuming vector "b" is a unit vector.)

du, dv, dw Output The u, v, w components of unit vector "d-. Size hp.

May be truncated to zero, if less than the estimated
numerical error in their calculation based on tol.

lunlt Input Indicates unit to be used for angles:
0 if an(_les are in degrees.

. 1 if angles are in radlans.

nsys Input Indicates coordinate system type:

0 for cartesian coordinates, u - x, v - y, w - z.

I for cylindrical coordinates. U = radius from z

axis, v - angle in My plane, counterclockwise from
X axis, w - z. ,

2 for spherical coordinates, u - radius from origin,

v - angle in xy plane, counterclockwise from

x axis, w - angle from z axis.

netr Output Indicates an input error, if not O.

I' if np is not positive.

2 if nsys is not I, 2, or 3.
3 if lunlt is not 0 or I.

np Input Size of arrays.

tol Input Numerical tolerance limit.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 tc l.e-ll.
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SUBROUTINE ; L"_:_VS

call aptmovs (rhos, cths, sths, cphs, aphs,
& Usrht usth, usph, dpmove, hp, tol,

& rho, cth, sth, cph, sph, urh, uth, uph, nsrr)

Version: aptmovs Updated 1990 March 14 16:00.

aptmo%rs Originated 1989 December 4 17:00.

Author: ArthUr L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (4157 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptslibe / 1 1

llb aptslibelx aptblibe aptmovslend / 1 I.

aptslibe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries,

• Purpose: To find, for each of the np sets of input data, the new

point p- (rho, cth, sth, cph, sph) and unit direction vector

u- (urh, uth, uph), resulting from moving from the point

ps - (rhos, cths, sths, cphs, sphs) in the direction of the

unit vector us - (usrh, usth, usph) for a distance dpmove,

in spherical coordinates.

Any component Of point "p" oz' vector "u" less than the

estimated error in its calculation, based on tol, will be
truncated to zero. If tol - O, no truncation tests are done.

Flag nsrr indicates any input error.

History: 1990 March 14. Changed tol to 0.0 in call to unit vector

subroutine. Allows small magnitudes.

Input: rhos, cths_ sths, cphs, spha, usrh, usth, usph, dpmove, np, tol.

Output: rho, cth, sth, cph, sph, urh, uth, uph, netr.

Calls: aptvuna (source in aptslibe, binary in aptblibe).

Glossary:

cph Output The cosine of the final value of phi (angle from the
z axis).

M_y be truncated to zero, if less than the estimated
numerical error in their calculation based on tol.

Size np.

cphs Input The cosine of the initial value of phi. See uph.

Size np.

cth Output The cosine of the final value of theta (angle in the

xy plane counterclockwise from x axis).

May be truncated to zero, if less than the estimated

numerical error in their calculation based on tol.

Size np.

cths Input The cosine of the initial value :of theta. See cth.

Size np.

d_move Input The distance from point "ps" to point "p". Size np.

(Assuming vector "us" is a unit vector.)

herr Output Indicates an input error, if not O.

• I if np is not positive.

np Input Size of arrays.

rho Output The spherical radial component of final point "p".

" May be truncated to zero, if less than the estimated
numerical error in their calculation based on icl.

Size np.

rhos Input _he spherical radial component of initial point "ps".
Size np.

sphs Input The sine of the initial value of phi. See cph.

Size np.

sph Output The sine of the final value of phi. See cph.
May be truncated to zero, if less than the estimated

numerical error in their calculation based on tol.

Size hp.
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sths InpUt The sine of the initial value of theta. See oth.

Size hp.

sth Output The sine of the final value of theta. See cth.

May be truncated to zero, if less than the estimated

numerical error in their calculation based on tel.

Size np.

tel Input Numerical tolerance limit. If zero, no tests done.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to 1.e-ll.

uph Output The phi component of final unit direction vector "u".

May be truncated to zero, if less than the estimated

numerical error in their calculation based on tel.

See cph. Size np.

urh Output The rho component of final unit direction vector "u".

May be truncated to zero, if less than the estimated
numerical error in their calculation based on tel.

Size np.

usph Input The phi component Of initial unit direction vector

"us". See cpb. Size hp.

usrh Input The rho component of initial unit direction vector

"us". Size np.

usth Input The theta component of initial mit direction vector

"us". See cth. Size np.

uth Output The theta component of final unit direction vector "u".

May be truncated to zero, if less than the estimated

numerical error in their calculation based on tel.

See cth. Size hp.
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SUBROUTINE _T_RD

call aptmprd {n_ows, smatl, smat2, tel, smat, nsrr)

Version_ aptmprd Updated 1989 December 29 II:40.

aptmprd Originated 1989 November 2 14:i0.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-29B, 'Telephone (415) 422,.4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptSllbe / 1 1

lib aptslibetx aptbllbe aptmprdJend / 1 i.

aptsllbe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files

" aptbllDe is a BUIID library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To find the matrix produc t smat of the two square matlces

.matl and staat2. Each must be sized nrows by nrows.

. Considered as operators, smat is equivalent to the sequential

application of staat2, then smatl. Components of staat within

tel of 0, i, or -I will be adjusted to those values.

If slows is not positive, nerr - 1 will be returned.

Input: smat I, smat 2.

Output i smat, herr.

Glossary:

nerr Output Indicates an input error, If net O_

1 if nrows is non-posltive.

nrows Input Number of rows - number of columns in ammtl, staat2,
and staat.

staat Output A square matrix, with size staat(nrows, nrows)

matrix product of smatl, staat2.

smatl Input A square matrix, with size smatl(nrows,nrows).

smat2 Input A square matrix, with size smat2(nrows,nrows].

tel Input Numerical tolerance limit.. Used to test and adjust
matrix elements. If the row and colu_nn vectors of

Smatl and smat2 are unit vectors, then

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.
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SUBROUTINE APTMVCY

call aptmvcy (kth, psz, psr, cths, sths, usz, usr, ust,

& dpmove, np, tel,

& pz, pr, cth, sths uz, ur, ut, netr]

Version: aptmvcy Updated 1990 March 14 16:00.

aptmvcy originated 1989 December 4 if:00.

Author. _ Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL_ L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptslibe / 1 1
lib aptslibeJx ap_blibe aptmvoy[end / I I.

aptslibe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To find, for each of the np sets of input data, the new

point p- (pz, pr, cth, sth) and unit direction vector

u - (UZ, ur, ut), resulting from moving from the point

ps = (psz, psr, oths, sths) in the directlon of the unit

vector us - (usz, uar, ust) for a distance dpmove, in

cylindrical coordinates.

If kth - 0, ali cths - 1.0, all aths - 0.0, and cth and sth

will not be calculated, and none need be dimensioned.

Any component of point "p" or vector "u" less than the

estimated error in its calculation, based on tel, will be

truncated to zero. If tel - 0, no truncation tests are done.

Flag netr indicates any input error.

History: 1990 March 14. Changed tol to 0.0 in call to unit vector
sL_routine. Allows small magnitudes.

Input: kth, psz, psr, cths, sthn, usz, USE, USt, dpmove, np, tel.

Output: pZ, pr, cth, sth, uz, ur, ut, herr.

Caller aptvuna (source in aptsllbe, binary in aptbllbe).

Glossary :

Size hp.

cth Output The cosine of the final value of theta (anGle in the
xy plane counterclockwise from x axis).

May be truncated to zero, if less than the estimated
numerical error in their calculation based on tel.

Size hp, if kth - i. Otherw4se, not calculated.

cths Input The cosine of the Initia._ v;,lue of theta. See cth.

Size np, if kth - i. Ot!lerwlse, scalar 1.0.

dpmove Input The distance from point "ps" to point "p". Size hp.

(Assuming vector "us" is a unit vector.)

kth Input Indicates size Of arrays cth, cths, sth, sths:
0 if array size is I, with cths = I_0, sths = 0.0,

and cth and sth are not to be calculated.

1 if array slza is nD, input values of cths and sths

will be used, and cth and sth will be calculated.

netr Output Indicates an input error, if not 0.

1 if np is not positive.
2 if kth is not 0 or I.

np Input Size of arrays.

pr, pz Output The r and z components of final point "p". Size np.

May De truncated to zero, if less than the estimated

numerical error in their calculation based on tel.

psr, psz Input The r and z coordinates of initial point "ps".

Size np.

sths Input The sine of the initial value of theta. See cth. ,,

Size hp, if kth = I. Otherwise, scalar 0.0.

sth Output The sine of the final value of theta. See cth.

May De truncated to zero, if less than the estimated

numerical error in their calculation based on tel.

Size hp, if kth - I. Otherwise, not calculated.
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tel Input Numerical tolerance _Imlt, If zero, notests done.

on cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.

ur OUtput The r component eL final unit direction vector "u".

May be truncated to zero, if less than the estimated
numerical error in their calculation based on tel.

size hp,

usr Input The r component of initial unit direction VeCtor "us".

Size hp.

ust Input The theta componerlt of initial unit direction vector

"us". See ath. Size hp. I,i

Usz Input The z component of initial unit direction vector "us".
v

Ut Output The theta component of final unit direction vector "u".

May be truncated tO zero, if less than the estimated
numerical error in their calculation based on tel.

See cth. Size np.

uz Output Thez Component of final unltdirectlon vector "u".
Size hp.
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SUBROUTINE APTPLPL

call aptplpl (ax, ay, azt bx, by,. bz, 'ox, oy, ez,

& dx, dYs dzs np, tel, ex, ey, ez, _x, fYs fz,

& ux, uy, uz, ipar, dpmin, it_n, netr)

Version: aptplpl Updated 1990 Marah 15 15:10.

aptplpl .Originated 19B9 November 9 IOIO0.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

SoUrc_.: xport read .245100:aptullbe / i'I
lib aptslibelx aptblibe aptplpJlend / 1 I, $

aptsllbe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.
aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

J

Purpose: To Lind, for each of a set of input d'ata, the llne of

intersection of the plane through point's ,- (ax, sy, sz)

with normal vector b = (bx, by, bz),.and the plane through

point c = (ox, oy, ez) with normal vector d = (dx, dy, dz).,

If any. Otherwise, if the planes are parallel, to find

the distance between them. For nonparallel planes,

the points e .. (ex, ey, ez) and f - (rx, fy, fz) will be the

points on the line of intersection nearest points WaW and .cN ,
respectively, unit vector U - (ux, uy, uz) will be the

_,
direction of the llne of intersection, and ipcr wlll be zero.

If the planes are parallel, based on tel, ipcr will be I,

and dpmin will be the the distance between the planes. If the

planes are coincident, dpA_In will be zero, itrun will be I,

and unit vector "uN will be in the direction of the line "ac".

Flag netr indicates any input error, such as np not positive.

Flag Ipcr will be 2, 3, or 4 if vector "b" or "d", or both,

are too short, based on tel. If so, "e", wf. and "U" will be
meaningless.

Method: The llne of intersection "eL" lies in both planes' therefore

is perpendicular to both normal vectors, thus parallel to b x d.

The llne "ce" is perp,_ndlcular to llne Nel" and "b W, thus

parallel to b x (b x d). The llne "cd" is perpendicular to llne

"el" and "d", thus parallel to d x (b K d). The vector path

"ac" equals the vector path "aefc". Taking components parallel

to "sew, "eL", and "cf" provldss equations for the Unknown

distances "ae", "ef", and "of". If the planes are parallel,

b X d lm Zero, and,dpmin is the component of Nac,' in the
direction of the normal vector "b".

Note: Subroutine aptvpln may be used to find the vector normal to

a plane for which at least 3 points are known.

History: 1990 March 14. Changed tel to 0.0 in call to unit vector

subroutine. Allows small magnitudes.

1990 March 15. Changed points "e" and "f" to "a" and "b", reap.
when either Vector "bW or "d" is too small. No effect when

input data is good.

Input: aM, ay, az, bx, by, bz, ca, cy, cz, ria, dy, dz, hp, tel.

Output: ex, ey, ez, rx, fy, fz, ua, uy, UZ, ipar, dpmln, itrun, nerr.

Calls: aptvadd, aptvdls, aptvdot, aptvuna, aptvunb, aptvxun

(sources in aptsllbe, binaries in aptblibe).

Glossary:

ax, ay,az Input A point in plane ma". Size hp.

bx, by, bz Input A vector normal to plane "a". Size np.

If too short, based on tel, ipcr - 2 or 4.

cx, cy, cz Input A point in plane "c". Size np.

dx, dy, dz Input A vector normal to plane "c". Size np.

If too short, based on tel, Ipar- 3 or 4.

ex, ey, ez Output The x, y, z coordinates of the point on the llne of

intersection of planes "a" and -c. nearest point "a".
Meaningless, but point "a", if Ipar is not 0.
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fx, fys1t Output The x, y, z uoordinatem_of the point on the line of.
interaeation o_ planes waN and NONnearest point _o".
Heanin_leam, but point wows if Ipar is not 0,

dpmln Output The dlmtanoe between plar_esNa" and "oN, If ipar - I,
Otherwise, zero, Slze hp.

ipar Output Indloate_ relative orientation of planes "aN and No":
0 if the planes interaeot.
1 if the pianeJ are parallel, based on tel.
2 if veotor Nb" is too short, baaed on tel.
3 if veotor .d. ia too shorts blued on tel.
4 if Vectors Nb"'and NdWare both too short,

' Orientation La indeterminate if ipar - 2s 3 or 4,
Size hp.

itrun Outpu_ If I, indloatea planes are parallel and oolnoldent,
, Slze np.

herr OUtput Indicates an inpuE error, if not' O.
1 if np is not positive.

tol Input Numerical toleranoe limit.
On Cray aomputera, recommend l,e-5 to l,e-ll,

ux,uy,uz OutpUt The X, y, z components of the unit veotor parallel bo
the line of intersection of planes "aN and "o".,
If ipar - 0. Meaningless, but parallel to the
line "aoq .ifipar i_ not zero. Size np.
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SUBROUTINE APTDL-qP

call aptplsp (rsph, px, PYs pzs axs ay, a=, bxs by, b=, nPs

toi, dpmln, rolr, rx, oy, oz, Itrun, na:T)

Version: aptplsp Updated 1990 March 16 14110.
aptplsp Originated 1990 Hatch .1.6 14110.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, 66NL, L-298, Telephone (415} 422-4123.

Sourcel xport read ,2451001aptslibe / 1 1

lib sptallbelx aptbllbe aptplsplend / 1 1.
aptsllbe is a LIB libraw of fORTRAN source files.
sp,bl:be is a BUILD library of Cray-octopi:sd binaries.

Purpose: To find, for each of np acts o_ input dates the mlnimtm_ distance

dp_tn to the point p = (px, py, pz), _rom the plane through
the point a = (ax, ay, sz) with normal vector b = (bX, by, bz),
and the coordinates o = (oX, oy, ez) of the point in the plane
nearest point .pW In addition, to find the radius rolr o_ any

circle of intersection of the plane with the sphere oentered

at point wp. with radius rsph.

Flag Itrun indlcatea truncatio_l of dpmin to zero (i)or

too small a magnitude of vector Nb" (2).

Flag nsrr indicates any input error.

Input: rsph, px, py, pz, ax, ay, sz, bX, by, bz, np, tel.

Output: dpnin, fair, ox, oy, .ez, ltrun, nsrr.

Calls: aptptpl (aourve in aptsllbe, binary in aptblibs).

Glossary:

ax, ay, az Input The X, y, Z coordinates of point "a" in the plane.
Size np.

bx, by, bz Input The x, y, z components of vector "b" normal to the
plane. Magnitude must exceed tel. Size np.

ox, cy, cz OUtput The X, y, z coordlnate! o_ the point in the plane

nearent point "p'. Size hp.
The center of any circle of intersection,

Returned as point .pW i£ normal vector "bN is too

short, based on tel (itrun - 2).

dpmin Output The perpendicular distance to poillt .p. from the

plane through point WaN with normal vector "bN .
Positive i_ point "p" is in the same direotlon

_rom the plane as the normal vector "b N.
Truncated to zero if le.s than the estimated error

in its calculation, based on tel (itrun = i),

Returned am _ero ii normal vector "b" is too sheik,
based'on tel (Itrun - 2).

itrun Output Indicates a special result for one data set:

0 if dpmin is not zero, and no input errors occur,

I if the value of dp_In is tr_Inaated to zero, when

less than the estimated error in its calculation,
based on tel.

2 if normal vector "b. is too short, based on tel, *
The orientation o_ the plane is unknown, and =

dp_in and polllt "cW cannot be calculated.

nsrr Output Indicates an input error, i_ not O.

I if np is not positive. *

np Input Size of arrayg.

px, py, pz Input The X, y, z coordinates of point "p". Size np.

The center of the sphere with radius rsph.

rclr Output The radius of any circle of intersection centered at

point No", Slze np. Positive if intersection

occurs, zero if tangenoy ooours, negative If.no
intersection or tangency occurs, or if Itrun - 2
or 3.
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raph Input _he radlua o_ rho mphe_e amntnrod at point Wp.,
Sl:a np, Thm abaolut_ Vllue in u_ed,

tol Input Numerloal toleranan limit.
On Cray aor_putarn, reaol_mnd l,e-5 to l,o-ll0
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_IUBROUTIN_IAPTPTLC

aall _pt_ptlo (pu0 pr, au, aVs bus bY, nPs tols nopt_d_
dpmln, _In, nllm, itrun, netr)

Vez'nlonl aptptla Updated 1990 February 14 13100.
apt,ptlo Orl(/InatEvdI!_189Deaember 29 I_)140,

Authorl /ttthut _. r,dward=, 6I_4L, 6-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

s0utoel xport read .2451001aphallbe / 1 1
lib aptmltbolx aptbltl_m iptptlalend / 1 1.
aptallba In a LIE llb_:ai'yol FORTFb%Nsource tile=, '
spgblibe lm a BUILD l!ibraryct Cray-oo_plled blnmrlem,

Purpoae: To llnd, tor each ol I_Pntn ct Input data, the minimum dlatanoe
dpmln from the point _ = (pus pr) to _he Jtralght llne through
the point= a = (au, a!p)snd b = (bu,by), AIL polnta are in
the UV plane. Direct!cns us v and w are orthogonal.

option nopt£d allow= _he fractional dlntanoe trh.in ol the
proximal point along ).ineNab. tO be calculated, and allowa
the rangeo_ fdmln to be limited. Flag ni 4 indicates
when =uoh limitation hal brim Impoeed. I_ _llm= 2, dpmin lm
the di,tanaa trce pol!_t.pN to the nearest end ct llne
aeg=en, Nab". i

The value ol dpmin will be truncated to zero i_ less tilanthe
estimated error in its calculation, based on tol, and if so,
Itrun = 1 will be returned.

lt the points waw and Nb_ oolnolda, boned on tols dpmln will be
the dlatanoe from point waH to point "p", and lt dpmln ts not
zero, =,tun will'be -I.

FLag netr IndlcateB any input error.

Hlstory_ 1990 _'eb.ruary12 15_20. kdded input arg_mnt hop,td,
optional output arguments _dmln, nile.

Input: pu, pr, au, ev, bu, by, np_ icl, nopt_d.

Outputl dp_n, td=lh, nlim, =,run, netr.

(:ali=: apt,day, aptvaxo, aptvdlo, aptvdoo (sources in ep,sl=be,
blnarlea in aptbllbe).

Glossary_

au_ av Input The u and v coordinaten.o_ point "a" on llne "ab".
Size np. All po=nta are in the uv plane.

bu, bv Input The u and v ooordlnates o_ point "bW on line "abW,
Size np.

dpmin Output Distance _rom point "p_ to the llne _ab_, Size np.
Truncated to zero il less than the activated error
in =ta calculation, based on tol, and II so,
Itrun = 1 will be ret_Jrned.
lt points "a W and NbWace coincident, dpmln is the
distance from point ep. to poil_t"aW, and Itrun = -l ,
ia returned, unleas dp_nln- 0.0.
I_ nopt_d lm 2, and _dmln is initially not in the
range _rom 0.0 to 1.0, dpmln is the distance _rom
point _p" to the nearest oi points "a_ and "b_, and
nlim = 2 ia returned.
The value o_ dp_In is positive, i_ point "p" I_
to the le£t o£ the vector "ab" in the uv plane.

£d_In OUtput. Fractional distance between point "a_ and point "bN
of the point nearest point ,p.. Sae nopt_d.
Size np, if nopt_d la not -I.

=,run output 0 I_ dpmin is not truncated to zero. Size np.
I ii dpmin is trun0ated to zero, when less than its

estimated error, based on tol.
-1 1_ dpmln is not zero, and points "a_ and Wb_

coincide, based on tol,
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netr O_JtpUt IndJaat@s mn input error, if not O.
I i_ np lm not positive.
2 if nopt_d La not -I, Os Is or 2.

nlim Output 0 If no limit lmpoaed on fdmlns 1 If the limit of
noptfd - 1 ta lm_Jed, 2 if the limit of noptfd = 2
iu Imposed. Size np, if nopt_d ls not ,_1.
I_ 2, dpmin is the distanae fro_ point "p" to the
neeremt end of line segment "ob",

noptfd Input option to iLmlt range of fdmln: 0 for no limit!
-I to not aalaulate _dmln or nllm.
O to flnd fdmJn, but impose no limits.
I to increase fdmln to tel, if in the range _ro_
-tel to tel, and dear.ase _dmln to 1.0 - tel,
if in the range from 1.0 - to! to l.O + tel.

2 to impose the limits for noptfd = I, and then
limit fdmin to the range fro_ O.O to I.O, and
adjust the magnitude, but not the Bign of dprnln

- if the later limit lm imposed.

np Input Size of arrays pu, pv, au, &v_ bU, bv, itrun.
If noptfd ia not -1, tl_e size of arrays fdmln, nlim.

pu, pv Input The u and v ooordinatea of point "p". Sizm np.

tel I;IpUL Numerical tel,fano, limit,
on Cray computers, L'ecommendl.e-5 to l.e-ll,
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SUBROUTINE APTPTLN

call aptptln (px, OY, pz, ax, ay, sz, bXs bYs bz, np, tol,

& noptfd, dpmln, fdmin, ox, oy, ozs nllm, Itrun, netr)

Versionl aptptln Updated 1990 February 14 lOz00.
aptptln Originated 1989 November 2 14zlO.

Author_ Arthu_ L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Sourcel xport read .245100:aptslibe / i I

lib aptslibe]X aptbllbe aptptlnlend / 1 I.

aptsllbe is a LIB library of FORTBAN source files.

aptbllbe is a BUII_ library o_ Cray-compiled binaries.

Purposel To find, for eaoh of np sets of input data, the minimum distance

dpmin from the point p = (PJt,PY, pz) to the straight llne

through the points a- (ax, ay, sz) and b- (bx, by, bz),

to find the coordinates a = (ca, cYt ez) of the proximate point
on line "abU, and to find the fractional distance fdmln of that

point along the llne segment "ab". The value of

dpmin will be truncated to zero if less than the estimated error

In its calculation, based on tol, and if so itrun - I will be

rett_rned. Flag herr indicates any input error.

option noptfd allows the llne Uab" to be treated as a finite

segment, by llmltlng the ran_e of fdmin. Flag nllm indicates

when such limitation has beem imposed.

If the points "aU and "bU coincide, based on tol, dpmin will be

the dlstant_e from point "su tO point "p-, and if dpmin is not

zero, Itrun will be -I.

Hlstory: 1990 February 12 16:00. Fixed bug affecting fdmin when

np is greater than 64.

InpUt: pa, py, pz, ax, ay, sz, bx, by, bz, no, tol, noptfd.

Output: dpmln, fdmin, ca, oy, cz, nlim, itrun, herr.

Calls: aptfdav, aptvadd, aptvdis, aptvdot (sources in aptslibe,

binaries in aptblibe).

Glossary:

ax,ay, az Input The x, y, z coordinates of point "aU on llne "ab".

Size hp.

bx,by, bz Input The x, ,y, z coordinates of point UbU on line "ab u ,

Size hp.

cx, cy, cz Output The x, y, z coordinates of the point on the line "ab"

nearest point up.. Point .pu if dpmin - O. Size hp.

dpmln Output Distance fr_ point "p_ to the llne UabU. Size _p.
Truncated to zero if less than the estimated error

in its calculation, based on tol, and if so,

itrun - i will be returned. Perpendicular distance,
unless Itrun - -i, or nllm - 2.

fdmin Output Fractional distance between point uau and point Ub"

of the point "cu. Size np.

itrun Output 0 if dpmln Is not t_uncated to zero.

1 if dpmin is truncated _to zero, when less than its

estimated error, based on tol. Size np.

-I if dpmln is not zero, and points "au and "bN

coincide, based on tol.

netr Output Indicates an Input error, If not 0.

i if np is not positive.

2 if noptfd Is not O, i, or 2.

nllm Output 0 if no limit imposed on fdmin, 1 if the limit of

noptfd = I is imposed, 2 if the limit of noptfd - 2
is imposed. Size np.

If the latter limit is imposed, dpmln will be the
distance from point .pU to the nearest end of the

llne segment.
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noptfd Input Option to limit range of fdmln_ 0 for no' limit;

I to increase fcknin to tol, if in the .range from

-tol to tol, and decrease fcLmin to 1.0 - tol, if

in the range from 1.0 - tol to i.0 + tol; and

2 to i,4poae the limits for noptfd - i, and than

limit fdmin to the range from O.O to l.O.

np. Input Size of arrays px, py, pz, ax, ay, az, bx, by,' bz,

CX, cy, cz, fdmin, itrun.

px, py, pz Input The x, y, z coordinates of point "p". Size np.

tol Input Numerical tolerance limit.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 t0 l.e-ll.

Q
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SUBROUTINE APTPTPL

call aptptpl (px, py, pz, ax, ay, az, bx, by; hz, np, tol,
& dpmln, ca, cy, cz, itrun, netr)

Version: aptptpl Updated 1990 March 15 ii:50.

aptptpl Originated 1989 November 2 14:10.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptslibe / I 1

lib aptslibelx aptblibe aptptpllend / 1 I.

aptslibe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.
aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To find, for each of np sets of input data, the minimum distance

dpmin to the point p - (px, py, pz), from the plane through

the point a- (ax, ay, az) with normal vector b- (bX, by, bz),

and the coordinates c - (ox, cy, cz) of the point in the plane

nearest point "p".

Flag itrun indicates truncation of dpmin to zero (I) or

too small a "_agnitude of vector "b" (2).

Flag nsrr indicates any input error.

HistOry: 1990 March 14. Changed tol to 0.0 in call to unit vector

subroutine. Allows small magnitudes.

Input: px, py, pz, ax, ay, az, bx, by, bz, hp, tol.

Output: dpmin, cx, cy, cz, itrun, netr.

Calls: aptvadd, aptvdis, aptvdot, aptvunb (sources in aptslibe,
binaries n aptbllbe) .

Glossary:

ax, ay, az Input The x, y, z coordinates of point _a" in the plane.

Size np.

bx, by, bz Input The x, y, z components of vector "b" normal to the

plane. Magnitude must exceed tol. Size np.

cx, cy, cz Output The x, y, z coordinates of the point in the plane

nearest point "p'. Size np.

Returned as point "p" if normal vector Nb" iS tOo

short, based on tol (itr_n - 2).

dpmln Output The perpendicular distance to point "p" from the

plane through point "a" with normal vector "b".

Positive if point "p" is in the same direction

from the plane as the normal vector "b".

Truncated to zero if less than the estimated error

in its calculation, based on tol (itrun - I).

Returned as zero if normal vector "b" is too short,
based on tol (Itrun - 2).

itrun Output Indicates a special result for one data set:

1 if the vaYue of dpmln is truncated to zero, when

less uhan the estimated error in its calculation,
based on tol.

2 if normal vector "b" is tOo short, based on tol.

The orientation of the plane is unknown, and
dpmin and point mc" cannot be calculated.

herr output Indicates an input error, if not 0.

I ifhp is not positive.

np Input Size of arrays.

px, py, pz Input The x, y, z coordinates of point "p". Size hp,

tol Input Numerical tolerance limit.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.
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SUBROUTINE APTQDIC

call aptqdic (au, sv, bu, by, au, cv, du, dr,

& pu, pr, hp, tel,

& pab, pbc, pad, pda, dpmin/ herr)

Version: aptqdic Updated 1990 February 21_II:00.

aptqdic Originated 1990 February 21 II:00.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LI2_L, L'298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptslibe / 1 1

_ lib aptslibetx aptblibe aptqdiclend / 1 i.

aptslibe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To find, for each of the np Sets of input data, the distances

" pab, pbc, pcd and pda from the point p - (pu, pv) to the sides
of the quadrangle with vertices a - (au, sv), b - (bu, by),

c - (cu, cv), and d - (du, dr), in counterclockwise order in

the uv plans, and the minimum dpmln of pab, pbC, pcd and pda.

The values of pab, pbc, pcd and pda will be truncated to zero,

if less than the estimated error in their calculation, based on

icl. Flag herr indicates any input error.
,[

Input: au r sv, bu, by, cu, cv, du, dr, pu, pr, hp, tel.
i

Output: Dab, pbc, pod, pda, dpmin, netr.

Calls: aptptlc (source in aptslibe, binary in aptblibe).

Glossary:

au, av Input The u, v coordinates of vertex "a" of the quadrangle.

Size np.

bu, by Input The u, V coordinates of vertex "b" of the quadrangle.
Size np.

cu, cv Input The u, v coordinates of vertex "c" of the quadrangle.

Size np.

dpmin Output Minimum of absolute values of distances

paD, pbc, pcd and pda. Size np.

du, dv Input The u, v coordinates of vertex "d" of the quadrangle.

Size np.

netr Output Indicates an input error, if not O.
1 if np is not positive.

np Input Slze o_ arrays pu, pv, au, sv, b u, by, cu, cv, du, dv,
pab, pbc, pcd, pda.

pab Output Distance _rom point "p" to quadrangle side "ab".

Truncated to zero, if less than the estimated error

in its calculation, based on tel. Ansolute value.

pbc Output Distance from point "p" to quadrangle side "bc".
Truncated to zero, if less than the estimated error

in its calculation, based on tel. Absolut@ value.

pcd Output Distance from point "p" to quadrangle side "cd".

Truncated to zero, if less than the estimated error

in its calculation, based on tel. Absolute value.

pda Output Distance from point "p" to quadrangle side "da".
Truncated to zero, if less than the estimated error

In its calculation, based on tel. Absolute value.

pu, pv Input The u and v, coordlnates of point "p" in the uv plane.

slze np.

tel Input Numerical tolerance limlt.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.
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SU_ROUTZNE_TQFDC

call aptqfdc (au, av, bu, bv_ au, oy, du, dr, pu, pr, np, tol,

& fclk, fdl, ngood, nerr)

Version: aptqfdc Updated 1990 February 14 16:00.

aptqfdc Originated 1990 February 14 16:00.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-29B, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptslibe / 1 1

lib aptslibelx aptblibe aptqfdalond / 1 1.
aptsllbe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries. .

Purpose: To find, for each of the np points p - (pu, pr), the fractional
distances fdk and fdl of point "pw between the opposite edges ' '

' "da" and "bc", atld "ab" and "cd", respectively, of the 2-D

quadrilateral in the uv plane with vertices a - (au, sv),

b- (bu, by), c = (cu, cv), and d - (du, dr).

Flag netr indicates any input error.

Input: au, sv, bu, by, cu, cv, du, dr, pu, pr, hp, tol.

Output: fdk, fdl, ngood, netr.

Calls: aptqrtv {source in aptslibe, binary in aptbllbe).

Glossary:

au, av Input The u and v coordinates of point "a" in the uv plane.

bu, bv Input The u and v coordinates of point "bN in the uv plane.

cu, cv Input The u and v coordinates of point "c" in the uv plane.

du, dv Input The u and v coordinates of point "d" in the uv plane.

fdk Output Fractional distance of point "p" from the line segment
•da" to the llne segment "bc". Size np.

Values between -tol and tol will be adjusted to tol.
Values between 1.0 - icl and 1.0 + tol will be

adjusted to 1,0 - tol. See ngood.

fdl Output Fractional distance of point "pw from the line seoment

"ab" to the llne segment "cd". Size np.

Values between -icl and tol will be adjusted to tol.
Values between 1.0 - tol and 1.0 + tol will be

adjusted to 1.0 - tol. See ngood.

nqood Output Indicates range of fractional distances fdk and fdl:

0 if either fdk or fdl is outside the range from

-tol to 1.0 + tol. Also if both are.

1 if fdk and fdl are both between -tol and 1.0 + tol.

This can be true even when point .pw is outside

a boomeranged or bowtled quadrangle.

2 if fdk and fdl are both between -tol and 1.0 + tol,

and two possible solutlons.exlst. This can happen

when the quadrangle is a boomerang or bowtie.

Only one of the solutions is returned.

netr Output Indicates an input error, if not 0.

i if np is not positive. =

np Input Size of arrays pu, pr, fdk, fdl.

pu, pv Input The u and v coordinates of point "p" in the uv plane.

Size hp.

tol Input Numerical tolerance limit.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.
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SUBROUTINE A?TQIDIC

call aptqinc (ktype, nt'ype, au, ev, bu, by, cu, oy, dus dv,

& PUs pr, hp, tel,

&, pab, pbc, pcd_ pda, dpmin, nloc, netr)

Version: aptqinc Updated 1990 February 21 16:40.

aptqinc Originated 1990 February 21 16:40.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LI/_Ls L-298_ Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xpOrt read .245100_aptslibe / 1 1

' lib aptslibelx aptblibe aptqlnclend / I I.

aptslibe is a LIB llbrary of FORTRAN source files.

aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

. Purpose: To find, for each of the np sets of input data, the distances

pab, pbc, pod and pda from the point p - (pu, pr) to the sides

of the quadrangle with vertices a -(au, ev), b "i (bu, by),

c- (cu, cv), and d- (du, dr), in counterclockwise order in

the uv plane, the minimum dpmin of pah, pbc, pod and pda, and

whether point "p" is inside the quadrangle or not (flag nloc).
Option kflag allows the quadranqle shape type to be ignored,

output, or input, and boomeran_]s and bowties to be tested.

The values of pab, pbc, pod and pda will be truncated to zero/

if less than the estimated error in their calculatiot_, based on

, tel. Flag netr indicates any input error.

Input: ktype, ntype S au, av, bu, by, cu, cv, du, dv, pu, pv, np, tel.

Output: pah, pbc, pod, pda, dl:_in, nloc, nerr_

Calls: aptptlc, aptqvac (sources in aptsiibe, binaries in aptblibe).

Glossary:

au, av Input The u, v coordinates of vertex "a" of the quadrangle.

Size hp.

bu, by Input The u, v coordinates of vertex =b" of the quadrangle.

Size np.

cu, cv Input The u, v coordinates of vertex "c" of the quadrangle.

Size hp.

dpmin Output Minimum of distances paD, pbc, pcd, pda. Size np.

Minimtu_ of absolute values of pab, pbc, pod, pda,

If point -p" is in a boomerang or bowtie, and
ktype - 0, I_or 2. Negative if nloc - 0.

du, dv Input The u, v coordinates of vertex "d" of the quadrangle.

Size np.

ktype Input Indicates whether ntyp_ is input or output, and

whether or not cases for which nloc is initially

zero will be tested to see if the point is actually

inside a boomerang or bowtie.

-I if ntype is not input, and is not to be returned.

No tests will be made for boomerangs or b0wtles.

0 if ntype is not Input_ _and is not to be returned.

Tests will be made for boomerangs and bowties.

I if rltype is not input, but will be returned.
Tests will be made for boomerangs and bowties.

2 if ntype is input.

Tests will be made for boomerangs and bowties.w

netr Output Indicates an input error, if not O.

1 if np _.s not positive.

2 if ktype is not -I, 0, 1 or 2.
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'nloc Output Indicates the location of point "p" relative to the
quadrangle "abcd" : . '
-1 i£ ali quadrangle vertices coincide,

O' if point. "p" il outside the quadrangle "abcd",
or is inside, but the quadrangle vertices were . '
sPecified in clockwise order,
or if ktyPe - -i, is inside a bowtle or in
certain _reas inside a boomerang.

1 if point "p" is inside the quadrangle "abcd",

and either all four distances pah, pDc, pcd and

pda are non-negative, or if ktype - 0, i or 2,

the quadrangle is a boomerang or bowtle and the

distances pass SPecific tests.
r

np Input Size of arrays pu, pr, au, sv, bu, by, cu, cv, du, dr,

Dab, pb_, pcd, pda.

ntyPe 1/07 Shape type of quadrangle. Input if ktype -2.

Output if ktype - I. Size np if ktype - I or 2.
0 if quadrangle Is convex.

11-14 If'quadrangle has Just one concave vertex at

point "a", "b', "cN , or "d",. reap. (a boomerang).

21-24 if quadrangle has Just two adjacent concave

vertices at ends of sides "cd W, "de", "ab", or

"bc", respectively (a bowtle).

pab Output Distance from point _p" to quadrangle side "ab".
Truncated to zero, if less than the estimated error

in its calculation, based on tol.

pDc Output Distance from point =p" to quadrangle side "bc".

Truncated to zero, if less than the estimated error

in its calculation, based on tol.

pcd Output Distance from point =p= to quadrangle side "cd".

Truncated to zero, if l_ss than the estimated error

in its calculation, based on tol.

pda Output Distance frc_tlpoint "p" to quadrangle side "de".
Truncated to zero, if less than the estimated error

in its calculation, based on tol.

pu, pv input The u and v coordinates of point "pw in the uv plane.

Size np.

tol Input Numerical tolerance limit.

On Cray c_puters, recommend l.e.-5 to l.e-ll.
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SUBROUTINE APTQLOC

call aptqloc (au, av, bu, bV, Cu, cV, du, dr, np, tol,

& fdk, fdl, pu, pr, netr)
,,

Version: aptqloc Updated 1990 February 14 17:30.

aptqloc Originated 1990 February B 14:30.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptslibe / I 1

lib aptslibeix aptblibe aptqloc!end / 1 i.

aptslibe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To find np points p - (pu, pr), by sampling from a

uniform distribution over the planar quadrangle in the uv plane,

with vertices a- (au, av), b = (bu, by), c _ (cu, cv),

. d - (du, dv), in counterclockwise order around the quadrangle.
For a triangle, make du - au, dv - av, or call apttloc.

If the quadrangle has a non-positlve area, no points will be

sampled,

Variables fdk and (dl are the local coordinates in the

quadrangle. For any point p = (pu, pr) In the quadrangle:

pu = au * fdk • (bu - au) + fdl • (du - au) +
fdk • ld1 • (au - bu + cu - du)

pv - av 4 fdk • (bY - av) +fdl * (dr - 3v)
fdk • fdl • (av - by + cv - dr)

Given p - (pu, pv), fdk and fdl may be round by calling

subroutine aptqfdc.

Flag netr indicates any input error.

History: 1990 February 14 ]7:30. Added capability to sample [rom

boomerangs and bowties.

Input: au, av, bu, by, cu, cv, du, dv, hp, tol.

Output.: fdk, fdl, pu, pv, herr.

Calls: aptqfdc, aptqvac, aptslld, aptsllv, apttloc

(sources in aptslibe, binaries in aptbllbe).

Glossary:

au, av Input The u and v coordinates of vertex "a" of quadrangle.

bu, by Input The u and v coordinates of vertex "b" of quadrangle.

cu, cv Input The u and v coordinates of vertex "c" of quadrangle.
k

du, dv Input The u and v coordinates Of vertex "d" Of quadrangle.

netr Output Indicates an input error, if not 0.

I if np is not positive.

2 If quadrangle area is not positive (no sampling).

np Input Size of arrays fdk, fdl, pu, pr.

Number of points "p" to sample.

fdk Output Fractional distance of point "p" between the quadrangle

sides "da" and "bcW. Range 0.0 to 1.0. Size np,

Range may be less in a boomerang or bowzie,

- fdl Output Fractional distance of point "p" between the quadrangle

sides "ab" and "cd'. Range 0.0 to 1.0. Size np.

Range may be less in a boomerang or bowtie.

tol Input Numerical tolerance limit.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to i.e-ll.

pu, pv Output Sampled points. Size np.
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SUBROUTINE APTQRTS

call aptqrts(noptq, ac, bb, tc, qq, tel,

& nroots, rootl0 root2, itrun)

Version: aptqrts Updated 1990March 21 14:00.

aptqrts Originated 1989 November 2 14:10.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptslibe / 1 1

lib aptslibelx aptblibe aptqrtslend / 1 I.

aptsllbe is a LIB library of FORTKAN source files.

aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-oomplled blnarl_.q.

Purpose: To find any real roots of the quadratic equation:

aa * x**2 + bb * x + cc = 0.

The method minimizes truncation error, and indicates when

truncation error may still be significant, based on to/.

Option noptq allows the user to specify the value of

qq _ hb**2 - 4.0 * aa *ec, instead of using the value
calcula£ed here.

Note: aptqrtv is a vectorlzed version of aptqrts.

Hlsto[y: i990 March 21 14:00. Changed to truncate small positive values

of qq to zero.

Input: noptq, ac, bb, ct, qq, tel.

Output: qq, nroots, rootl, root2, itrun.

Glossary:

aa Input Coefficient of x**2 in a quadratic equation.

bb Input Coefficient of x in a quadratic equation.

cc Input Coefficient of ! in a quadratic equation.

Itrun Output Truncation error indicator. 0 if insignificant.

1 If the magnitude of qq is less than the estimated
truncation error, based on tel. This indicates

that the roots are near a minimum or maximum, or

that the quadratlc }s almost the square of a linear

function. The value o£ qq Is truncated to zero.

2 if the input value of qq (noptq = I) differs from

the calculated value by more than the estimated

truncation error, based on tel.

noptq Input Option for getting value of qq = hb**2 - 4.0 * aa * cc:

0 to not use input qq, but calculate from aa, hb, cc.

I to use the lnput value of qq (more accurate).
A nonzero value oi tel must be used with thls

option, for comparlslon of the input with the
calculated Value.

nroots Output Number of real roots:

-i if ((ac .eq. 0.0) .and. (bb .eq. 0.0)).

Equation is null (cc .eq. 0.)or bad (cc .he. 0.).
0 If(bb**2 .It. 4.0 * aa * tc).

Roots are complex.

I If equation is linear:

(ca .eq. 0.0) .and. (bb .ne. 0.0),

or if qq - 0.0.

2 if (bb**2 .gr. 4.0 * aa * cc).

qq Input If noptq = I. Equal to qq - bb**2 - 4.0 * aa * cc, but

calculated more accurately, due to cancellation of

terms resulting from the composite nature of ac, hb,
,, and/or cc.

qq Output If noptq - O. Equal to qq - bb**2 - 4.0 '* aa * ct,
calculated locally.
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1

rootl OUtput The _irst or only real root, i_ (nrootn ,ge, i).

root2 Output The neoond real root, if (nrootn .eq, 2).

tel Input Ntmmrioal toleranoo limit.
MUst not be zero i_ noptq - I.

On Cray oo_putern, reaommend I.o-5 to l,o-ll.
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SUBROUTI N}I APTQRTV

call aptqrtv (noptq, as, bb, ce., qq, hp, tsl,
& erects, rootll root2, Itrun)

Verslonl aptqrtv Updated 1990 March 21 14100,
, aptqrtV OrlginatmJ 1989 NoVember 2 14110,.

Authorl Arthur L. Edwards, LLNl,, I,-29B, Telephone (413) 422-4123.

Sourcel Xport read .2451001aptsllbe / I i

llb aptailbelX aptblibe aptqrtvlend / I I,

aptsllbe is a LIB library o£ FORTRAN source files,

aptbl[be is a BUIID library of cray-complled binaries.
b

PUrposel To find ally real roots of the quad@atlo equatlont

aa * x**2 + bb A x _ co = O°

for np sets of coefficients aa, bb_ ce.

The solution is vectorlzed over the sets of coefficients,

which are calculated in secLions of 64 (or ]es,, for tile
final section),

The method minimizes truncation error, and [ntll(:ateswhen

truncation error may still De significant, based on tsl.

option noptq allows the user to spee.ify the value of

qq - hb**2 - 4.0 * aa *co, instead of Using the value
ca [culated here.

Note: aptqrts is a scalar version Of aptqrtv.

lllstory: 1990 January 19 15+'00. Fixed bug for a = 0.0 or b = 0.0.

1990 March 21 14_00. Chan_e d to allow truncation of small
positive qq to zero.

Input: noptq, aa, bb, co, qq, np, tsl.

Output: qq, erects, rootl, root2, Itrun.

Glossary:

aa Input Coefficients of X*'2 in a quadratic equation. Size hp.

bb Input Coefficients of x In a quadratic squat[on. Size np.

ce. Input Coefficients of I in a quadratic equation. Size hp.

Itrun Output Truncation error indicator. 0 if ins[gell[cant.

i If the magnitude of qq is less than the estimated

truncation error, based on tsl. This Indie.ates

that the roots are near a minlmum or maximum, or

that the quadratic is almost the squa*e of a linear

fune.tlon. The value of qq is truncated to zero.
2 If tile input value of qq (noptq - I) differs from

the calculated value by more than the estlmated

truncation error t based on tsf.

Size np.

netr Output Indicates an input error, If not O.

i if np Is not positive.

noptq Input Option for gottlng value of qq - bb**2 - 4.0 * aa * ct:

0 to not Hse input qq, but cale.ulate from as, hb, ce..
I to use the input value of qq (more accurate).

A nonzero value of tel must be used with this

option, for comparlslon of the input with the
calculated value.

erects Output Number of real roots:

-1 If ((ca .eq. 0.0) .and. (bb ,eq. 0.0)).
Equation is null (co .eq. 0.) or bad (co ,he. 0.).

0 i_ (bb'*2 .It. 4.0 * aa * tC).

Roots ilre complex.

I i{ equation is linear:

(aa .eq. 0.0) .and. (bb .no. 0,0),
or .If qq - 0.0.

2 if (hb**2 .gt. 4.0 * aa * ct).

Sl Ze np.

np Input Nun_er of soLS of Input data as, bb, tc, noptq, qq.
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qq Input I_ noptq - 1, _qtm_ Lo qq - hb**2 - 4,0 * mm ' oat but
calvtl_ar, ed more aaaUratelys due to amnoellation o£
term= resulting from the aompoalte natUre of aa_ bb,
and/or oa, Size np°

qq OUtput If noptq = 0, &qual to qq = hb,*2 - 4,0 * am * roe
oalvulated looally, (;ize hp,

rootl OUtput The flrmt or only real zoot, if (nroota ._e. I).
Size hp, root2 Output The meoond real r_}ot, 1_ (nroot_ ,eq, 2), _|zo hp,

• tot Input Numerloal tolerance llmlt,
Hu_t not be zero if noptq - i,
On cray aomputet'a, t.'eoommend1,e-5 to 1,e-11,
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SUBI_OUTIN&A.nTQU/_

amli aptquad (px_ Wt p:_ ax_ mYt ez, bXt bye hs,
a_s aYs a_s dXs dYl dis noptEds tols

i dpmlnl fdkqt Gd_qs qxs qYe q=s
n1_m_s niimls Itrun_ naldes noon_ netr)

VerMlonl aptqoad Updated 1989 November 29 16110,
aptquad OrlQinated 1989 November 2 14110,

&ut.hoc_ /krthur b. &dwarda, t,6N[,s 6-296s Telephone (415) 422-4123.

..qourael_ Xport read .2451001aptaltbe / 1 1
lib apt¢llbelX aptblib¢ aptquadlend / 1 1. •
aptmlibe la m bib llbtaW oG FORTP,kN aource _llem,
aptbll_ I_ a BUILD llbrmty o_ Ctay-(1omplledblnarlmm.

Purpoue: ¢_ _Ind the minimum dlatanoe dp_In Grom the external point
P = (PXs PY, pz), to the surGaoe bounded by a 3-O quadrangle
with vertloem (axiaysaz)s (bXsbytbz)s _ (axsoyso_.}s (dxsdysdz)i
to Glnd the point q = (qXs qy_ q_) on the surface nearest the
external polrlt/ and to Glnd the _raotlonal dlatancea fdkq and
_dlq o_ that point between oppoalte Bides o_ the quadrangle°
Option nopt{d allow,' the rangu¢ of Gdkq and Gdlq t,o be limited.
Remult mnd mr.tor flagm are returned.

?he equation o_ the surface (rs m_ be o, d at# vectors) la.,

c - a + (b - a) * _dk + (d - a) * Gdl +
(a ,- b + o - d) * _dk * _dl

r - a * (1- _d_)*(1 ," Gdl) + b * _d_*(1 - Gdl)+
C * {dk*_di + d * (1 - _d_)*_dl

where r 14 a vector (x_ y, z), and _dks Gdl are _raotlonal
dlstanoma between oppoalte edged.

Hethodl Used Gunotlonal Iteratlon, tangent plane approxtmatlon_ and
aooeleratlon, ?he rate o_ convergence depertdson the problem.
Fcc 2 Inltlal valuea o_ Gdks Itecatlvely Gind _dl nearest
the externa_ polnt_ the _st _dk .Gorthat Gdl_ etc.
I{ two ,minimaace G_und_ ume the least value o_ dpmln.

[nputl px, py_ pz_ ax_ my, az, bX, by_ b/.,rx, oy, _z, dx, dy_ dz,
tol,

OUtput1 dpm_,n, _dkq_ _dlq, qx_ qy_ qz,
nllmks nllml_ Itrun, nslde_ noon_ netr.

Cal_el apt_dads aptpt).n_aptptpl_ aptvdls, aptvpln
(source_ in aptallbe, blnarle_ lr, _ptblfh_),

Gloaaary:

ax_ay, az Input ?he X, y, z coordinates o_ q_adrangle vertex "a".

bx_by_bz Input The x, y_ z.ooordlnates oG quadrangle vertex "b".

cx_oy, cz InpUt ?he x_ y_ z coordinates o_ quadrangle vertex "o".

dx, dysdz Input The x, y, z coordlnatea of quadrangle vertex "d".

dpmln Output. Hinl_u_ dl_tance _rom point p- (px, py, pz_ to the
cut,ace bol.'ndedby the edges o_ _he 3-D quadrangle
with vertlcea (ax_ oy, az), (bx, by_ bz)_
(oX, oy, cz) and (dx, dy, dz).

_dRq O_ltput _'ractional dlatance o_ the point q = (qx_ qy, q_)
between opposite edges OG the quadrangle_
{roe the edge bounded by (a)t_ oy, ez) and
(dx, dy, dz). A value oF exactly 0.0 or 1,0 may
indicate actual mir_lmum point outside quadrangle,
Value_ within _,,ol o_ 0.0 or 1.0 may be shifted
allghtly _nalde quadrangle. See nlimk.
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_dlq OutpUt rraational dimtanoe of the point q = (qx, qy, qz)
bwtween oppoaite edqen of the' quadrangle,
from the edge bounded by (ax,_ ay, a=) and
(bW, by, bz), A value of eXaotiy 0,0 or t,O may

_indioate aotual minimum point outside quadrangle,
Values within tel of 0,0 or 1,0 may be shifted
ullghtly inmlde quadrangle, See nllml,

ltrun Output 0 If no ohange is made in the oalaulat_d value of
di_ln, I l.f dprntn tm ohanged to Zeros when Iaea than
the emtlmated error in its oaloulatlon4

noon Output _rrot flag+
' I or 2 lt fi_mt two gueana fail to oonverge.

3 tor total failure to _Ind aolutlon,

netr Output Indloates an input error, if not O,
1 in added if noptfd Is not between 0 and 2.

nllmk Output 0 lt fdkq not adjusted,
I it nearO.O or 1,0, shitted inside quadrangle,
2 i_ outalde range O,0 to 1,0, =hlfted to O.O or 1.0.

nllml Output 0 if fdlq not adjusted.
I [_ near.0.O or 1,0s shi_ted 'Inaldequadrangle.
2 If outslde range 0,0 to 1.0, shifted to 0.0 or 1,0.

nopttd Input Option to limit the tangos ot fdkq, fdlq:
O Eor no limit,
I to Inoreaae to tol_ if in the range _r0m -tel to

tel, and deateaae to i.0 - tel, it'in the range
from 1.0 - tel to 1.0 + tel (move a polar near aft
edge =lightly Inslde the quadrangle), and

2 to limit to the range from 0,0 to 1.0 (move a
point out_Ide the triangle to an edge).

nalde Output i it the point nearest p = (px, PYe pz) in the extended
sur_aoe through the quadrangle is actually
q- (qx, qYt qz), within toleranae tel,
0 if q - (qK, qy_ q=) im only the point on the
edges of the quadrangle nearest (px, py, pzl, but
the rester,oonneotlng ,pW to ,qW is net normal
to the aur_aoe.

px,py,pz Input The x, y, z ooordinatea o_ the extecnal point "p".

qx,qyeqz Output The ;_,y, z ooordlnatea of the point Nq* nearest to
p., (px, py, pz) on the biquadtat_.o surface.

tel Input Numex'ioaltoleranoe limit.
Convergence orltetlon for dpmln.
On Gray oo(nputets,teoolIImendl.e-5 to l.e-ll.
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SUBROUTINE APTQVAC

call aptqv_o (au, avl bu, by, ou, ev, du, dos np# Lois nopb,

& arpa, arpb, arpot arpd_ ntype_ qU_ qv, herr)

Verslonl aptqvao Updated 1990 February 13 13100.

aptqvao originated 1990 _ebruary B 14:OO.

AuthOrl Arthur L. £dwards, 1,124L,L.-29B, Telephone (415} 422-4123. r

Source! xp0rt read .24510Olaptsllbe / i 1

llb aptaliba{K aptbllbm aptqvao{end / I I,

, aptallbe is a LIB library of I_OIITRANsource fl.les. '

aptbllbe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose_ To find the shape and size of np quadrangles in the uV plans,
With Vertices a . (aU, ao), b = (bu, bv), o = (ou, ev) and

d - (duS dv) oounterolof_kwlse around the quadrangle.

Optionally (sept - 0 or 2), the vertex parallelogram areas arpa,

arpb, ac.po and arpd will be returned, and (nopt- 1 or 2) the

number and Iooatlon of any concave (negative area) Vertloes

will be returned, sr,coded in ntype, and if the quadrangle is a

bowtie, the Intersection of the sides q - (qu, qv), will be
returned. The net area of the quadrangle is

0.25 * (erDa + arpb + arpo + arpd).

Flag nsrr indicates any input error.

Input_ au, ao, bu, .bY, ou, ovf du0 dv, hp, tolt nopt.

OUtpUt_ ntype, arpa, arpb, stool arpd, nsrr.

Ca_Is_ aptvdlo, aptvaXo
(sources in aptslibe, binaries in aptblibe).

Oloeaary:

arpa Output Parallelogram area at vertex NeW (nopt - 0 or 2).

Size np.

a_l_b Output Parallelogram area at vertex "b" (acpr - 0 or 2).

Si ze hp.

arpc Output Parallelogram area at vertex "c" (acpr - 0 or 2).

Size np.

arpd Output Parallelogram area at vertex "d" (nopt- 0 or 2).

Size np.

au, aV Input The u and v coordinates of Vertex "a" of quadrangle.

Size np.

bu, bv Input The u and v coordinates of vertex "bW of quadrangle.

size np.

cu, cv Input The u and v coordinates of vertex "ew of quadrangle.

Size np.

du, dv Input The u and v ooordinates of vertex "d" of quadrangle,

Size hp,

nsrr Output IndJ.catea an input e rrorp if not 0.

1 if np is not positive.

2 I_ nopt in not 0, I or 2.

nopt Input output option:

0 or 2 to return vertex parallelogram areas.

1 or 2 to return shape type code ntype.

2 to return areas, ntype, and _wtle intersections.

np Input Size of arrays au, ao, bu, by, ou, oy, du, do,

and ii i_opt - 0 or 2, arpa, arpb, arpo and arpd,
and If nopt- 1 or 2, ntype.
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ntype Output Shape type of quadrangle (nopt - 1 ,or 2).

0 if all vertices are conve_. RegUlar.

ii if only vertex "a" is concave. Boomerang.

12 if only vertex "b" is concave. Boomerang.

13 if only vertex "c" is concave. Boomerang.

14 if only verte_ "d" is concave. Boomerang.

21 if only vertices "C" and "d" are concav e. Bowtie.

22 if only vertices "d" and "a" are concave. Bowtie.

23 if only vertices "a" and "b" are concave. Bowtie.

24 if only vertices "b" and "c" are concave. Bowtie.
31 if only vertex "a" is convex. Inverted boomerang.

32 if only vertex "b" is convex. Inverted boomerang.

33 if only vertex "c" is convex. Inverted boomerang.

34 if only vertex "d" is convex. Inverted boomerang.S

40 if all vertices are concave. Inverted regular.

qu, cir Output The u and v coordinates of the intersect.ion "q" of

two opposite sides of a bowtied quadrangle.

Returned only if nopt - 1 or 2, an_ nt_pe - 21
to 24.

tol input Numerical tolerance limit.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.
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SUBROUTINE APTREFC

call aptrefc (pu, Dr, au_ ev, bu, by, np, icl, qu, qv, nsrr)

Vel-slon: aptrefc Updated 1990 March 13 11:30.

aptrefc Originated 1990 January i0 13:50.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LI_L, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptsllbe / I 1

lib aptslibelx aptbllbe aptrefclend / 1 I.

aptsllbe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source flies.

aptbllbe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.
Q

Purpose: To find, for each of np sets of input data, the 2-D vector
q - (qu, qv) resulting from the reflection of the 2-D vector

p - (pe, pr) from the llne through the points a = (au, av)

and b - (be, by), ali in the uv plans.
When point "a" coincides with point "b", based on tol,

no reflection takes piace, and vector "q" equals vector "p".
Coordinates u and v may be any orthc_onal coordinates.

Flag nsrr indicates any input error.

Method: The vector "sn" normal to the reflecting surface is the cross

product of the vector normal to the 0v plane, (0, O, I), and

the vector parallel to the llne "ab". From simple

geometry, "q" - "p" - 2.0 * ("p" dot "u"), where "u" is the
unit vector parallel to "sn".

Input: pup pr, au, av, be, by, np_ icl.

Output: qu, _v, nsrr.

Glossary:

au, av Input The u and v coordinates of point "a" in the uv plane.

Must differ from "b", based on icl. Size hp.

bu, bv Input The u and v coordinates of point "b" in the uv plane.

Must differ from "a", based on tol. Size hp.

netr Output Indlcatus an input error, if not O.

1 if np is not positive.

np Input Size of arrays.

pu, pv Input The u and v components of the incident vector "p..
Size np.

qu, qv Output The u and v components of the re_lected vector -q".
Components of "q" less than the estimated error in

their calculation, based on tol, will be truncated
to zero.

Slze hp.

icl Input Numerical tolerance limit.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.
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SUBROUTINE APTREFL

call aptrefl (pu, pr, pw, au, av, bu, by, np, tol,
& qu, qv, qw, nerr)

• Version: aptrefl Updated 1990 March 13 Ii:30.
aptrefl Originated 1990 January i0 13:50.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123,

Source: xport read .24510/J:aptslibe / I 1

lib aptslibelx aptblibe aptrefllend / i i.

aptslibe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

• aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To find_ for each of np sets of input data_ the vector
q - (qu, qv, qw) resulting from the reflection of vector

, p - (pu, pv, pw) from the surface perpendicular to the uv plane
and through the points a - (au, ev, 0), and b - (bu, by, 0),
when incident on the surface on the llne "ab".

When point "a" coincides with point "b", based on tol,

no reflection takes piace, and vector "q" equals vector "p,.

Coordinates u, v and w may be any orthogonal coordinates.

Flag netr indicates any input error.

Method: The vector "sn" normal to the reflecting surface is the cross

product of the vector normal to the uv plane, (0, 0, I), and

the vector parallel to the line "ab". From simple
geometry, "g" - "p" - 2.0 * ("p"rdOt "U"), where "u" is the

unit vector parallel to "sn"

Input: pu, pr, pw/ au, av, bu, by, hp, tol.

Output: qu_ gr, qw, herr.

Glossary:

au, av Input The u and v coordinates of point "a" in the uv plane.

Must differ from "b", based on tol. Size hp.

bu, by Input The u and v coordinates of point "b" in the uv plane.

Must differ from "a,, based on tol. Size hp.

herr Output Indicates an input error, if not O.

1 i_ np is not positive.

np Input Size of arrays.

pu, pv, pw Input The u, v, w components of incident vector "p'.

Size hp.

qu, qv, qw Output The U, v, w components of reflected_vector "q".

Components of "q" less than the estimated error in

their calculation, based on tol, will De tr%_ncated

to zero.

Note that gw - pw. Size hp.

tol Input Numerical tolerance limit.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.
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SUBROUTINE APTREFS

call aptrefs (itype, ax, ay, ez, bl(, by, hz, ox, oy, ez,

& pa, py, pz, hp, tel, refmt netr)

Version: aptrefs Updated 1990 March 14 16:00.

aptrefs Originated 1990 JanUary I0 13"50.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xp.rr read .245100:aptsllbe / I 1

llb aptsllbelx aptblibe aptrefslend / 1 i.

aptsllbe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To find the matrix operator refm for reflection from a plane:

Itype - 0: the plane contains point a - (ax, ay, az), and
has normal vector b - (hK, by, hz).

itype - I: the reflection exchanges the points a - (ax, ay, az)

and (bx, by, bz).

itype - 2: the plane contains the 3 points a - (ax, ay, az},

b- (bx, by, hz), and c- (c_, oy, cz).

To do the reflection operation on the np points

or vectors D" (Dx, py, pz). If p- (pM, py, pz) are unbound

vectors, either use module aptmopv, or make sure the reflectlon

plane contains the origin. Slze np may be O.

The new values of (Pa, DY, pz) will be truncated to zero

if less than the estimated error in their calculation,
based on tel.

History: 1990 March 14. Changed tel to 0.0 in call to unit vector'

subroutine. Allows small magnitudes.

Input: Itype, ax, ay, az, bx, by, hz, ox, oy, cz, px, py, pz, hD, tel.

Output: px, py, pz, term, netr.

Calls: aptvxun, aptvunb (sources iri aptslibe,

binaries in aptblibe).

G1ossary :

ax, ay, az Input The x, y, z coordinates or oon_ponents of a point or
vector.

hK, by, hz Input The x, y, z coordinates or components of a point or
vector.

cx, cy, cz Input The x, y, z coordinates of a point.

itype Input Defines option for describing reflection plane:

0 if plane contains point a - (aM, ay, az), and

and has normal vector b - (bx, by, bz).

i if reflection exchanges (au(,ay, az), (bx, by, hz).

2 if Diane contains points (ax, ay, az), (bx, by, bz)

and (ca, cy, CZ).

nerr Output Indicates an input error, if not O.

1 if the magnitude of any input vector is too small,

2 if any 2 of the points (a, b, c) are congruent,

or if the points (a, b, c) are colinear, and •

ltype - 3.
3 if Itype Is not O, i or 2.

np Input Number of points or vectors (px, py, pz). May be 0.

px, py, pz In/Out The x, y_ z coordinates of a point, or

the x, y, z components of a vector. Size hp.
Wlll be truncated to zero, if less than the estimated

error in their calculation, based on tel.

refm Output Reflection operator (a unitary 3 x 3 matrlx).

Must be sized refm(3,3).

tel Input Numerical tolerance limit. Used to test and adjust

unit vector and point components.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.
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SUBROUTINE APTRKCL

call sptrkcl (pro ur, ut, uz, sr, dr, dintmn, dintmx, np, tol,

& nlnt, dint, netr)

Version: aptrkcl Updated 1990 January 24 13:40.

aptrkcl Originated 1990 January 19 16:20.

Author_ Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xpor_c read .245100:aptslibe / I 1

llb aptsllbelx aptblibe aptrkcllend / 1 I.
aptslibe is a LIB llbrary Of FORTRAN source files.

• aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To find_ for each of the np sets of input data, any exit

intersection of the linear track through point p - (pr) with

. unit direction vector U - (Ur, st, UZ,), with the cyllndrioal

surface with fixed radius sr, for which (I) the distance dlnt

from point "p" rathe intersection is between the limits dintmn

and dintmx, and (2) the radial cot_ponent ur of the direction

vector "u" at the intersection has the same sign as dr.
Flag herr indicates any input error.

Input: pr, ur, ut, uz, sr, dr, dlntmn_ dlntmx, hp, tol.

Output: nint, dint, netr.

Calls: aptqrtv, aptvlim [aptfdav optional)

(sources in aptslibe, binaries in aptblibe).

Glossary:

dlnt Output Distance from point "p" to intersection at radius sr

along track (not radial distance).

dintmn Input Minimum allowed value of distance to intersection.
Size np.

dintmx Input Maximum allowed value of distance to intersectIon.

Size np.

dr Input Sign of exit direction through surface at sr. Size hp?

netr Output If not O, indicates an input error.

1 if np is not positive.

nint Output 0 if no exit intersection was found.
1 if an exit intersection was found at the surface

at radius sr, with a distance to intersection dint

between dintran and dlntma. Size hp.

np input Size of arrays pr, ur, ut, uz, sr, dr,

dlntmn, dlntala, nlnt.

pr Input Cylindrical radial coordinate of initial point on

track. Size np.

sr Input cylindrical radial coordinate of surface. Size np.

ur Input Initial cylindrical radial component of unit direction

* vector along track. Size hp.

ut Input Initial theta component of unit direction vector

along track. Theta is angle in x-y plane

counterclockwise from x azis. Size hp.

uz Input Initial axial z component of unit direction vector

along track. Size hp.

tol Input Truncation error limlt.

Used to test for intersection being nearly

tangent, and for accuracy of intersection.

Must not be zero.

On cray computers, recommend l.e-ll.
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SUBROUTINE APTLEKCY

call aptrkcy (pz, pr, uzs UK, ut, az, sr, bzs brr

& dintmn, dlntmx, np, noptd, toll, role,

& nlnt, pinz, plnr, dlnt, netr)

Version: aptrkcy Updated 1990 January 23 16:30.

aptrkcy Originated 1989 December 7 16:40.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-29B, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptslibe / i I

llb aptslibelx aptbllbe aptrkcylend / I I.
aptsllbe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files, m

aptbllbe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To find, for each of the np sets of input data, any acceptable

exit Intersection (plnz, plnr) of the linear track through point ..
p = (pz, pr) with unit direction vector u - (uz, ur, ut), with

the cyllndrical axisymmetrlc surface through points a - (sz, sr)

and b - (hz, br), for which {1} the distance frcA_ point "DN

to pin = (plnz, pinr)is between the limits dintmn and dintmx,

(2) the intersection is between a - (az, ar) and b - (bz, br),

and (_) the crossing at the intersection is from left to right

in the zr plane (right to left in the rz plane).

This is a zone exit if the points (az, sr) and (bz, br) are the

vertices of a zone edge, counterclockwise around the zone in the

the zr plane (clockwise in the rz plane).

History: i990 January 23 I0:I0° Implemented use of aptfdav to adjust
values of flntl and flnt2 near 0.0 or 1.0. Vectorlzed

intersection test loop.

Input: pzt pr, uz, ur, ut_ sz, sr, bz, br, dintmn, dint,u_, np,

noptd, toll, role.

Output: nlnt, plnz, pinE, dlnt, herr.

Calls: aptqrtv, aptvlim, aptfdav.

(&ources in aptsllbe, binaries in aptbllbe).

Glossary:

ar Input Cylindrical radial coordinate of beginning of

cylindrical axlsy_m_trlc surface. Size np.
Theta ranges frcxlt0 to 360 degrees.

az Input Cylindrical axial z coordinate of be_Inning of

cylindrical axis_nnmetric surface. Size np.

br Input .Cylindrical radial coordinate of end of

cylindrical axisyiT,_etrlc surface. Size np.

bz Input Cylindrical axial z coordinate of end of

cyljndrlcal axie_qnmetrlc surface. Size hp.

dlnt Output Distance from {pz, pr) to intersection at (plnz, plnr),

along track (not distance in zr plane).

dlntmn Input Minimum allowed value of distance Lo intersection.

51ze np.

dlnt,_x Input Maximum all6wed value of distance to intersection.

Size np.

nerr Output If not 0, indicates an input error.

1 if np is not positive.

nlnt Output 0 if no acceptable exit intersection was found.

1 if an acceptable exit intersection was found on the

surface se_nent between (az, at) and (hz, br), with a
distance to the intersection dlnt between dintmn and

dintRu<. Size hp.

noptd Input Option to limit the minimum magnitude of the co,4_onents

of the direction vector u - (uz, ur, ut). The method
used her_ will fall if uz or ut is zero.

0 for no magnitude test. Must be done elsewhere.

1 to limit the mlnlmtu_ magnitudes of ut and uz to no
less than role.

CO
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np InpUt Size of arrays pz, pr, uz, ur, ut, sz, xr, bz, br,

dlntmn, dinting, nint, pinz, pint.

pinr Output Cylindrical radial r coordinate of intersection point.

Sl ze np.

pinz Output Cylindrical axial z coordinate of intersection point.

Sl ze hp.

pr Input Cylindrical radial r coordlnate of the initial point on
the track. Size np;

• pz Input Axial z coordinate of the initial point on the track.

Size np.
i

ur Input Initial cylindrical radial component of the unit

. direction vector along the track. Size hp.

ut Input Initial theta component of the unit direction vector

along the track. Theta is the angle in the xy plane
counterclockwise from x axis. Size hp.

uZ Input Initial axial z component of unit direction vector

along track. Size hp.

tolf Input TrUncation error limit to be imposed on the fractional

distance of the intersection (pinz, plnr) along

the line seqm_nt from (az, xr) to (bz, br). Values

less than -toll or greater than 1.0 + toll will not
be accepted. Values from -toll to toll will be

chanqed to toll. ValUeS from 1.0 - toll to

1.0 + toll will be changed to 1.0 - toll.

Also used to test for the intersection being nearly

tangent, and for the accuracy of the intersection.
Must not be zerb.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-ll.

tols Input TrUncation error limit to be imposed ,on uz, ut and

pint. Magnitudes of ut and uz less than tols

will be increased to tols. Values of pint less

than tols* pr will be increased to tols* pr.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5.

A value of zero may produce unpredictable results.
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SUBROUTINE APTRKIS

call aptrkis (pa, py, pz, vx, vy, VZ, ac, ax, ay, az,

& axy, ayz, azx, axe, ayy, azz, dlntmn, dintmx,

& hp, tel, nint, qx, qy, qz, dlnt, netr}
,

Version: aptrkis Updated Ig90 March 14 16!00.

aptrkis Originated 1990 Februaiy 23 i0:00.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptsllbe / I 1

lib aptslibalx aptbllbe aptrkislend / I I.
aptslibe Is a LIB llb_ary of FORTRAN source files.

aptbllbe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To flnd, for each of np sets of input data, the distance dint

to the intersection q - (qx_ qy, qx) of the linear t£ack through

point p = (px, py, pz) w.[th direction vector v = (rx, vy, vz),

and the general second order surface for which the equation is

f(XiY, Z) m ac + ax * x '+ ay * y . az _ z +
axy * x • y + ayz * y * z 4 azx * z * x' +

axx _ x**2 + ayy * y**2 . azz * z**2 = 0,

and for which dint'is between dtntrnn and dlntmx. If two such

intersections occur, the one with the smaller' magnitude of dint
will be returned. If no such Intersection is found, hint will

be 0, and dlnt and the coordlnate_ of point "q" WIll be very
large. ' Flag nerr Indicates any input error.

The vector normal to the surface is s - {df/dx, df/dy, df/dz).
The sign of the direction of the intersection Is determined by

the dot product v * s.

History: 1990 March ]4. Changed tel to 0'0 in call to unit vector

subroutine. Allows small magnitudes.

Input: pa, py, pz, rx, vy, vz, ac_ ax, ay, az,

axy, ayz, azx, axx, ayy, azz, dintmn, dlntmx, np, tel.

Output: nlnt, qx, qy, qz, dint, netr.

Calls: aptqrtv, aptvadd, aptvunb

(sources in aptsllbe, binaries in aptbllbe) i

Glossary: ,

a... Input Coefficients of the implicit equation of a second-order

surface in xyz space (ac, ax, ay, az, sky, ayz, azx,

egg, ayy, azz) .

dlnt Output The distance of the point of intersection "q" from

point "p", if nlnt - I. Size hp.

Positive If in the same direction as vector "v".

Acceptable only if between dlntmn and dlntma.

dlntmn Input The minimum allowable value of dlnt.

dintmx Input The maximum allowable va_ue of dlnt.

netr Output Indicates an input error, if not 0.

I If np is not positive.

1 if the track through point "p" in direction "v"
intersects the surface at a distance dint between

dlntmn and dlntma.

0 ifno such intersection was found.
-1 if vector ,v" is too short, based on tel.

np Input Size of arrays.

px, py,pz Input The x, y, z co0rdlnates of point "p".

qx, qy, qz Output The x, y, z coordinates of the point of intersection

of the line through point "p" with unit direction

vector "v", and the surface, if nlnt = I.

7O



vx, vytvz input The x, y, z oomponenta of direotion ve_cor .v",
,' If the magnitude iB too m_all_ nint will be -I.

tol Input Numerioal tolerJnce limit.
On Cray computers, recammend l.e-5 to I.e-11,

_4
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, SUBROUTINE APTR_

call aptrklo (au, gr, abu, abv, cu, ors du, dV,

& dintmn, dints.4, np, tel,

& nint, su, eV, dint, nsrr)

Version: aptrklo Updated 1990 March 14 16:00.

aptrkic originated 1990 January 11 15:10.
q

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-412].

Source2 Xport read .245100,aptslibe / I I

lib aptslibelX aptblibe aptrklolend / 1 I.

aptslibe iaa LIB library of FORT_4N source files.

aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To find, for each of the np sets of input data, any

intersection point • - (au, ev) of the linear track through

point a- (au, av) with the direction vector ab- (abu, abv),

and the ilne segment from point o = (cu, oy) to point

d = (dU, dr), ali in the uv plane o_ uvw space, _or 'which
(1) the distance from point "a" to point "e" in between the

limits dintmn and dints, (2) point "e" is between polnt "c"

and "d", and (3) the track c_osses line "cd" fro_ left to right

in the uv plane. This is a zone exit if the points "cu and "d"

are the vertices of a zone edge, counterclockwise around the

zone in the uv plane. Flag nint indicates the type of
intersection found. The distance dint of the Interseotlon

fr_ point "au is also returned.

Flag nsrr indicates any input error.

History: 1990 March 14. Changed tel to 0.0 in call to unit vector

subroutine. Allows small magnitudes.

Input! au, av, abu, abv, cu, ev, du, dr, dintmn_ dint._, np, tel.

Output: nlnt, su, ev, dlnt, nsrr.

Calls, aptfdav, aptvadc, aptvaxc, aptydlo , aptvubc
(sources in aptsllbes binaries in aptblibe).

Glossary:

au, av Input The u and v coordinates of point "a". Size SD.
In the uv plane.

abu, abv Input The u and v Co,4_onents of 2-D direction vector "ab".

Must not bothbe zero. Size np.

cu, cv Input The u and v coordinates of point "o" in the uv plane.

Must differ from "d", based on tel. Size hp.

du, dv Input The u and v coordinates of point "d" in the uv plane.

Must differ from "c", based on tel. Size hp.

dlnt Output The distance of the point of intersection "e" from

point "a". Positive if in the same direction as

vector "ab". Size hp.

dintmn Input Minimum allowed value Of distance to intersection.

Size hp.

dlntm_ Input Maximum allowed value of distance to intersection.
size np.

su, ev Output The u and v coordinates of the point o_ intersection

of _he llne through point Na" with direction

vector "ab u, and line "cd", all in the uv plane. *

netr Output Indicates an input error, if not O.

I if np is not positive.

nint Output MunCher of acceptable intersections found.
0 if none.

1 if an acceptable intersection was found.

2 if the track coincides with Part of line "cd".

np Input Size of arrays.

tel Input Numerical tolerance limit.

On Cray computers, reco,_nend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.
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SUBROUTINe. _TIU_ b

gall aptrkpl (pX, py, pz, vxe vYs vz, axl ay, sz,

& bW, by, bzs OX, oy, n,, sPs icl0

i dpmin, dint, qx, qy, qz, Spar, netr)

Version, aptrkpl Updated 1990 March 15 16,40.

aptrkpi Originated 1989 November. 30 15150.

Autl_or: Arthur L. £dwards_ LLNL, L-29B, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptaiibe / I 1

* lib aptmlibelx aptblibe aptrkpllend / 1 I.

aptslibe In a LIB library of FORTRAN source file:;.

aptblibe in a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To f.ind, for each of np sets of. input data, the point of

intersection q - (qx, qy, _z) of the linear track through point

p- (px, py, pz) with direction vector v- (rx, vy, vz),
and the plane throu0h pot.orc a - (mx, ay, az), b - (bx, bY, hz),
and a - (ox, oy, ez), and the distance dint between points

"p" and .qm The perpendicular distance dpmin f.rom the plane to

point _p" is also returned.

If. the vector "v" in parallel to the plane, flag ipcr will
be i. If. so, and dpmin is not zero, dint and the coordlnatem

of point "q" will be very large. OtherwiN, if dpmin in zero,

dlnt wlll be zero, and the coordinates of point .qN will be

those of. point .pW.

Flag nerr indicates any input error.

Historyl 1990 March 14. Chanoed tel to 0.0 in call to unit vector

su_=oUtine. Allows small magnitudes.

1990 March 15. Changed the values of. dlmdn, dint, and point "q"

when the plane "abc W is undefined (ipcr - 3 or 4), No effect
on problems with good input data.

Input: px, py, pz, vx, vy, vzi ax, ay, az, bx, by, bz, ox, oy r oz,
.., tel.

Output' dIw_in, dint, qx, qy, qz, ipcr, nerr.

Calls: aptvadd, aptvdi_, aptvdot, aptvpln, aptvuna, aptvunb

(sources in aptslibe, binaries In aptbllbe).

Olossary :

ax, ay, az Input The x, Ys z ooordlnatea of. point .ew in the plane.

Must dif.fer from "b" and "c", b_sed on tel. Size np.

bx, by, bz Input The x, y, z coordinates of. point .b W in the plane.

Must dif.f.erfrom Ma" and "oN, based on tel. Slze np.

ox, oy, ez input The x, y, z coordinates of point "c N in the plane.

Must dif.fer from "aN and "b", based on tel. Size np.

dint Output The distance of the point of intersection "q" from

point .p. if ipcr - 0. Positive if in the same

direction as vector "v". Size np.
" Heaningless, but large if Spar = I.

Meaningless, but zero if ipcr - 2, 3, or 4.

dpmin Output The perpendicular distance to point .p. from the

plane. Positive if point "p" is on the side of the

" plane for which points "a", "bN, and wr" are

counterclockwise. Meaningless if. ipcr = 2, 3, or 4.

If less than the estimated error in its oalculatlon,
dpmin will be truncated to zero. Size np.

ipcr output 0 if vector "v" in not parallel to the plane. Size np.

1 if it is. See dpmln, dint, qx, qy, qz.
2 if vector "v" is too short, based on tel.

3 if any of the points NaN, "b", and .eW coincide.

4 if "v" is too short, and "a", "b" or "c" coincide.

netr Output Indicates an input error, if not O.

1 if np is not positive.

np Input Size of arrays.

13



PX_PYtP= Input The Ks Ys z ooordlnate_ ot point WpW
i

qw,qy_q= OUtpUt The _, y,, z ooo_dinate= o_ the point o_ l'nter_eotion
ot the line through point .pW with unit dlreotlon
veator "v"0 ehd the plane through points "a"t "bw_
and wows If,_par * O. Size np.
Meaninglesae but large If Ipar = I,
Heanlnglelmt but zero lt ipar - 2, 3 or 4,

VK,vy_v_ Input _he x, y_ t ooff_onentmof dlreotlon ve_or _vW,

tol Input Numerlcal toler_noe Iimlt,
On Cray atw_puterm,reaommend l.e,.5to l.e-11.
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SUBROUTIN_ A_TI_RL

call aptrKrl lpr, ur, sr, dr0 dlntmns dintmxs nps :gis
& nlnt, dlnt, herr)

Version! aptrkrl IJ_ated 1990' January 24 15150,

' aptrkrl Originated 1990 January 19 16120.

Author: Az'thur b. &dwards, bull, h-29B, T_lephons (415) 42_-4123.' '

Souroel Xport read ,245100:aptsllbe / I I

llb aptsilbelx aptblibe aptrkrllend / I I.

• apis:lhc 14 a LIB llbraw of FORTRAN source _l!es.

aptbllbe 14 a BUILD llbr_ry of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To _Ind, _or each of the np sets of input data, any exit

, intersection of the linear track through point p - (pr) wlth

unit direction vector U " (urs ut, up), with the spher/oa|

surface with Eixed radius sr, for whlah (i) the dlutarloe dlttt

from point .p" to the intersection is between the limits dlntnu_
and dlntmx, and (2) the radial component ur of the dlreotlon

vector "u" at the Interseotlon has the samm slgn as dr.

Flag netr indicate, any input error,

Input: pr_ ur, sr, dr, dlntmn/ d_ntnuc, nps toi.

OUtputt ttln_, dlnt, netr,

Calls: aptqrtv_ aptv_Im (apt_dav optional)

(source,s Ir_ aptsllb_, binaries in aptbllbel.

Glossary:

dlnt Output Distance from point "p" to Interseotlon at radius sr

along track (not radial distance}.

dlntmn Input Minimum allowed value of dlstanoe to Interseotlon.

size np,

dlntmx Input Maximum allowed value o_.dlstance to Intersection.

size hp.

dr Input Sign of exit direction through surface at mr. Size np.

netr Output If. not O, tndloates an input error.
1 if np la not poaltive,

nint Output O if no exlt intersection wam found.

l i{ sn exit intersection was found at the =urface

at radius sr, with a distance to intersection dlnt

between dintmn and dlntmx. Size np,

. np Input Slze of arrays pre ur, sr, dc,' dlntmn, dlntm_, nlnt.

pr Input Spherical radial coordinate of initial point on

track. Sl_e hp.

sr Input Spherical radlal coordinate of surface. Size np.

ur Input Initial spherical radial component of unlt dlrectlon

vector along track. Size np.

tel Input Truncation error limit.

Used to test for Interaectlon being nearly
tangent, and for accuracy of interaectlon.
Must not be zero,

On Cray computers, recommend 1,e-ll,

J
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SUBROUTINe, /_TRKSL

asi1 ,_p_,rksl [au, abu, au, due dintmns dlntnu(, nps tel,
nln_, au, dint, ner_') ,,

Verslonl aptrksl Updated 1990 JanUary 24 16:00.

aptrkal Originated 1990 January II 15110.

AuthOr_ Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, 5-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Sourcel xport read .2451001aptsllb_ / 1 1
llb apt_libelx aptbllbe aptrksilend / 1 I.

apt_llbe is a L_B librat7 of ?ORTP.AN source filu. *

aptbllbe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To find, for each of the np sets of input data, any intersection

of the linear traak through point a " (aU) in the direction of
the unit vector ab - (abu, abV, abw)s wlth the vw plane through

the point c - (cu) f with the normal vector d - (do), for which
(I) the distance dlnt from point waw to the Interseatlon ls
between the limits dlnt,m and dlnt_u4, and (2) the direction

vector abu hsa the same sign as du. This ig equivalent to a

zone exit in I-D slab g,ometry, if du has the sign of the

diteotion out of the zone at point au.

Flag nin_ indicates the type of intersection found.

?lag nsrr indicates any input error.

To find a zone exit in l-D slab geometry.

Input_ au, abu, cut du, dintmn, dlntn_ np, icl.

Output: nint, dint, nsrr.

Calls_ aptvdll (source in aptsllbe, binary in aptbllbe).

Glossary.

au Input The u coordinate of point We". The v and w coordinates

are zero. Dlreotlons u, v and w are ortho4_onal.
Size np.

abu input The u component of the unit direction vector ,ab" along

the traok in uvw space. SlZe np.

An acceptable inter'section can only occur If abu has

the sa,m sign as d_.

cu Input The U coordinate of point .gw. Size np.

dlnt output The distance of the polnt of Interseotlon of the track

from point "aN to the UV plane through point "c".

Positive if In the same direction as vector "ab".

Slze np.

du Input The U co,_)onent of the outward normal vector of the vw

plane at point "c". Size hp.

An acceptable intersection can only occur if abu has
the same sign as du.

dlntmn Input Minimum allowed value o_ distance to intersection dlnt.

Slze np.

dlntnu( Input HaxlmL_n allowed value o._'distance to intersection dint.

Slze np.

netr OUtput Indicates an input error, if not O,

1 if np is not pomitive.

nlnt OUtput Number of acceptable intersections found.
0 If none.

I if an acceptable intersection was found.
,

np Input Size of arrays.

tel Input Numerical tolerance limit.

on Cray oomputers,*reco_nend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.
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SUBROUTINE APTRNDS

call aptrnds (nopt, x, dx, nel'g, np, tol, n_rr)

Version: aptrnds Updated 1990 February 2 i0:40.

aptrnds Originated 1990 February 2 10:40.

• .

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptslibe / I I

lib aptsllbelx aptblibe aptrndslend / I i.

aptslibe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptblibe is a BUIT_D library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To find, for each of np valuos of x, the new value of x after

rounding off to the nearest multiple of dx in the first nsig

significant fiQures (nopt - 0), or in the absolute value

(nopt - i).

• Flag nerr indicates any input error.

Input: nopt, x, dx, nsig, hp.

Output: x, netr.

GlosSary :

dx Input Precision of rounded result in significant figure

nsig (nopt - O), or in absolute value (nopt - i).

Must not be zoro. Normally from 1.0 to 5.0.

Si ze np.

netr Output Indicate_ an input error, i_ not 0.

I if np is not positive.

2 if nopt is not 0 or i.

nopt Input Indicates type of rounding off to De done.

O to round off to the nearest multiple of CIM in the

first nsig significant figures of x.

I to round off to the nearest multiple of dx in the

absolute value of x.

np Input Size of arrays x, dx, and if nopt - 0, nsig.

nSig Input Number of significant, figures to be rounded off to the

nearest multiple of dx (nopt - 0).

Values less than 1 will be equivalent to I.

Values greater than the machine limit will have

no effect.

Size hp, if nopt - O. Otherwise, undimensloned.

tol Input Precision of mixed integer and floating point

operations on machine.

Reconm%end l.e-ll on Cray.

x In/Out Value to be rounded o_f, and rounded result. Size np.
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SUBROUTINE APTROTA

call aptrota (theta, ku, rx, vy, vz, icl, form, netr)

Version: apt rota Updated 1989 March 14 16:00.

aptrota Originated 1989 November 2 14zlO.

Author_ Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptsllbe / 1 1 " '

llb aptsllbelx aptbllbe aptz_otalend / 1 I.

aptsllbe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptbllbe is a BUILD library of cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To find the rotation matrix operator rotm, to do a

counterclockwise rotation by the angle theta, around the

axis parallel to the vector v = (rx, v7, vz).

(Counterclockwise: with the axle pointed at the observer.)
The angle may be in degrees (ku - 0) or radlans (ku - I).

Flag netr indicates any error in v (too small) or ku (not O, I}.

History: 1990 March 14. Chan_ed tol to 0.0 in call to unit vector

subroutine. Allows small magnitudes.

Input: theta, ku, rx, vy, vz.

Output: rotm, herr.

Calls: aptvunb (source in aptsllbe, binary in aptblibe).

Glossary :

ku Input Indicates theta units are degrees (0) or radians (i).

herr Output Indicates an input error, if not O.

1 if magnitude of (rx, vy, vz) too small.
2 if kU is not 0 or I.

rotm Output Rotation operator (a unltary 3 x 3 matrix).

Must be sized rotm(3,3).

theta Input Angle of rotation around axis, counterclockwise when

rotation axis is pointed at observer. Units are ,
degrees (ku - O} or radlans (ku - I).

tol Input Numerical tolerance limit. Used to test and adjust

unit vector components and point coordinates.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.

vx Input The x component of vector parallel to rotation axis.

vy Input The y Component of vector parallel to rotation axis.

vz Input The z component of vector parallel to rotation axis
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SUBROUTINE APTROTC

call aptrotc (au, ev, bu, by, cu, cvt np, tol, netr)

Version: aptrotc Updated 1990 March 14 16:O0.

aptrotc Originated 1989 Decen%ber 29 10:00.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: aport read .245100.aptslibe / 1 1

lib aptsllbelx aptbllbe aptrotclend / 1 I.

aptsllbe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

= aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To rotate the np 2-D vectors c - (cu, oy) around the w axis by

the angle needed to make 2-D vector a - (au, av) parallel to

2-D vector b - (bu, bY). All are in the uv plane. Directions

u, v and w are orthogonal. Any new components of c - (cu, oy)

that are smaller than their estimated error, based on icl, will

be truncated to zero. Flag netr indicates any input error.

History: 1990 March 14. Changed tol to 0.0 in call to unit vector

suDroutine. Allows small magnitudes.

Input: au, ev, bul by, cue oy, tel.

Output: cu, cv, netr.

Calls: aptvaxc, aptvdoc, aptvubc (sources in aptsllbe,
binaries in aptblibe).

Glossary :

au, av Input The u and v components of the first vector.

The w components are zero.

bu, by Input The u and v oomponenta of the second vector.

The w components are zero.

cu, cv Input The u and v components of vector "c". Size np.

The w components are zero.

cu, cv Output The u and v components of vector "c", after

rotation. The w components are zero. Will be

truncated to zero, if smaller than the estimated

error in their calculation, based on tol. Size hp.

nerr Output Indicates an input error, if not 0.

1 if np is not positive.
2 if vector "a" is too short.

3 if vector "b" is too short.

np Input The size of arrays cu, cv.

icl Input Numerical tolerance limit.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.
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SUBROUTINE APTROTP _

call aptrotp (ax, ay, ate bxs by, bf, c_, oy, cz,
& dx, dy, dz, tol, form, nerr)

Version: aptrotp Upda6ed 1989 March 14 16:00.

aptrotp Originated 1989 November 2 14:10.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

source: xport read .245100:aptslibe / 1 1
_ib aptslibelx aptblibe aptrotplend / 1 I.

aptslibe is a LIB library of FORTRAN soUrce files.

, aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To find the rotatlo_ matrix operator rotm, for rotating the

plane containing the vectors a - (ax, ay, az) and

b - (bx, by, bz)to be parallel to the plane containing the
vectors c - (cx, cy, cz) and d - (dx, dy, dz}, around an axis

parallel to both planes. Any conkoonents of rotm within tol

of -I.0, 0.0, 'or 1.0, will be truncated, to those Values.

[ Flag netr indicates any input errqr.

History: 1990 March 14. Changed tol to 0.0 in call to unit vector
subroutine. Allows small magnitudes.

Input: ax, ay, at, bxr by, bzt cx, cy, ct, dx, dy_ dz.

Output: form, netr.

Calls: aptva_o, aptvuna , aptvxun (sources in aptslibe,

binaries in aptbllbe}.

dlossary:

ax, ay_az Input The x, y, t Components of a vector.

bx, by, bz Input The x, y, z components of a vector.

ox, cy, cz Input The x, y, z components of a vector.

dx, dy, dt _nput The x, y, z components of a vector.

netr Output Indicates an input error, if not 0.

I if the magnitude of any input vector is too small,

or the two vectors in a plane are almost parallel.

rotm Output Rotation operator (a unitary 3 x 3 matrix).

Must De sited rotm(3,3).

tol Input Numerical tolerance limit. Used to test and adjust

unlt vector Components and point coordinates.

On Cray coQnputers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.
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SUBROUTINE AgTROTS

call aptrots (nl, thl, n20 th2, n3, th3, ku, tol,

& rots, nerr)

Version: aptrots Updated 1989 November 13 15:20.

aptr0ts Originated 1989 November 2 14:10.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LI/_L, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptslibe / I 1

lib aptslibelx aptblibe aptrotslend / 1 i.

aptslibe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

= aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To find the rotation matrix operator form, to do a sequential

rotation of angle thl around axis nl, angle th2 around ax_s n2,

, and angle th3 around axis n3. Ali angles are measured
counterclockwise, with the axis pointed at the observer.

The axes may be x (i), y (2), or z (3).

Angles may be in degrees (ku - 0) or radians (ku - I).
Flag neff indicates any input error.

Input: nl, thl, n2, th2, n3, th3, ku, tol.

Output : rotm, herr.

Glossary:

ku Input Indicate_ theta units are degrees (0) or radians (I).

nl Input Indicates first axls is x (I), y (2), or z (3).

May nob be O, but thl may be 0.

n2 Input Indicates second axis is x (I), y (2), or z (3).

May ,not be O, but th2.may be O..

n3 Input Indicates third axis is x (I), y (2), or z (3).

May not be 0, bur rh3 may be..0.
,

netr Output Indicates sn input error, J.f not 0.

I if hl, n2, or n3 not in range i-3, or not unique.
2 if ku is nor. 0 or i.

rotm Output Rotation operator (a unitary 3 x 3 matrix).

Must be sized rotm(3_3).

thl Input Angle of rotation around axis ni, counterclockwise

when rotation axis is pointed at observer. Units

are degrees (ku - 0) or radians (ku - I).

rh2 Input Angle of rotation around axis n2. See thl_

rh3 Input Angle of rotation around axis n3. See thl.

tol Input Numerical tolerance limit. Used to test and adjust
unit vector components and point coordinates.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.
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SUBROUTINE APTROTT

call aptrott (aM, ay, sz, bx, by, bz, ca, cy, cz,

& dX, dy, dz, tol, rotm, nerr)

Version: aptrott Updated 1990 March 14 16'00.

aptrott Originated 1989 November 2 14:10.

Author: Arthur L. Edwardq/, LI_LI l--2gB, Telephone (415D 422-4123.

Source: xport re_d '_i_45)rOO_apt'_libe / I I

lib apt!w.'_'_.,_!X_btbii_e aptrottlend / I I.

aptsllbe "_.4_ '/,IB llSrary of FORT_%N source files.r J L .
aptbllbe is a _IWi_ li6fazy of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To find the rotation matrix operator rotm, for rotating the

vector a - (ax, ay, sz} and the plane containing vectors "a" and

b- (bx, by, hz), to be parallel to vector c- (cx, cy, cz) and

the plane containing vectors "c" and d - (dx, dy, dz).

Any component..s of rotm within tol of -I.0, 0.0, or i.O,

will be truncated to those values.

Flag herr indicates any input error.

If vectors "a" and "b" are the first two vectors of the positive

vector triple (a, b, a x b), and c and d are the first two

vectors o_ the positive vector triple |c, d, c x d), then rotm

rotates (a_ b, a x b) onto (c, d, c x d], or equivalently,

redefines the coordinate axes to be (a, b, c x d) instead of

(c, o, c x d). (a x b indicates the vector product of a and b.)

History: 1990 March 14. Changed tol to 0.0 in call to unit vector

subroutine. Allows mnall maonltudes.

Input: ax, ay, az0 DM, by, hz, ca, cy, cz, dM, dy, dz, tol.

Output: rotm, herr.

Calls: aptvxun, aptvunb (source_ in aptslibe,

binaries in aptDllbe).

Glousary:

ax, ay, az Input The x, y, z components of a vector.

Px, by, bz Input The x, y, z components of a vector.

Cx, cy, cz Input ?he x, y, z components of a vector.

dx, Oy, dz Input The x, y, Z components of a vector.

nerr Output Indicates an input error, if not O.

I If the magnitude of any input vector iS too small,

or the two vectors in a plane are almost parallel.

rotm Output Rotation operator (a unitary 3 x 3 matrix].

Must be sized form(3,3).

toJ Input Numerical tolerance limit. Used to test and adjust

unit vector components and point coordinates.

On Cray computers, recommend 1.e-5 to l.e-ll. -
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SUBROUTINE APTROTV

call aptrotv (ax, ay, az, bx, by, bz, tol, form, netr)

Version: aptrotv Updated 1990 March 14 16:00.

aptrotv Originated 1989 November 2 14:10.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xporn read .245100:aptslibe / 1 1

lib aptsllbelx aDtblibe aptrotvlend / 1 I.

aptslibe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.
• aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To find the rotation matrix operator "form", for rotating

the vector a - (ax, ay, az) to be parallel to the vector

b = (SX, by, hz), around an axis perpendicular to both.

" Any components of "rotm" within tol of -I.0, 0.0, or 1.0,
will be truncated to those values.

Flag netr indicates any input error.

History: 1990 March 14. Changed tol to 0.0 in call to unit vector

subroutine. Allows small magnitudes.

Input: aa, ay, az, bX, by, hz, tol.

Output: rotm, netr.

Calls: aptvxun, aptvdot, aptvunb (sources in aptslibe,

binaries in aptbllbe].

Glossary:

ax, ay, az Input The x, y, z components of vector "a".

bx,by, bz Input The x, y, z components of vector "b".

herr Output Indicates an input error, If not O.

1 If t_;emagnitude of vector "a" or "b" is too small.

rotm Output Rotation operator (a unitary 3 x 3 matrlx).
Must be sized rotm(3,3}.

tol Input Numerical tolerance limit. Used to test and adjust

unit vectt)r c(,mponents and point coordinates.

On Cray computers, reco,_nend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.
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SUBROUTINE ADTSCAD

call apt seed (hp, au, ev, ew, bu, by, bw, nsrr)

Verslonz aptscad Updated 1990 February 27 I0_20.

aptscad originated 1990 February 27 i0:20.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

SoUrce! aport read ,245100:aptslibe / I 1

llb aptsllbelx aptblibe aptscadlend / I I.

aptsllbe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

_ aptbllbe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries. ,

Purpose' To find np unit vectors b - (bu, by, bw), representinq

random directions uniformly distributed tn a plane

with the normal vector a - (au, ev, ew) In 3-D space.

Flag netr Indicates any Input error (np not positive}. '

Calls. aptscat, aptvxun

(sources Jn aptsllbe, binarie s in apt bllbe).

Input: np, au_ av, aw.

Output: bu, by, bw, nsrr.

Glossary:

au, av, aw Input The u, v and w compor_ents of the vector normal to

the plane in which the vectors "b" are to be.

/_bu output The u component of a unit vector representing a '--'_
! direction chosen randomly from a uniform !

distribution in 3-D space, in the plane with normal

i vector "a" Coordinates u, v and w may: •

be any 3 orthogonal coordl.nates. 51ze Rp.

direction chosen randomly from a unifozm

distribution In 3-D space, in the plane with normal

vector "a". Coordinates u, V and w may -"

be any 3 orthogonal coordinates. Slze np.

bw Output The w component of a unit vector representing a

direction chosen randomly from a uniform

distribution in 3-D space, In the plane with normal

' vector "a". Coordinates u, v and W may

be any 3 orthogonal coordinates. Size np. ._

nsrr Output Indicates an input error, if not O,

.l if np fs not positive.

np Input Size of arrays.
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SUBROUTINE APTSCAP

call aptscap (hp, au, eV, aws pm,
bu, bvs bw, netr)

Version! aptscap Updated 1990 January 10 10:30,

aptscap Originated 1990 January 10 10:30.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: aport read .245100:aptsllbe / i I

lib aptsiibeJx aptblibe aptscaptend /'I I.

aptslibe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptbllbe 'iS a BUII/9 library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To find np unit vectors b - (bu, by, bw), rQpresenting

random direcEions in a coslne*'pm distribution in 3-D space,

centered on an axle in the direction of vector a - (au, av, aw),

, with tl%e restrictions that the magnitudes of the components be
no smaller than the specified limits tolu, rely, tolw,

respectively. Flag herr indicates any input error.

If "ba" is the expected value of the component of vector "b"

in the direction of vector "aW, then:

ba : (pm _ ].0) / (pm + 2.0). (ba .ge. 0.5),
pm = (2.0 ' ba - 1.0) / (1.0 - ba). (pln.ge. 0,0).

pm = 0,0, Isotroplc In half-space,

pm - l,O: cosine distribution in half-space.

Calls: aptmopv, aptrotV, aptvlim

(sources In aptslibe, binarios in aptblib_).

Inputl np, tolu, rely, tolw, au, ev, aw, pm.

Output: bu, by, bw, netr.

Glossary:

au, av,aw Input The u, v and w components of a vector In tne direction

of the center of a coslne''pm distribution.

bu Output The u (_omponent of a un.lt vector representing a

dlrection chosen randomly from a cOsine''pm

distribution in ]-D space, centered in the dlruction

of vector "a". Coordinates u, v and w may

be any 3 orthogona] 6oordlnates. Size np.

Magnitude may be no smaller than to_u

bv Output The v component of a unit vector representing a

direction chosen randomly from a cosine*'pm

distribution in 3-D space, centered in the direction
of vector "a" Coordinates u, v and w may

be any 3 orthogonal coordinates. Size np.

Magnitude may De no smaller than tolv.

bw Output The w component of a utlltvector representing a

direction chosen randomly from a coslne*'pm

distribution in 3-D space, centered in the direction

, of vector "a". Coordinates u, v and w may

be any 3 orthogonal coordinates. Size hp.

Magnitude may be nO smallQr than tolw.
a

netr Output Indicates an input error, if riot 0.

I if np Is not positive.

np Input Size of _rrays.

pm Input Power used for the coslne*_pm spatial distribution
from which unit vector "b" is to be chosen.

tolu Input Minimum magnitude of all bu components.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5.

tolv Input Minimum magnitude of all bv components.

on Cray computers, recommend l.e-5.

tolw Input Minimum magnitude of all bw components.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5.
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SUBROUTINE APTSCAT

call aptscat (np, au, au, ew, netr)

Version: apt:cat Updated 1990 January I0 I0:40.

aptscat Originated 1990 January i0 I0_40.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, I,LNL, I,-298, Telept_one (415) 422-4123,

Source_ Kport read .245100:aptslibe / i 1

lib aptslibe]x aptblibe aptscatlend / I I.

aptsllbe is a LIB library ol FORTRAN source files.

aptblibe is a BUILD llbrary of Cray-compiled binaries.

PUrpose: To find np !/nit reuters a - (au, avs ew), representing "
random dlrectlons in 3-D space, wlth the restrictions that

the magnitudes of the components be no smaller than the

specified limits tolu, tolv, tolw, respectively.

Flag netr indicates any input error (hp not positive).

Input! np_ tolu, rely, tolw.

Output: au, ev, aw, nsrr.

Calls: aptvllm (source in aptsllbe, binary in aptbllbe).

Glossary:

au Output The u component of a unit vector representing a random
direction in 3-d space. Coordlnaces u, v and w may

be any 3 orthogonal coordinates. Size np.

Magnltude may be no smaller than tolu.

av Output The v component of a unit vector representing a random

direction in 3-d space. Coordinates u, v and w may

be any 3 orthogonal coordinates, size hp.

Magnitude may be no smaller than tolV.

aw Output The w component Of a unit vector representing a random

directlon In 3-d space. Coordinates u, v and w may

be any 3 o_'thogonal coordinates, size np.

Magnitude may De no smaller than tolw.

netr Output Indicates an input error, if not O.

I if np is not positive.

np Input Size o£ arrays.

tolu Input Minimum magnitude of all au components.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5.

tolv Input Minimum magnitude of all av components.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5.

tolw Input Hin[mum magnitude of all aw Components.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5.
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SUBROUTINE APTSCLC

call aptsc!o (scale, au, av_ bu, by, pU, pr, np, icl, nsrr)

Verslonl aptsclc Updated 1990 March 14 16100,

aptaolc Or[glnated 1990 January _ 15_00.

Author| ArthUr L. Edwards, LII_L, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Sourcel xport read .2451001aptslibe _'i 1

lib sptslibelX aptblibe aptaclclend / I i.

aptalibe is s LIB library of FORTRAN sOUrCe files.

aptblibe is s BUILD library of Cray-co,_oiled binaries.

Purposez To linearly scale the np Po.l.ntsor vectors

p - (pu, pr) by the /actor "scale", in the direction of the

vector a- (au, ev), with the p_Int b- (bu, bv) Invarlant.

All are in the uv plane. II p = (pu, pV) are unbound vectors,

" invariant point "b" must be at the origin.

ThlS is the spatial part oi a Lorentz trans/ormation.

Flag netr indicates any input error.

History_ 1990 March 14. Changed tel to 0.0 in call to _Jnit vector

subroutine. Allows small magnitudes.

Input: scale, au, ev, bu, by, pu, pv, hp, tel,

Output_ pu, pr, netr.

Calls: ' aptvubc (source in aptslibe, binary in aptblibe),

Glossary:

au, av Input The u and v components of the Uv plane vector de/lning
the direction oi linear scaling.

bu, bv Input The u, v coordinates oi the uv plane invariant point.

herr Output- Indicates an input error, ii not O.

i i£ np is not positive.

2 if the magnitude o! vector "a" is too small,
relative to tel.

np Input Size oi arrays pu, pr. _

pu, pv In/Out The u and v coordinates of a point, or components

of a vector in the uv plane, Size np.

tel Input Ntunerical tolerance limit. Used to test and adjust

unit vector, matrix element, and point

components.

On Cray co_puters, recommend 1.e-5 to i.e-ll.
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, SUBROUTIN__,rscI,t,

call apt|all (scale, aX, ay, at, bx, by, bz, pxs py, pz, np,
& 'tol, re_m_ nerrl

Vermlon_ aptncll Updated 1990 March 14 16:OO.

aptsoll Originated Ige9 NoVember 2 14:10.

Author: Arthur L° Edwa._ds, LULL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

_ourve: :(port read °245100:aptmlibe / I 1

llb aptallbelx aptbllbe aptaoJllend / 1 i.
aptsllbe_in a LIB library of FORTRAN aource file_, ,

aptbllbe is a BUILD library or' Cray-compiled'blnarles.

PUrpose: To find the matrix opmrator refm tor linear aoallng with the

(actor scale, in the direction ct the Vector a . (a._,ay, az),

with the point b = (bx, by, bz) invariant, and to dc the

scaling on the np points or vectors p = (pz, py, pz).
np may be O. If p = (px, py, pz) are unbound vectors_ 'make
sure invariant point "b W Is at the origin.

Thlm is the spatial part of a Lorentz transfon_atlon,

,Any components of retm within icl of -I.0, 0.0, or' 1,0,
will be truncated to those values,

Flag netr lndlcateJ any Input error.

History: 1990 March 14. Changed tol tO 0.0 in call to unit vector

subroutine. Allows m1_all magnitudes.

Input: scale, ax, ay, ez, Dx, by, b:, px, py,_pz, np, icl.

Output: px, py, p'., term, netr.

Calls: aptvunb, ,ptmopv (aources in aptsltbe, binarl_ in aptbltbe).

Glossary:

ax, ay, az Input The x, y, z components of vector "a" In the direction

o! linear scaling.

Dx_by, bz Input The x, y, z coordinates of invariant point "19".

netr Output Indlcat_s an Input error, If not 0.

l l.f the magnitude of vector =a" ts too
:m_all, relative to tol,

np Input Nu_r of polntn or vectors "p". May be O.

px, py, pz In/Out The x, y, z coordinates or components of point or

v_ctor "p", b_f.ore and after _ scaling, Sl_e hp.

retm Output. Linear scaling operator (a unitary ] x ] matr'Jx).

Muat be =lied term(],]).

sca_e Input Linear =r_llng'_actor. A negative value Is equivalent

to a positive linear scaling, _ollowed by a
reflection in the plane with the noz-mal vector "a",,

tol Input Numerlcal tolerance limit. Used to teal an_ adjust

unit vector, matrix element, aria point

components. =

On Cray computern, _ecomm_nd l.e-5 to l,e-ll.
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SUBROUTINE ADTSCLU

call aptmalu (sca.Le, hK, by, bz, px, py, pz, np, tsl,
& terms flerr)

Versions aptmolu Updated 1990 March 13 16_00.
sptmalu originated 1990 March 13 lfi:O0,

Author: Arthur b. _dwardm, LI,Nbs b-296s Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: ;(port read .245100:aptalibe / 1 1 _

llb aptmllbe{x.aptbllbe aptsciu{end / 1 i.

'_ aptsllbe is a LIB library of FORTI_4N source files.

aptbllbe is a BUILD library of Cray-aonkolled binaries.

Purpose: TO _Ind the matrix operator refm for uniform scaling by the

factor ":saloNs with the point b - (bx, by# bz) invariant,

" and to do the scaling on the np points or vectors

p - (pX_ PYs pz). The array size np may be 0. If "p" are

unbound veotorss invariant point "b" mu_t be at the origin,

Flag netr indicates _any input error.

Input: scale, bw, by, bz, px, py, pz, nD', tsl.

output: px, py, pz, term, netr,

Calls: aptvunb, aptmopv (sources in aptslibe, binaries In aptblibe).

Glossary:

bx, by, bz InpUt The x, Y, z coordinates of invariant point "b".

netr 4 Output Indicates an input error, if not O.
i if scale - 0.0.

np Input Nimbler of points or vectors "pW. May be O.

px, py, pz-" In/Out The x, y, z coordinates or component_ of point or

vector "p", before and after scaling. Size np.

refm - Output Linear scaling operator (a unitary 3 x 3 matrix).

Must be sized ream(3,3).

scale Input Scale factor _or uniform scaling. A negative ValUe

is equivalent to a positive scaling, r.ollowed by
an Invermlon. A value of 0.0 is treated as an error.

tsl Input Numerical tolerance l_mit. Used to test and adjust

unit vector, ma,rfx element, and point

components.

On Cray computers, recoTmend l.e-5 to l.e-il.

(
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SUBI(OUTINE APTSLID

c_111 aptslld (Xa, pa, Xb, pb, np, xran, herr) ,,

Version: _pt_Id Updated 199D i'_brusry "/ _4:{_0,

aptslld Originated 1990 February 2 14110,

Authorl Arthur I,. Edwards, I,LNL, I,-29B, Telephone {415} 422-4123.

Source: xport read ,2451001aptsllbe / 1 1
lib aptsllbelX apthlibe aptslldlend / 1 1,
aptsllbe lz a LIB library of FORTRAN source flies,
aptbllbe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries,

PUrpose: To find np values, of X, by sampling from a _Inear distribution

function having probability pa at xe, and probability pb at xb. *

Flag nerr indicates any input error.

If both pa aecl pb are non-negatlve, the expected Value of x ts

<x> - fs ' xa + fb ' xb,

where fa _ (2.0 * pa _ pbi / (3.0 ' (pa + pbi)

and fb - (pa + 2..0 ' pbi / (3,0 * (pa + pbi).

If pa is negative, and pb is positive I then netr = 3,

no Values of x will be sampled between Xa and

xe' ,. (x.a_ pb- xb _ pa) / (pb - pa), and

<X> - fs' _ xa -_ rb' _ Xb,

where la' - pb / (3,0 ' (ph - pa))

arld rb' - (2,0 ' pb - 3.0 ' pa) / (3,0 , (pb - pa)),

IIIpa in poslttve, and pb is negative, then netr = 3,

no values of X will be sampled between Xb and

Xb' - (Xb ' pa - X._ ' pbi / (pa - pbi, antl

<x> - la' _ xa + [b' ' Xb,

where fa _ - (2.0 w pa - 3,0 ' pb} / (3.0 ' (pa - pl)II

and rb' - pa / (3.0 ' (pa - pbi).

If both pa and pb are non-positlve, then netr - 2, and

no values of x will be sampled.

History: 1990 February 5 13:20. Modified to el_minato sampl|ng from

any range of X with ne.gat_ve probability.

Input: xe, pa, xb, pb, np.

Output : xran, netr.
I

Glossary:

herr Output Indicates an input error, if not O.

I! np is _not positive.

2 i( both pa and pb are non-positive.

_No x values are sampled.

3 if either pa or pb is negative, and the other is

positive. Values of x are sampled only from the

positive part of the probability distribution.

np Input Size of array xran.

pa, pb Input Relative probabilities of random variables xa and xb,

respectively. Probability p(x) is linear in 1(.

The values of pa and pb need not i_ normallzQd.

If neither pa nor pb is positive (n(_rr - 2), no

values of x will be sampled. If either pa or pb is

negative, and the other is positive, (netr - 3),

x values will only be sampled from the positive

pa.ft of the prot_]billty distribution.

To find pa and ph, when <x> is given:

xma - (2.0 ' xa _ xb) / 3.0,

xmb- (xe + 2.0 _ Xb) / 3.0.

For <x> between xa and xma, pb is neoative, arld:

pb - -((xma - <x>) / (<x> - xa}) ' pa.
For <x> between l(ma antl xmb:

(<x> - xma) , pa - (arab- <K>) * ph.

For <x> betwe¢_n xmb and xb, pa is negative, and:

pa = - ((<x> - }(mb) / (xi)- <x>) ) • ph.

Ma, xb Input Values of random variable x with relative probllit,les

pa and ph, res|x_ctlvely.

xra[1 Output Randomly sa,q_led value of x Irl range from xa to xb.

Sl zo rip.
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SUBROUTINE APTSLIV

call aptsllv (xa, pa, xb, pb, hp, xran, nerr)

Version: aptsliv Updated 1990 February 7 14:00.

aptsliv Originated 1990 February 6 11:40.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptslibe / i 1

lib aptslibe!x aptbllbe aptsliv]end / 1 I.

aptsllbe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptbllbe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To find np values of x, by sampling from np linear probability

distribution functions having probabilities pa at xa, and

probabilities pb at xb.

Flag netr indicates any input error.

If both pa and pb are non-negative, the expected value of x is

<x> - fa * xa + fb * xb,

where fa = (2.0 * pa + pb) / (3.0 * (pa + pb))

and fb - (pa + 2.0 * pb) / (3.0 * (pa + pb)).

If pa is negative, and pb is positive, then

no values of x will k_ sampled between xa and

xa' - (xa * pb- xb _ pa) / (pb -pa), and

<x> = la' * xa + fb' * xb,

where la' - pb / (3.0 * (pb - pa))

and rb' = (2.0 * pb -- 3.0 * pa) / (3.0 * (pb - pa)).

If pa is positive, and pb is negative, then

no values of x will be sam[_led between xb and

xb' - (xb * pa - xa * pb) / (pa - pb), and

<x> = la' • xa + rb' * xb,.

where la' - (2.0 * pa - 3.0 * pb) / (3.0 ' (pa - pb))

and rb' _ pa / (3.0 * (pa - pb)).

If both pa and pb are non-posltlve, then the returned value
will be-I.e99.

Input: xa, pa, xb, pb, hp.

Output : xran, netr.

Glossary:

nerr Output Indicates an input error, if not 0.

1 if np is not positive.

np Input Size Of arrays xa, pa, xb, pb, xran.

pa, pb Input Relative probabilities of random variables aa and xb,

respectively. Probability p(x) is linear in x.

The values of pa and pb need not be normalized.

A value of x will be sampled only from the Positive

range of each probability distribution function.

If neither pa nor pb is positive, the value of

xran will be -i.e99. Size hp.

To find pa and ph, when <x> is given:

xma - (2.0 _ xa + xb) / 3.0,

xmb = (xa . 2.0 ' xb) 1 3.0.

• For <x> between xa and xma, pb is negative, and:

pb = - ( (xma - <x>) / (<x> - xa) ) * pa.

For <x> between xma and xmb:

(<x> - xma) * pa - (xmb - <x>) * pb.

For <x> between xmb and xb, pa is negative, and:

- pa - - ( (<x> - _nb) / (xb - <x>) ) * pb.

xa, xb Input Values of random variable x with relative probillties

pa and pb, respectivley. Size np.

xran Output Randomly sampled value of x in range from xa to xb.

Value returned is -I.e99 if neither pa nor pb

is positive. Size hp.
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SUBROUTINE APTSPSP

call aptspsp(ra, ax, ay, az, rb, bx, by, bz, np, t01,

& rc, cx, cy, cz, abx, aby, abz, herr)

Version: aptspsp Updated 1990 March 20 14:00.

aptspsp Originated 1990 March 20 14:00.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (4i5) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptslibe / 1 ]

lib aptsllbelx aptbllbe aptspsplend / I i.

aptslibeis a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To find, for each of np sets of input data, the radius rc and

center c = (cx, cy, cz) of the circle of intersection of the

sphere of radius ra at point a = (ax, ay, az) and the sphere of

radius rb atpoint b - (bx, by, bz), if an Intersectionoccurs.

Vector ab = (abx, aby, abz) is normal to the plane of the

circle. Flag herr indicates any input error.

Input: ra; ax, ay, az, rb, bx, by, hz, hp, tol.

Output : rc, Cx, cy, cz, abx, aby, abz, netr.

Calls: aptvdls, aptvadd, aptvuna (sources in aptsllbe,

binaries inaptbllbe).

Glossary:

abx,y,z Output The x, y, z components of the unit vector "ab", normal

to any plane containingany circle of intersection of

the two spheres. In the direction from point "a"

to point "b". Zero if points "a" and "b" coincide,

within the limit of precision tol.

•ax, ay, az Input The x, y, z coordinates of point "a" at the center

of the sphere with radius ra. Size np.

bx, by, bz Input The x, y, z coordinates of point "b" at the center

of the sphere with radius rb. Size np.

cx, cy, cz Output The x, y, z coordinates of point "c" at the center

of the circle with radius rc, at the intersection

of the two spheres, if an intersectio n occurs.

netr Output Indicates an input error, if not O.

1 if np is not positive.

np Input Size of arrays.

ra Input The radius of the sphere centered at po lnt"a".

Size hp. Absolute value will be used.

rb Input The radius of the sphere centered at point "b".

Size np. Absolute value will be used.

rc Output The radius of the circle centered atpoint "c", at the

intersection of the two spheres, If an intersection

occurs. Size hp. Pos[tlve if the spheres intersect.

Zero if the spheres are tangent. Negative if the

spheres do not intersect.

tol Input Numerical tolerance limit.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-il.
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SUBROUTINE APTTINC

call apttinc (au, av, bu, by, cu, cv, pu, pr, hP' tol,

& pah, pbc, pca, dpmin, nloc, netr)

Version: apttlnc Updated 1990 February 21 15:20.

apttinc Originated 1990 February 21 15:20.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: ;(port read .245100:aptslibe / 1 1

llb aptsllbe!x aptbllbe apttlnc!end / I I.

aptslibe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

" Purpose: To find, for each of the np sets of input data, th_ distances

pab, pbc and pca from the point p - (pu, pv) to the sides of

the triangle with vertices a - (au, av), b = (bu, by) and

c = (cu, cv), in counterclockwise order in the uv plane, the

minimum dpml n of the distances pab, pbc and pca, and

whether point "p" is inside the triangle or not (flag nloc).

The values of pah, pbc and pca will be truncated to zero,

if less than the estimated error in their calculation, based on

tol. Flag netr indicates any input error.

Input: au, av, bu, by, cu, cv, pu, pr, np, to!.

Output: pah, pbc, pca, dpmln, nloc, nerr_

Calls: aptptlc source in aptsllbe, blnarF In aptbllbe).

Glossary:

au, av Input The u, v coordinates of vertex "a" of the triangle.

Size hp.

bw, bv Input The u, v coordinates of vertex "b" of the triangle.

Size np.

cu, cv Input The u, v coordinates of vertex "c" of the triangle.

Sl ze np.

dpmin output The ml_Imum of the 'distances pab, pbc and pca.

Si ze hp.

nloc Output Indicates the location of point "p" relative to the

triangle "abc" :

-I if all triangle vertices Coincide,

0 if point "p" is outside the triangle "abc"

(one or two of pab, pbc, pca are negative),

or iS inside, but the triangle vertices were

specified in clockwise order (pab, pbc and pca

are all non-positive).

1 If point "p" is inside triangle "abc" (pab, pbc

and pbc are all non-negatlve).

netr Output Indlca£es an input error, if not 0.

1 if np is not pOSitive.

np Input Size of arrays pu, pr, au, av, bu, by, cu, cv,

pah, pbc, pca.

pab Output Distance from point "p" to triangle side "ab".

Truncated to zero, if less than the estimated error

in its calculation, based on tol.

pbc Output Distance Irom point "p'° to triangle side "bc".

Truncated to zero, if less than the estimated error

• in its calculation, based on tol.

pca Output Distance from point "p" to triangle side "ca".

Truncated to zero, if less than the estimated error

in its calculation, based on tol.

pu, pv Input The u and v coordinates of point "p" in the uv plane.

Si ze np.

tol Input Numerical tolerance limit.

On Cra_, computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.
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SUBROUTI NE APTTLOC

call apttloc (au, av, bu, by, cut cv, hp, tol,

& fdk, fdl, pu, pr, herr)!

Version: apttloc Updated 1990 February 8 14:30.

apttloc Originated _90 February 8 14:30.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

' Source: xport read .245100:aptsllbe / I 1

lib aptsllbe!x aptbllbe apttloclend / I I.

aptsllbe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binari(_s.
w

Purpose: To find np points p = (pu, pr), by sampling from a

uniform distribution over the triangle in the uv plane with

vertices a = (au, av), b = (bu, by), c = (cu, cv), in any

order around the triangle.

Variables fdk and fdl are the local coordinates in the

triangle. For any point p =. (pu, pr) in the triangle:

pu = au 4_ fdk _ (bu - au) + fdk _ fdl * (cu - bu)

pv = av + fdk * (by -av) + fdk * fdl ' (cV- by)

fdk = ((p - a) x (c - b)) / ((b - a) × (c - b))

fdl = - ( (p - a) x (b - a) ) / ( (p - a) x (c - b) ),

where a, b, c and p are the posltloll vectors, x indicates

the vector product, and the scalar w components are used.

The unnormallzed probability distribution for fdk and fdl is:

prob(fdk, fdl) = fdk

which is linear for fdk, uniform for fdl.

Flag netr indicates any input error.

Input: au, av, bu, by, cu, cv, np, tol.

Output: fdk, fdI, pu, pr, nerr.

Ca]Is: aptslld (source in aptsllbe, binary in aptbllbe).

Glossary :

au, av Input The U and V coordlhates of vertex "a" of triangle.

bu, by InPU t The u and v coordinates of vertex "b" of triangle.

cu, cv Input The u and v coordinates of vertex "c" of triangle.

nerr Output Indicates an input error, if not 0.

I if np is not positive.

np Input Size of arrays fdk, fdl, pu, pr.

Number of points "p" to sample.

fdk Output Fractional distance of p inr "p" between verte× "a"

and side "bc". Range 0.0 to 1.0. Size hp.

fdl Output Fractional distance of point "p" between the triangle

sides "ab" and -ca,,. Range 0.0 to 1.0. Size np.

pu, pv Output Sampled point p. Size hp.

tol Input Numerical tolerancp limit.

On Cray computers, recommend I.e-5 to l.e-ll.
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SUBROUTINE APTTRAC

call apttrac (au, av, pu, pr, np, to], netr)

Versfon: apttrac Updated 1990 March 13 I] :30.

apttrac Originated 1990 January 4 12:00.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptsllbe / 1 1

llb aptslibelx aptbllbe apttracJend / 1 i.

aptsllbe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source file:_.

aptbllbe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled blr_rles.

" PurPose: , To translate the origin to the 2-D point ,i = (au, av),

, by subtracting the vector "a" from the np 2-D points

p = (pu, pr). New coordinates less than the estimated error

in their calculation, based bn tol, will be truncated to zero.

Flag herr indicates any input error.

InpUt : au, av, pu, pr, hp, tol.

Output: PU, pr, herr.

Glossary:

herr Output Indl :ates an input error, if not O.

I if np is not positive.

2 if the magnitude of (au, av) is no greater than

tol.

np Input Number of 2-D points (pu, pr).

tol Input Numerical tolerance limit.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to I._-II.

pu, pv In/Out The u and v coordinates of 2-D point "p".

Size hp.

Truncated to zero if smaller than the estimated

error in their calculation, based on tol.
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SUBROUTINE APTTRAN

call apttran (ax, ay, az, px, py, pz, hp, tol, netr)

Version: apttran Updated 1990 March 13 11:30.

apttran Ori_Tinated 1989 November 2 14:10_

AUthor: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123

SoUrce: xport read .245100:aptsllbe / I 1

lib aptsllbe!x aptbllbe apttranlend / I I.

aptsllbe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptbllbe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To translate the origin to the point a = (ax, ay, az),

by subtracting the vector "a" from the np points

p - (px, py, pz). New coordinates less than the estimated error

in their Calculation, based on tol, will b_ truncated to zero.

Flag netr indicates any input error.

Input: ax, ay I az, px, py, pz, hp, tol.

OUtput : px, py, pz, netr.

Glossary :
+

_err Output Indicates an input error, if not O.

I if np is not positive.

2 if the magnitude of (ax, ay, az) is no greater than

tol.

np Input Number of points (pM, py, pz).

tol Input Numerical tolerance limit.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 te l.e-ll.

px, py, pz In/Out The X, Y, z coo#dlnates of point "p". SJ ze hp.

Truncated to zero if smaller than the estimated

error in their calculation, based on tol.
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SUBROUTINE APTTRIP

call apttrip (Pxl PY, pz, ax, ay, az, bx, by, bz,

& CX, cy, cz, noptfd, tol,

& dpmin, fda, fdb, fdc, xmln, ymln, zmln,

& nlima, nlimb, nlimc, itrun, nside, netr)

Version: apttrlp Updated 1990 January 18 14:20.

apttrip Originated 1989 November 2 14:10.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, I,-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptsllbe / I I

llb aptsllbelx aptblibe apttrlplend / 1 i.
" aptslibe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptbllbe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To find the distance dpmln from a point p = (px, py, pz)

to a plane defined by the three points a = (ax, ay, ez),
b = (bx, by, bz), and c _ (cx, cy, cz), and the point

rmln - (xmln, ymln, zmln) nearest to point p, and in the plane,

subject to constraints that may be imposed by option noptfd
and the value of tol.

Optionally, to find the fractional distances (fda, fdb, fdc)

of point rmln along the triangle's altitudes.

Flags nlima, nllmb, nlimc indicate when fda, fdb, fdc have been

restrained. Flag itrun indicates when dpmln has been truncated
to zero. Flag nslde indicates when the minimum point is inside

the triangle. Flag herr indicates any input error.

Input: axt ay, ez, bx, by, bz, cx, cy, cz, px, py, pz, tol.

Output: dpmln, fda, fdb, fdc, xmln, ymJn, zmln,

nllma, nlimb, nllmc, itrun, nside, nerr.

Calls: aptfdad, aptptln, aptvdls, aptvpln (sources in aptslibe,
binaries in aptb!ibe).

Glossary:

aa, ay, az Input The x, y, z coordinates of point "a".

bx, by,bz InPut The x, y, z coordinates of point "b''_.

cx, cy, cz Input The x, y, z coordinates of point "c".

dpmln Output Distance from point "p" to the nearest (constrained)

point in the plaHe defined by points "a", "b", "c".
a value less than the estimated error in Its

calculation Is truncated to zero (Itrun _ i).

dpmln is positive when the external point Is on the

side of the plane for which the three points are in

counterclockwise order. See noptfd.

fda Output Fractional distance of point (amln, ymln, zmln)
from side "bc" to vertex "a".

fdb Output Fractional distance of point (xmin, ymln, zmln)
from side "ca" to vertex "b".

fdc Output Fractional distance of point (xmin, ymin, zmln)
from side "ab" to vertex "c".

Itrun Output 0 if no change is made in the calculated value of

dpmln, i if dpmln is changed to zero, when less than
the estimated error in its calculation.

nerr Output Indicates an Input error, if not 0.
] is added if noptfd is not between 0 and 2.

2 is added If 3 points representing triangle are
colinear or congruent.

nlima Output 0 if no limit imposed on fda, 1 if the ll[_It of

noptfd = 1 Is Imposed, 2 if the llmlt of noptfd = 2

is imposed.

nllmb, c Output Like nllma, but for fdb, fdc, respectively.
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i

noptfd Input Option to limit range of fda, fdb_ fdc:

-I for no limit, no calculation of _da, fdb, fdc,

0 for no limit,

I to increase to tel, if in the range from -tel

to tel, and decrease to 1.0 - tel, if in the

range from 1.0 - tel to 1.0 4 tel (move a point

near an edge slightly inside the triangle), and

2 to limit to the range from 0.0 to 1.0 (move a

point outside the triangle to an edge).

nslde Output 0 If mlnlmum point outside the triangle, i if inside,

0 if moved to edge, when noptfd = 2.

px, py, pz Input The x, y, z coordinates of point "p".

tel Input Numerical tolerance limit for dpmln, fda, fdb, fdc.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.

xmln Output The x coordinate of pL In _plane nearest point "p".

May be constrained by option noptfd.

ymln Output The y coordinate of pt in plane nearest point "p".

May be constrained by option noptfd,

zmln Output The z coordinate of Ph in plane nearestpoint"p".

May be constrained by option noptfd.
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SUBROUTINE APTVADC

'call aptvadc (au,.._V, bmult, bl cu, cv, hp, tol,.

& du, dr, vlen, netr)

Version: aptvadc Updated 1990 February 22 9:30.

aptvadc Originated 1989 November 20 13:20.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptsllbe / i 1

llb aptsllbelx aptblibe aptvadclend / I i.

aptslibe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source fileS.

aptbllbe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To find, for each of the np sots of input data, the 2-D vector

sun d(n) - a(n) + bmult ' b(n) * c(n), where d = (du, dr),

a- (au, ev), and c - (cu, cv), and to find vlen, the

k magnitude of vector "d", all in the uv plane..

Any component of Vector "d" less than the estimated error in

its calculation, based on tol, will be truncated to zero.

Flag herr indicates any input error.

History: 1990 February 22. Delected truncation of vector components to

zero based on vector magnltude_

Input: au, av, bmult, b, cut cv, hp, tol.

Output: du, dr, vlen, herr.

Glossary:

au, av Input The u and v coordinates of point "a". Size np.

The w com[)onents are zero. The directions u, v and w

are orthogonal.

b Input Coefficient of vector "c", when multiplied by bmult.

bmult Input Multiplier of term b(n) * c(n). Not an array.

cu, CV Input The u and v coordinates of point "c". Size np.

The w components are zero.

du, dv Output The u and v components of vector "d". Size np.

The w components are zero.

Will be truncated to zero if less than the estimated

numerical error In their calculation based on tol.

netr Output indicates an input error, if not 0.

] if np Is not positive.

np Input Size of arrays au, av, b, cu, cv, vlen, du, dv.

tol input Numerical tolerance limit. Used to truncate

the components of 2-D vector d - (du, dr).

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.

vlen Output Magnitude of vector "d". May be truncated to zero,

if less than the estimated errer in its calculation.

See tol. Size hp.
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SUBROUTINE APTVADD

call aptvadd (ax, ay, az, bmult., b, cx, Cy, cz, np, tol,

& dx, dy, dz, vlen, nerr)

Version: aptvadd Updated 1990 February 22 9:30.

' aptvadd Originated 1989 November 20 13:20.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: aport read .245100:aptsllbe / I 1

lib aptsllbelx aptbllbe aptvaddlend / 1 I_

aptsllbe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source li!es.

aptblibe ic a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To find, for each of the np sets of input data, the vector sum

d(n) = a (n) _ bmult * b(n) * c(n), where d = (dx, dy, dz),

a = (ax, ay, ai), and c - (cx, cy, ez), and to find vlen, the

magnitude of vector "d".

Any component of vector "d" less than the estimated error in •

its calculation, based on tol, w_ll be truncated to zero.

Flag nerr indicates any input error.

History: 1990 February 22. Deleted truncation of vector component._ to

zero based on vector magnitude.

Input: ax, ay, ez, Dmult, b, cx, cy, cz, hp, tol.

Output: dx, dy, dz, vlen, nerr.

Glossary:

ax, ay, az Input The x, y, z components of vector "a" size hp.

b Input Coefficient of vector "c", when multiplied by bmult.

bmuit Input Multiplier of term b(n) * c(n). Not an array.

cx, cy, cz Input The x, y, z components of vector "c". Size hp.

dx, dy, dz Output The ×, y, z components of vector "d". Size hp.

Will be truncated to zero if less than the estimated

numerical error In their calculation based on tol.

herr Output. Indicates an input error, if not O.

I if np is not positive.

np Input Size of arrays.

tol Input Numerical tolerance limit. Used to truncate

the components of vector d - (dx, dy, dz).

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.

vlen Output Magnitude of vector "d". May be truncated to zero,

if less than the estimated error in its calculation.

See tel. Size np.
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SUBROUTINE APTVANC

carl aptvanc (au, av, bu, by, np, tol, costh, slnth, netr)

Version: aptvanc Updated 1990 March _4 16:00.

aptvanc Orlginated 1990 January 8 16:40.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNl,, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: ;(port read .245100:aptslibe / 1 1

lib aptsl[be!x aptbllbe aptvanclend / 1 I.

aptsllbe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source fi|e._.

aptbllbe is a BUll/3 library of Cray-compiled bltlaries.

Purpose: To find the cosine costh and sine slnth of th_ angl_ between the

pair of 2-D vectors a _ (au, av) and b- (bu, by), measured

countgrclockwise in the uv plane, from vector "a" to vector "b",

for each of np sets of input data. The values of costh and

sinth will be truncated to zero, if less than the estimated

error in their ca[culatiol%, based on tol. Flag netr indicates

any input error.

History: 1990 March 14. Changed tol to 0.0 in call to unit vector

subroutine. Allows small magnitudes.

Input : au, ev, bu, by, hp, tol.

Output : costh, slnth, nerr.

Calls: aptvaac, aptvdoc, aptvubc

(sources in aptsllbe, binaries in aptblibe).

Glossary :

au, av Input The u and v components of a 2-D vector. Size np.

be, by Input The u and v components of a 2-D vector. Size np.

costh Output Cosine of the angle between the 2-D vectors "a" and

"b". Will be truncated to zero, If less than tile

estimated error in its calculation, based on tol.

Meaningless if the magnitude Of "a" or "b" is zero.

The angle is measured counterclockwise in the uv

plane, from vector "a, to vector "b".

netr Output Indlcates an input error, If not 0.

I if np is not positive.

np Input Size or arrays au, av, be, by, costh, slnth.

slnth Output Sine of the angle between the 2-D vectors "a" and

"b". Will be truncated to zero, if less than the

estimated error in its calculation, based on tol.

Meaningless if the magnitude of "a" or "b" is zero.

The angle is measured counterclockwise in the uv

plane, from vector "a" to vector "b".

tol Input Numerical tolerance limit.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.
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i, lbl f,

SUBROUTINE APTVANG

call aptvang (ax, ay, ez, bx, by, bz, np, tol, costh, netr)

Version: aptvang Updated 1990 March 14 16:00.

aptvarig OriqLnated 1990 January 5 12:t0.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, I.l_L, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

sourcet xport read .245100:aptslibe / I' i

llb aptsllbelx aptbllbe aptvanglend / I 1.

aptsllbe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptblibe iea BUILD llbrary of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To find t' _ cosine costh of the angle k_tween the pair of

vectors a = (ax, ay, az) and b - (bx_ by, bz), for each of np

sets of input data. The value of costh will be truncated to

zero, if less than the estimated error in its calculation,

based on tol. Flag nerr indicates any input error.

History: 1990 March 14. Changed tol to 0.0 in call to unit vector

subroutine. Allows small magnitudes.

Input: ax, ay, eZ, bxl by, bz, hp, tol.

Output! costh, netr.

Calls: aptVdoc, aptvunb (sources in aptsllbe, b[narles in aptblibe).

Glossary:

ax, ay, az Input The x, Y, z components of a vector. Size np.

bx, by, bz Input The x, Y, z components of a vector. Size hp.

costh OUtJpUt Cosine of the angle between the vectors "a" and "h".

Will be truncated to zero, if less 5hen the estimated

error in [ts calculation, based on tol.

nerr Output indicates an input error, if not O.

1 if np is not positive.

np Input Size o£ arrays a×, ay, az, b×, by, bz, costh.

tol Input Numerical tolerance limit.

On cray computers, rer'ommendl.e-5 to l.e-ll.

.
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SUBROUTINE APTVAXB

call aptvaxb (ax, ay, az, bx, by, bz, np, tol,

& cx, cyl cz, vlen, nerr)

Version: aptva×b Updated 1990 March 13 II:30.

aptvaxb Originated 1989 November 2 14:10_

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptsllbe / 1 l

lib aptslibe!z aptblibe aptvaxb!end / 1 i.

aptsllbe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptb_ibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To find the vector products c = (cx, cy, cz) of the np vector

pairs a - (ax, ay, az¿ and b = (bx, by, bz), and the magnitudes

vlen of the vectors "c". Any components of vector "c" less than

• the estimated error in their calculation, based on tol, will be

truncated to zero.

Flag herr indicates any input error.

With no truncation,

cx - ay ' bz - az • by

cy - az ' bx - aM * bz

cz - ax _ by - ay " bx.

Input: a×, ay, az, bx, by, bz, hp, tol.

Output : cx, cy, cz, vlen, netr.

31ossary:

ax,ay, az Input l'he x, y, z components of input vector "a". Size hp.

bx, by, bz Input The x, y, z components of input vector "b". Size hp.

c×, cy, cz Output The x, y, z components of output vector "c". Size hp.

Vector (cross) product of vectors "a" and "b".

Truncated to zero if less than the estimated error in

their calculation. See tol.

netr Output Indicates an input error, if not 0.

I if np is not positive.

n

np Input Size of arrays ax, ay, az, bx, by, hz, cx, cy, cz.

tol Input Numerical tolerance limit.

On Cray computers, recon_nend l.e-5 to _.e-ll.

vlen(n) Output Magnitude of the vector product "c".
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SUBROUTINE APTVAXC

call aptvaxc (au, av, bu, by, np, tol, cw, nerr)

?

Version: aptvaxc Updated 1990 January 18 1'6:40.

aptvaxc Originated 1989 November 2 ]4:10.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-2BS, Telephone (415 422-4123.

source: xport read .245100:aptsllbe / 1 ]

lib aptsllbela aptblibe aptvaaclend / _ I.

aptsllbe is a LIB llbrary of FORTRAN source files.

aptbllbe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled_Dinaries.

Purpose: To find the vector Products cw of the np 2-D vectorpalrs

a = (au, av) and b - (bu, by). Vectors a and b are in the uv

plane. The directions u, v, and w are orthogonal. Any values

of cw less than the estimated error in their ualculatlon, based

on tol, will be truncated te zero. Flag netr indicates any

input error.

With no truncation,

cw = au * bv - av * bu.

Input : au, av, bu, by, tlp, tol.

Output : cw, nerr.

Glossary:

au, av Input '_he u and v components of Input vector "a". Size np.

The w components are zero. Directions u, v and w

are orthogonal.

bu, bv Input The u and v components of input vector "b". Size hp.

The w components are zero.

cw Output The w cotnponent of output vector "c". Size hp.

Vector (cross) product of vectors "a" and "b".

The u and v components are zero.

Egdal to the area of the parallelogram with Sides

"a" and "b".

Positive if the angle from "a" to "b", in the uv

plane, is in the range from zero to 180 degrees.
Truncated to zero If less than the estimated error in

their calculation. See tol.

nerr "'itput Indicates an input error/ if Dot O.

I if np is not positive.

np Input Size of arrays au, av, bu, by, cw.

tol Input Numerical tolerance limit.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.
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SUBROUTINE APTVDIC

call aptvdlc (au, av, bu, by, np, tol, du, dv, dab, nerr)

Version: aptvdlc Updated 1990 March 7 ]7:00.

aptvdic Originated 1989 December 29 15:50.

_Uthor: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: aport read .245100:aptslibe / 1 1

lib aptsllbe!x aptblibe aptvdlc!end / I I.

aptslibe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To find, for each of the np sets of input data, the 2-D vector

d = (du, dv)from point a = (au, av) to point b = (bu, bv),

and its magnitude dab, the distance from "a" to _'b", all In the

uv plane. Directions u, v and w are orthogonal.

, Any component of vector "d" less than the estimated error in

its calculation, based on tol, will be truncated to zero.

Flag netr indicates any input error.

With no truncation, (du, dr) - (bu, by) - (au, av),

ind distahce dab = sqrt (du**2 + dr**2).

Input: au, av, bu, by, hp, tol.

Output : du, dr, dab, netr.

Glossary :

au, av Input The u and v coordinates of point "a". Size np.

The w coordinates are zero. Directions u, v and w

are orthogonal.

bu, by Input The u and v coordinates of point "b". Size hp.

The w coordinates are zero.

dab output Distance between points "a" and "b", equal to

the length of 2-D vector d - (du, dr). May be

truncated to zero, if less than the estimated error

in its calculation. See tol. Size np.

du, dv Output The u and v components of 2-D vector "d". size hp.

The w coordinates are zero.

May be truncated to zei'o, if less than the estimated

numerical error iri their calculation based on to].

netr Output Indicates an input error, if not 0.

I if np is not positive.

np Input The size of arrays au, av, bu, by, dab, du, dv.

tol Input Numerical tolerance limit. Used to truncate

the components of 2-D vector d = (du, dv).

On Cray computers, reco,_,lend l.e-5 to l.e..ll.
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SUBROUTINE APTVDI L

Call a2t_tdil (au, bul npe tol, due herr)

Version: aptvdls Updated 1990 January 18 14:20.

aptvdls Originated 1990 January 17 14:10.

Author: Arthur b. £dwards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (4]5) 4'22-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptsllbe / ] I J

llb aptsllbe!x aptbllbe aptvdJlIend / i I.

aptsllbe is a LIB llbra['y of FORTRAN source flies.

aptblibe is a BUIkD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

PurPose: TO f.lnd, for each of the np sets of. input data, the distance J

d- (du) from point a = (au) to point b- (bu), in Lhc u

dlrectlon. Directions u, v and w are orthogonal.

Ii the magnitude of. du is less than its estimated eriror, based

on tel, it will be truncated to zero.

Flag netr [ndicates any Input error.

With no truncation, du - bu - au.

Input: au, bu, np, tel.

Output : du, nerr.

Glossary:

au Input The u coordinate of point "a". Size np.

The v and w coordinates are zero.

Directions u, v and w are orthogonal.

bu Input The u coordinate of point "b". Size hp.

The v and w coordinates are zero.

du output Distance between points "a" and ,b", III the u

dlrect[on. May be truncated to zero, if. less than

the estimate.d error in its calculation. See tel.

Size hp.

netr Output Indicates an input error, If. not 0.

i if, np is net posltlve_

np Input The size of. arrays au, bu, du.

tel Input Numerical tolerance limlt.

On Cray computers, recommend 1.o..-5 to ].e-l].
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SUBROUTINE APTVDI S

call aptvdis (ax, ay, az, bx, by, bz, np, tol,
& dx, dy, dz, dab, netr)

Version: aptvdls Updated 1990 February 22 9:30.

aptVdis Originated 1989 November 2 14:10.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, I.-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptslIbe / 1 1

lib aptsllbelx aptblibe aptvdlslend / 1 1_

aptslibe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source flies.

aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled blnarles.

Purpose: To find the np distance vectors d = (dx, dy, dz) from the

points a = (ax, ay, az) to the points b = (bx, by, hz), and
their magnitudes, dab, the distances from "a" to "b".

. Any component of vector "d" less than the estimated error in

its calculation, based On tel, will be truncated to zero.

Flag herr indicates any input error.'

With no truncatlon, (dx, dy, dz) = (bx, by, bz) - (ax, ay, az),

and distance dab = sqrt (dx**2 + dy**2 + dz*"2).

History: 1990 February 22. Deleted truncation of vector components to
zero based on vector magnitude.

Input: ax, ay, az, bx, by, bz, hp, tel.

Output: dx, dy, dz, dab, netr.

Glossary :

ax, ay, az Input The x, y, z coordinates of point "a". Size np.

bx,by, bz Input The x, y, z coordlt,ates of point "b". Size hp.

dab Output Distance between points (ax, ay, ez) and (bx, by, bz)

the length of vector d - (dx, dy, dz). May be

truncated to zero, if less than the estimated error,

in its calculation. See tel. Size np.

dx, dy, dz Output The x, y, z components of vector "d". Size hp.

May be truncated to zero, if less than the estimated

numerical err'or in their calculation based on tel.

nerr Output Indicates an input error, if not O.

I if np is not positive.

np Input The size of arrays ax, ay, az, bx, by, bz,

dab, dx, dy, dz.

tel Input Numerical tolerance limit. Used to truncate

the components of vector d .. (dx, dy, dz).

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.

J •
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SUBROUTINE APTVDOC

call aptvdoc (au, av, bu, by, hp, tel, spab, herr)

Version: aptlldoc Updated 1990 January 18 14:20.

aptvdoc Origir_ated 1989 November 2 ]4:]0.

Author: Arthur I,. Edwards, Ll_I,, L-29B, Telephone (4]5 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245]O0:aptsllbe / 1 l

llb aptsIibelx aptbllbe aptvdoclend / I 1.

at_tslibe is a LI}] library of FORTRAN source files.

aptblibe is a BUILD library oi Cray-compiled binaries,

Purpose: To find the scalar (dot) product spab ot the np 2-b vectors

a - (au, av) and b - (bu, by). The value of spab will k_

truncated to zero, ii less than the estlmated error In It:;

ca lculation', based on tel.

Flag nerr illdicates any input error.

With no truncation, spab - au * bu _ av ' by.

Input : all, av, bu, by, np, tel.

Output: spab, netr.

Glossary:

au, av ,Input The u and v components of a 2-D vector. S_ze hp.

bu, bv Input The u and v components of a 2-D vector. Size hp.

nerr Output Indicates an input error, I[ not 0.

i ,ii np Js not positive.

np Input Size or arrays au, av, bu, by, spab.

spab(n) Output Scalar prodl_ct of vectors "a" and "b". Will be

trdncated to zero, If less than the estimated error

in its calculation, based on tel.

tel Input Numerical tolerance llmit.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.
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SUBROUTINE APTVDOT

call aptvdot (ax, ayl az, bx, by, bz, np, tel, spabl netr)

Version: aptvdot Updated Ig90 January 18 14:20.

aptvdot Originated 1989 November 2 14110.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards_ LLNL, L-298, To|ephone (41.5) 422-4123.

Source: _port read .245100:aptslib_ / i 1

lib aptsllbe]x aptblibe aptvdotlend / I I,

aptslibe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To f'indthe scalar (dot) product spab of the np vectors

a - (ax, ay, az) and b - (bx, by, bz). The value of

spab will be truncated to ze'i'o,If less than the estimated
errol in its calculation, based on tel.

• Flag herr indicates any input error.

Wlth no truncation, spab = ax ' bx _ ay ' by 4 az ' bz.

Input: ax, ay, az, b;(, by, bz, np, tel

Output: spab, nerr.

Glossary:

aX,ay, az Input The x, y, z components o[ a vector. Size hp.

bX, by, bz Input The x, y, z components or a vector. Size pp.

netr Output indicates an Input error, if not 0.

I if np is not positive.

np Input size of arrays ax, ay, az, bx, by, bz, spab.

spab(n) Output Scalar product of vectors "a" and "b". Wlll be

truncated to zero, if les.,_than the estimated error

in its calculation, based on tel.

tel Input Numerical tolerance lim|t.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-II.
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SUBROUTINE APTVLIC

call aptvilc (au, av, _np, tolu,, tolvi vlen, herr)

Version: aptVllC Updated 1990 JanUary 11] 14:20.

aptvlic Originated 1990 January 3 ]3_'40.

Aut_ior: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, i,-298, Te|ephono (4]5) 422-412._,

Source: aport read .245100:aptsllbe / 1 1

llb aptslibeta aptbllbe aptVlluJend / 1 I.

aptsl}be is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptblibe Is a [_U_LD library of Cray-compllod blnar!es.

Purpose:. To adjust the np 2-D vectors a = (au, ev), by imposing the |owner

limits tolu and tolv on the magnltudos of the componunts

au and av, resp_ctlvely, whlle retaining the Inltlal

magnitude of the vector "a". If all aro Inltlal[y zc_ro, the

output vector "a" will b_ zero, and v.%on wlll bo zero.

Flag nerr Indicates any input error.

Input: aus ev, nn, tolu, rely.

Output: au_ av, vlen, netr.

Gloss;,ry !

au, av Input The u and V components oi Input vector "a". Siz(_ nn.

Directions u, v and w are orthogonal.

au, av Output The u and V components of outp_It vector "a". S_z(._ nn.

Magnitudes wlll be at least tolu, tolv,

respectively, subject to the requirement that the

final magnitude of vector "a" be the same as rho

initial magnitude.

nerr Output Indicates an input error, lt not 0.

I if np is not positive.

np Input Size of arrays au, aM, vlen.

tolu Input Numerical tolerance limit for component au.

On Cray computers, rec.ommend l.e-5 to ].e-ll.

tolv Input Numerical tolera[_ce lim[t for compot%ent ev.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to ].e-ll.

vlen(n) Output Magnitude oi vector "a".
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SUBROUTINE APTVLIM

call aptvllm (au, av, aw, np, tolu, Lolv, tolw, vlen, netr)

Version: aptvllm Updated 1990 January 18 16:40.

aptvlim Orlgihated 1989 December 19 ]3:40.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LlnL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4]23.

Source: aport read .245100:aptsllbo / I ]

llb aptsllberX aptbllbe aptvlimlend / i I.

aptsllbe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source flles.

aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binar{os.

" Purpose: To adjust the np vectors a - (au, ev, ew), by imposing the lower

limits tolu, rely, and tolw or, the magnitudes of the components

au, av, and aw, respectively, while retaining the initial

magnitude of the vector "a", If ali are initially zero, the

, output Vector "a" will be zero, and vlen will be zero.

Flag netr indicates any input error.

Input: au, ev, ew, hp, tolu, tolv, tolw.

Output ! au, ev, ew, vlen, netr.

Glossary:

au, avjaw Input The u, v, w components of ii[put vector "a". Size rlp.

au, av,aw Output The u, v, w components of output vector "a". Size hp.

Magnitudes will be at [east tolu, tolv, tolw,

respectively, subject to the requirement that the

final magnitude of vector "a" be the same as th_

initial magnl tud(i.

herr Output IndiCates an input error, it not O.

i if np is not positive.

np Input Slze oi arrays au, ev, aw, vlen.

tolu Input Numerical tolerance limit for component au.

On Cray computers, recommend I.e-5 to l.e-ll.

tolv Input Numerical tolerance limit for component ev.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-II

tolw Input Numerlcai tolerance limit for component ew.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.

rien(n) OUtput Magnitude of vector "a".
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SUBROUTINE APTVPLC

call aptvplc (aul av, bu, by, np, tsl, cu, cv, vlon, nsrr)

Versionl apt vplc Updated i990 March 13 ii:30.

aptvplc Originated 1989 December 28 13:20.

Authur! Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, 1,-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

SoUccel xport read .245100:aptslibe / I i

llb aptsllbs]x aptbllbe aptvp[clend / I I.
aptsllbs is a LIB library of FORTRAN source fS.los.

aptbllbe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To find the vector c -(cu, ev) normal to the l.[nedefined by

the two points a - (au, av), b - (bu, by), and in the uv plane,

for each of the np sets of points "a" and "b". The dlrectlons

u, v, w are orthogonal. The magnltuds vlen of the normal vector
"c" is equal to the length of the llne segment. "ab". I[ vlerl is

zero, the points "a" and "b" are congruent, fly convontlsr_,

the dlrectlon of the normal vector is from right to left,
relative to the dIYection from _'a" to "b" in the uv plane.

The components of "c" will be truncated to zero, If less than

the estimated numerical error in their calculation, based on
tel.

Input : au, au, bu, by, hp, tel.

Output : cu, cv, vlen; nsrr.

Glossary:

au, av Input The u and v coordinates o_ point "a". Size np.

bu, bv Input The u and v coozdlnates of point: "b". Size np.

cu, cv Output The u and v components of normal vector ,'c',.

May be truncated to zero, if less than the estlmated
numerical error in their calculation. See tel.

nsrr Output Indicates an input error, if not 0.

I If np is not posltlve.

np Input The number of sets o[ points "a" and "b" for which the
normal vector "c" is to be calculated.

Must be positive.

tol Input NumerJ(:al tolerance l[mit for cu, cv.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.

vlen(n) Output The magnitude of the normal vector "c". Size hp.
Zero if points "a" and "b" are congruent.
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SUI]ROU'rlNE APTVPLN

call aptvpln (aX, aye az, bX, bF, hz, cX_ cy, ez, np, tol,
& d}(, dy, dz, vlen, rmrr)

Version: aptvpln Updated 1990 March 14 11:00,
aptvpln Originated 1989 November 2 ]4110,

h
Author: At'thur L. Edwards, LLNl,, b-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: }(port read .245100:aptsllb_ / 1 1
lib aptslibel}( aptblibe, aptvplnlend / I I.

aptsllbe is a LIB libra,, of FORTI_AN source files.

aptbllbe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binafie.,1.

Purpose: To flnd the vector d - (d}(,dy, dz) normal to _.hu plune dc,[In(3d

by the three points a _ (MX, My, az), b- (bx, by, bz , and

c - (c}(,oy, ez), for Bach of the np sets of points (..,b, (:).

• The magnitude vlen of the nor_] V.octcr "d" ts equal to the alum
of the paralleloplped [or which 3 Bl the vortJces are (a, b t c).

If vlen - O, the points (a, b, c) are congruent i or collnear,

The components o( vector "d" will be truncated to zero, II less
than the estimated numerical error in their ca|culatlon, based

on tel.

History: 1990 February 22. Deleted truncation of vector components to

zero based on vector magnitude.

Input: a}(, ay, az, bx, by, bz, rx, rF, cz, hp, tel.

Output : d}(, dy, dz, vlen, netr.

Glossary:

a}(,ay,az Input The x, y, z coordinates of point "a". Size np.

bx,by,bz Input The x, y, z coordinates of point "b". S|ze hp.

cx, cy, cz Input Th_ }(, y, z coordinates of point "c". Size hl).

d}(,dy,dz Output The X, y, Z components of normal vector "d".

May be truncated to zero, |f less than the est.lmat(_d
numerical error In their calculation. See tc].

netr Output Indicates an input error, li not 0.

1 I£ np Is not positive.

np Input The number of sets of points (a, b, c) for which th_
normal vector "d" la to be calculated.

Must be positive.

tel Input Numerical tolerance ILmlt for dM, dy, dz.

On Cray computers, :'ecommend l.e-5 to l.e-l].

vlen(n) Output The magnitude of the normal vector "d" Size r4).

Zero if points (a, b, c) are congruent, ot col lnear.
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SUBROUTINE APTVSUC

call aptvsuc (noptf, is, au, ev, rb, bu0 by, np0 toll
& au0 eV, clan, netr)

Versionl aptvsuc Updated Iggo April 3 16100,
aptvsuo Origlnated 19B9 April 3 16:00,

Author_ Arthur L. Edwards, LIANL, L-2gB, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Sourcel xport road .245i001aptsIlbo / I ]

:lh aptslibolx aptbllbfl aptvsuclond / I i.

aptsllbe is a LIB library oi FORTRAN source riles.

aptblibo Is a BUII.D library of Cray-oompllod binarie_.
o

Purpose: To flnd, [or each of the np sots of input data, the weighted

sum c-.(au0 ev) oi the vectors a- (aul av) and b- (buI by):

c(n) = _a * a(n) + Cb _ b(n)i n = I_ np (noptf - 0), or

c(n) = ta(n) " a(n) .+rb(n) _ b(n}, n = I, np (nopt./= I],

and to /::ldclon, the maonitudo of vector "c".

Any component oi vector "e" loss th_In the estimated orb'or In

its calculation, based on tel, will be truncated to zero.

Flag netr indicates any Input error.

Special cases t

sum: c - a . b (nopLf - 0, fa = 1.0, fb = 1.0).

dif[eroneo% c - a - b (nopt[ - OI [a - I.O, [b = -I.0}.

bisector: c - 0.5 _ (a + b) (noptf - 0, fa _ fb - 0.5).

interpolation: c = fa _ a + (i.0 - fs) _ b (noptf = 0),

c - (i.0 - rb) _ a + fbi b (noptf = 0),

input: noptf, la, su, ev, [bt b'a, bY, np_ tel.

Output I aU, cv, clon, netr.

Glossary:

au, ev Input The u and v compor_ents of vector "a". Size hp.

bu, bv Input The u and v compon._nts of v_ctor "b". size np.

clan Output Magnitude of vector "c". May be truncated to zero,

if less than the estimated error in tta caicula ion.

See Icl. Size hp.

cu, cv Output The u and v Components oi Vector "c". Size hp.

Will be truncated to zero li less than th£_ostimatod

numerical error In thoir calculation b_so(l on tel.

fa Input Coefficient of vector "a". Size 1 (noptf - 0] or

np (nopt, l = 1).

[b .Input Coef[Iclent oi vector "b". Size I (nopt[ - O) or
np (noptf - I) .

nerr Output Indicates an ,input error I i{ not O,
I If np Is not posltlve,
2 if noptf is not 0 or i.

noptf Input Size option for [a, _b:
0 If _a and fb are scalars.

I I[ fa and fb are arrays with slzu np.

np Input Slze of arrays.

tel Input Nunmrlcal tolerance limit Used to truneat_
the components of VeCtor "c".

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to I.e-ll.
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SUBROUTINE, APTVSUM

call aptvstm_ (noptf, fs, ax, ay, sz, rb, bx, by, hz, np, tol,
& cX_ oy, eZ, clen, [_or_ )

Ver._Ior_I aptVsum Updated 1990 April 3 13120°
aptVsum Originated 19Bg April 3 13120,

Authorl Arthur L0 Edwards, I,LNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Sourcnl xport read .245'lO01aptslibs / 1 1

llb aptsllbelx aptbllbe aptvsumlend / I I.

aptslibe ls a LIB library of FORTRAN source giles.

aptbl_bo is a BUILD library el Cray-compil_d binaries°

Purpose: To find, for each of the np sets of input data, the weighted

sum c- (cx, ey, cz) oi the vectors a " (at(,ay, sz) and

b = (bx, by, bz):

. c(n) - fa ' afR) * fb * b(n), n - i, np (noptf - 0), or

c(n) - fs(n) * a(n) + rb(n) * b(n)_ n - I, np (noptf = I),

and to find clen, the magnltudn of vector *'c".

Any component of vector "_" less than the estimate(| error in

its calculation, based on tel, will be truncated to zero.

Flag netr indicates any InpUt error.

Special cases:

Bum: c = a i b (noptf : O, fa = 1.0, fb =. 1.0).

difference: c = a - b (nopt[ = 0, ta = 1.0, [b : -I.0).

bisector: c = 0.5 _ (a _ b) (noptf - O, fa = fb = 0.5).

interpolation: c = fa * a 4 (I.0 - ga) * b (noptf = O),

c - (i.0 - rb) * a . fb * b (noptf = O).

Input: noptf, la, ax, ay, az, rb, bx, by, bz, np, tel.

Output : cX, cy, cz, c|en, netr.

Glossary:

ax, ay, az Input The x, y, z components of vector "a". Size hp.

bK, bylbz Input The }(, y, z components of vector "b". Size hp.

cien Output Magnitude oi vector "c". May be trUllcated to zero ,
if less than the estimated error in its calculatlon.

See tel. Size np.

cx, cy, cz Output The x, y, z components of vector "c". Size np.
Will be truncated to zero if less than the estimated

numerical error in their calculation based on tol.

fa input Coeff[clent of vector "a". Size 1 (noptf _ O) or

np (noptf - i).

fb Input Coefficient of vector "b". Size 1 (nopt.f - O) or

np (noptf - I) .

netr Output Indicates an input error, if not O.

I if np is ,Netpenltive.

2 ii noptf is not ( or I.

noptf Input Size option for la, rb'
0 if fa and fb are sc,_lars.

• ] if ga and fb are arrays with size hp.

np Input 51ze of arrays.

tel Input Numerical tolerance limit. Used to truncate

u the components of vector "c".

On Cray computers, recommend I._,-5 to l.e-_l.
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SUBROUTINE APTVTOC

call aptvtoc (au, ev, hpl kadJ, knorm, tolu, rely, rien, herr)

Version: aptvtoc Updated Iggo January IB 14:20.

apt vtoc Originated ]989 November 15 16:40.

Author! Arthur L. Edwards, b1_|., L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptslibe / I I

llb aptsllbelx aptbllbe aptVtocIend / I I. .

aptsllbe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files, i ._

aptblibo is a BUILD library ct' Cray-compil_]d binaries. /. _
\

PUrpose: To adjust the values cf the components or the np 2-D wmtors

a _ (a% aV), according, to the option kadJ, and the
numerical tolerance limits tolu and tolv, and to

renormal[ze to a unit vector if option knorm = I.

Flag netr indicates any input error.

Input: au, ev, np, kadJ, knorm, tolu, tolv.

Output : auc av_ vlen_ netr.

Glossary:

au, ev Input The u and v components of Input vector "a". Size np.

Directions u, v and w are orthogonal.

au, av Output The u and v components of output vector "a". Size np.

May be adjusted, according to the option kadJ, and
the numerical tolerance limits tolu and rely.

netr Output Indicates an input error, lt not 0.

1 [f np is not positive.

2 if kadJ is not from 0 to 7.
3 if knorm Is not 0 or I.

kadJ Input Option for adjusting the components (au, ev).
Values from 0 to 7 are allowed:

0 to use a llmiting value equal to the tolerance

limit times the vector magnitude.

Add ] tc use a limiting value equal to the tolerance
limit.

Add 0 to use the same tolerance limit;, tolu, for
au and ev.

Add 2 to use t0lu for au, tolv for av.

Acid 0 to truncate the component to zero if less than

the limiting value.

Add 4 to increase components less than the limltlnq _

value, to the limlting value, with the same sign.

knorm Input Option for normalizing the adjusted vector "a" to a

unit vector. 0 - no, I - yes.

np Input Size of arrays au, av, vlen.

tolu Input Numerical tolerance limit for component, au, and

_or au and ev, for kadJ - 0, I, 4, and 5.

On Cray computers, recommend ].e-5 to l.e-ll.
I

rely Input Numerical tolerance limit for component av,

l:or kadJ = 2, 3, 6, and 7. _ :
On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.n-l].

vlen(n Output Magnitude of the input vector "a", after an',¢

adjustment of components has been done, btlt before

any remorrmllizatlon (knorm = 1).

Will be zero if ali components o( "a" are zero, or
are truncated to zero.
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SUBROUTINE APTVTOL

call aptvtol (ax, ay, az, np, kadJ, knurm, tolx, toly, tolz,

& vlen, nerr)

Version: aptvtol Updated 1990 January 18 16:40.

aptvtol Originated 1989 November i5 16:40.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, TelephOne (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:apt_libe / I i

lib aptslibe]x aptblibe aptvtoltend / I i.

aptslibe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

Purpose: To adjust the values of the components of the np vectors

a- (ax, ay, az), according to the option kadJ, and the

numerical tolerance limits tolx, toly, tolz, and to

, renorma]ize to a unit vector if option knorm - i.

Flag nerr indicates any input error.

Input: ax, ay, az, hp, kadJ, knorm, tolx, toly, tolz.

Output : ax, ay, az, vler,, nerr.

Glossary:

ax, ay, az Input The x, y, z components of input vector "a" S|ze np.

ax, ay, az Output The x, y, z components o£ output vector "a". Size np.

M_y be adjusted, according to the option kadJ, and

the numerical tolerance limits tolx, toly, tolz.

nerl Output Indicates an ,nput error, it not 0.

1 If np lr, not positive.

2 if kadJ is not from 0 to 7.

3 if knorm is not 0 or i.

kadJ Input Option for adjusting the components (ax, ay, az).

Values from 0 to 7 are allowed:

0 to use a llmlting value equal to the tolerance

limit times the vector magnitude.

Add I to use a limiting value equal to the tolerance

limit.

Add 0 to use the same tolerance limit, tolx, for

ax, ay, and az.

Add 2 uo use tolx for ax, toly for ay, and

tolz for az.

Add 0 to truncate the component to zero if less than

the limiting value.

Add 4 to increase components less than the limiting

value, to the limiting value, with the same sign.

knorm I,_put Option for normalizing the adjusted vector "a" to a

unit vector. 0 - no, I - yes.

np Input Size of arrays aM, ay, az, vlen.

tolx Input Numerical tolerance limit for component ax, and

for ax, ay and az, for kadJ - 0, I, 4, and 5.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to 1 .e-l].

• toly Input Numerical tolerance limit for component ay,

for kadJ _ 2, 3, 6, and 7.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.

tolz Input Numerical tolerance limit for component az,

• for kadJ = 2, 3, 6, and 7.

Or_ Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-]l.

vlen(n) Output Magnitude of the input vector "a", after any

adjustment of components has been done, but before

any remormalizatlon (knorm = I).

Will be zero if all components of "a" are zero, or

are truncated to zero.
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SUBROUTINE APTVUAC

cail aptvuac (au, av, np, tel, vlen, nerr)

Version: aptvuac Updated 1990 March 14 17:30.

aptvu'a c O_iglnated 1989 November 2 14:10.

Author: ', Arthur L. Edwards, LI_NL, L-298, Telephone (4]5) 422-4123.

Source: aport read .245]00:aptsllbe 2 I I

lib aptslibelx aptblibe aptvuac!end / I I.

apts!ibe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled bi narles.

Purpose: To find the np unit vectors a = (au, av) parallel to the np

initial vectors a = (au, av), all in the uv plane (2-Di. Any

ccmp°nents of the initial vector _a" no grea_er than tel, or no

greater than tel times the initial length of "a", wil'l be

truncated to zero. If all are zero, or are truncated to zero,

vlen w_ll be Zero.

Flag netr indicates any Input err'or.

With no truncation,

(au, av) = (au, av) I sqrt (au_'2 _ av''2)

History: 1990 March 14. Modified to always return a unit vector.

Input: au, av, nP, tel.

Outputi au, av, vlen, :mrr.

Glossary:

au, av Input The u and v components of initial vector ",_" in the

uv plane. Size .qp.

Will be truncated to zero if initla]ly no greater

than tel, or no gr!_ater than tel times the initial

length of "a".

au, av Output The u and v coraponents oi unit vector "a" i[_ tl_e

• uv plane. Size np.

netr Output Indicates an input error, it not 0.

1 if np is not positive. '

np Input Size of arrays au, av, vlen.

tel , Input Numerical tolerance limit.

On Cray computers, recommend i.e-5 to l.e-ll.

vlen(n) Output Magnitude of the inputvector "a", after any

truncation of components has been done, but before

diglslon by vlen to form a unit vector.
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SUBROUTINE APTVUBC

call aptvubc (au, av, hp, icl, bu, by, vlen, nerr)

,

Version: aptvubc Updated 19c9 March 14 17:30.

aptvubc Originated 1989 November 29 I0:00.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL, L-298, TeleQhone (415) 422-4123.

source: xport read .245100:aptsllbe / i 1

llb aptsllbe!x aptbllbe aptvubcfend / I I.

aptsllbe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

" Ptirpose: To find the np unlt vectors b = (bu, by) parallel to the hp

vectors a - (au, ev), all In the uv plane (2-D). If any

components of the initial vector "a" are no greater than to l,

or no greater than icl times the initial length of "a", then

.. the corresponding compo_ent of "b" will be truncated to zero.

If all are zero, or are truncated to zero, vlen will be. zero.

Flag netr indicates any input error.

With no truncation,

(bu, by) - (au, av) / sqrt (auIA2 + av*"2)

History: 1990 March 14. Modified to always return a unit vector.

Input: au, ev, hp, icl.

Output : bu, by, vlen, netr.

Glossary:

au, av Input The u and v components of vector "a" in the uv plane.

Size np;

bu, bv Output The u and v components of vector "b" in the uv plane.

Size np.

A component will be zero If the corresponding

component of vector "a" is no greater than tol,

or no greater than icl times the length of "a".

netr Output Indicates an input error, it not 0.

I if np is not positive.

np Input Size Of arrays au, av, bu, by, vlen.

to] Input Numerical tolerance limit.

On cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to I.e-II.

vlen(n) Output Magnitude of vector "b", after any truncation of

components has been done, but before division by

vlen to form a unlt vector.
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SUBROUTINE APTVUNA _ ,

call aptvuna (aX, ay, az I hp, tel, vlen, netr)

Version: aptvuna Updated 1990 March ]4 17:30.

aptvuna Originated 1989 November 2 14:10.

Author: Arthur L. EdWards, LLNL, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245100:aptsllbe / I i

llb aptsllbelx aptbllbe a ptvunalend / I I.

aptslibe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptbllbe is a BOII/9 library of Cray-compiled blnarles.

Purpose: Tc find the np unit vectors a -(ax, ay, ez) parallel to the

np [nltlal vectors a - (ax, ay, ez). Any components of the

inl ial vector "a" no greater than tel, or no greater than tel

tlme_ the Initial length of "a", Will be truncated to zero.

If a.l are zero, or are truncated to zero, vlen will be zero.

Flac netr indicates any input error.

With no truncation,

(ax, ay, ez) - (ax, ay, ez) / sqrt (a×**2 + ay*'2 + ez*'2).

History: 1990 March 14. Modified to always return a unit vector.

Input : ax, ay, a z, np, tel.

Output : ax, ay, ez, vlen, nerr.

Glossary:

ax, ay, az Input The x, y, z components of input vector "a", . Size hp.

Will be truncated to zero If initially no greate[

than tel, or no greater than tel times the initial

length of "a"

.ax, ay, az Output The x, y, z components of unlt vector "a". Size hp.

herr output Indicates an input error, it not O.

I if np is not positive.

np Input Size of arrays ax, ay, ez, vlen.

tel Input Numerical tolerance limit.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.

vlen!n) Output Magnitude of the input vector "a", after any

truncation of components has been done, but before

division by vlen to form a unlt vector.
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SUBROUTINE APTVUNB

call aptvunb (ax, ay, az, np, tolt ux_ uys uz_ v}en, netr)

Version: aptvunb Updated 1990 March 2] 15:50.
aptvunb Origlr%ated [989 November 2 14:10.

Author: Arthur L. Edwards, LLNL,, L-298, Telephone (415) 422-4123.

Source: xport read .245]O0:aptslibe / I 1

llb aptslibelx aptblibe aptvunblend / I I.

aptslibe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptbllbe }s a BUILD library of Cray-compiled binaries.

' Purpose: To find the np unit vectors u - (ua, uy, uz) paral_el to the

np vectors a - (aM, ay, az). If any component of vector "'a"

is no greater than tel, or no greater than to[ times the l_ngth
of "a", then the corresponding component of "u" will be

. truncated to zero. If ali are zero, or are truncated to zero,
vlen will be zero. Flag nerr Indicates any input error.

With no truncation,

(ux, uy, uz) - (aM, ay, az) / sqrt (ix*'2 + ay*_2 _ az**2).

History: 1990 March ]4. Modlfled to always r_turn a unlt vector.

1990 March 21. Deleted change of 1990 March 14.

Input: ax, ay, ez, np, tel.

Output: ug, uy, uz, vlen, netr.

G1ossary :

ax, ay, az Input The x, y, z components of a vector. Slze hp.

nerr Output Indicates an input error, it not O.

I If np is not positive.

np Input Size oi arrays aM, ay, ez, ux, uy, uz, vlen.

ux, uy, uz Output The x, y, z components of a unit vector. Slze hp.

A component will be zero if the corresponding

component of vector "a" is no greater than tel,

or no greater than tel times the length of "a".

tel Input Numerical tolerance limit.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-ll.

vlen (n) Output Magnitude of vector "u", after any truncation of

components has been done, but. before d[vlslon by
vlen to form a unit vector.
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SUBROUTINE APTV×UC

call apt.vxuc (au, av, bu, bY, np, tel, ew, vien, nerr)

Vera tonl aptvxuc Updated 1990 January 18 14120.

aptVXuc Originated 1989 December 29 II:00.

Author: Arthur I,, Bdwardss Lt=NI,, 1.,-298, 'relephono (4151 472-4123,

Source: xport read ,245100:aptslibe / I l

llb aptslibelx aptbliDe aptvxuclend / 1 4.

aptsllbe is a LIB l'Ibrary oi FORTRAN souL'ce Illea,

aptblibe is a BUILD library of Cray-compiled blna'rios.

Purpose_ To _Ind, for each of the np trots oi input data, the vector

(cross) product. "a" X "b" of the pair or 2-D vectors

a '= (au, ev) and b TM (bu, bV), and to divide bv lte

l_agnitude vlon S to produce the unit vector c - (0.0, 0.0, ew),

parallel to "a" x "b". If cw ts less than th_ estimat_]d error

In Its calculation, based o11 tel, it will be truncated to zero,

and vlen WIll be zero. Di[ections u, v and w are orthogol_al.

Flag netr indicates any Input error.

Input: au, sv, be, by, hp, tel.

OUtput: cw, vlen, netr.

Glossary:

au, av Input The u and v components of input vl._ct:or' "a". Size hp.

The w compormr_ts are zero,

The _nit vectors In the directions u, v and w [orm

a positive unlt triple.

bu, b_ _nput The u and v components of input vector "b". Size hp.

The w components are zero.

_, cw Output The w components of output Vector "c". Slze np.

Will usually be 41.0 or -I.0.

The u and v components are zero,

Vector (crgss) product of VeCtors "a" and "b",

normalized to unit magnitude. The value of cw will

be truncated to zero if less than the estimated

error in Its calculation, based on tel. Thls

indicates that "a" and "b" are essentially para)Icl.

nerr Output Indicates an Input error, if not 0.

1 If np is not positive.

np Input. size or arrays au, sv, bu; by, cw, vien.

tel Input Numerical tolerance limit.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.e-l].

vlen(n Output Magnitude of the vector product "a" x "b", after any

truncation of components has been done. Will be

zero If all compel ._nts of vector "c" are zero.

Size hP.
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SUBROUTINE APTVXUN

call aptvxun (ax, ay, az_ bX, by S hz, np, role'

& UX, uyl uZ, vlen, herr)

Vernlonl aptvxun Updated Iggo Maruh 14 16;00,

aptvxun Originated 1989 Novelnber I0 II;20.

Author: Arthur 6, F,dwards, I,LNI,sL-2981 T(,lephone (415) 422-41211,

Source; xport read .245100:aptsllbe / I 1

llb aptsllbo{X aptbllbo aptvxun{und / i i.

apt-nllbe is a LIB library of FORTRAN source files.

aptblibe Is a BUItD library of Cray-octopi:cd bln_iries.
I

Purposel To find the veutor products "B" X "b" of the np vector pair_

a- (ax, ay, ez} and b- (bx, by, bz), and dlvido by their
magnitudes vlent to produce the unit vectors u -. (uxl uy, uz),

. parallel to "a" X "b!', Any components of vector "u" less than

the estimated error in their calculation, based on tel, will Ix_

trunoat.ed to zero. If all are zero, or are truncated to zero_

the outpqt vector "u" will be zero I and v)en w|ll be _.ero.

Flag netr indicates any input error.

History_ Iggo March 14. Changed tel to 0.0 in oall to unit Vector

subroutine. Allows small magnitudes.

Inputl ax, ay, au, bX, by, bz, np, tel.

Out:put: uX, uy, Uz, vlon, netr.

Calls: aptvuna (source in aptsllbe_ binary in aptblibe),

Glossary:

"B"ax, ay, az Input The x, y, z components of input vector , . Size np.

bx, by, bz Input The x, Y, z components of _nput vector "b". SiZe np.

ux, uy,uz output The x, y, Z components of output, vector "u". Size hp.

Vector (cross) product of vectors "a" and "b",

normallzed to unit magnitude. A component will be
truncated to zero if laSS than the estlmated error

irt its calculation, based on tel.

netr Output Indicates an input error, if not O.

I II np Is not positive,

np input Size of arrays a;1, ay, az, bx, by, bz, UX, uy, UZ,
vlen.

tel Input Numerlcal tolerance limit.

On Cray computers, recommend l.e-5 to l.o-ll.

vlen(n) Output Magnitude oi the vector product "a" x "b", after any

truncation of components has been done. Will be

zero if all components of vector "u" are zero.

51ze np.
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5UBROUTI NF. AP'rXNUP

call apt.xnup (nopts tplanuK, hp, Y,nth nor't)

Version: aptxnup Updated 1990 February 12 I0{50,

aptxnup Orlglnal.od 1990 January 31 !7100, '+

Authol:s| Iiuqone II, Canf|e_Id_ I,I.,NI,s I,-29Bt 'r_lophom_ (415) d22-412b,
krth_lr 1,,E,dwardl_s I,L_L_ I,-29B_ Telephone (4_._J)422-4123,

_oureol xport read ,245_OOlaptellbe / I I

11b aptt_}Ibolx aptbllbe aptXnuplond / I I,
apt_llbo |B a LIB 11brary'o£ FORTRAN aource If lo,J,

aptbllbo Is a BUll:) library of Cray-eompllod bination0
w

l'urpo_e: 'ro flr'}cle (or eauh oi" np tomperaturon t.planck_ a frequency xnu
_ampled tandomly [rem a Planck or a Wlen ape(:t, rUm,
Flag netr Indlcates any Input. error (np nel {x)._Itlw),

The Planck di_trlbutlon function ial

p(x) = (15,0 / pl''4) _' x''3 / (oXp (X) - I,O),
whore x - xnu / tplanc)_s and (x> _ 3,B3223.,,

The Wlen d[Btribut, lon lunctlon lbl

p(x) " x'*3 ' eXp (-X) / 6,0,
where <x:, - 4,0,

Hi.stoFy: See Barnett and Canfield, UCII_-473, Juno 19"I0.

1990 February 6 11120, Trunoated pltn_ to limit number of t.ot:mq

re(]u1_ed to conVerge,

Input: nopt, tplanck_ hp.

output I xnu_ netr,

OloaBary!

netr Output Indlcatea an Input ezror_ If not O,
1 1! np is no_. po.qitive,

nopt Input Indlcat.e.qtype oi' apectrum to aample _rom:

O (or a Planck -_pectrum,

i for a Wren Sl_ctrum,

np Input -qlzo of arrays tplanck, xnu.

tplanek Input Black body temperature oI' frequen(:y distribution,

game unlta as xnu, Slze np,

xnu Output Frequency aaliipled randomly from spectum, SiZe np,
Same unlta aH tplan_k,
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APPENDIX

SUBROUTINES BY FUNCU'ION
i

FUNDAMENTAL CONSTANTS

Find the values of the fundamental constant_ of Physics and

. Chemistry, and energy conversion factors
J

in cm-g-sh-keV units _ aptconl

° in m-kg-s (SI) units aptconm

MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS

Find any real root of a general quadratic equation

a single equation aptqrts

any number of equations (vectorized) aptqrtv

Find the mean and standard deviation ,of a set of 'values aptmean

MONTE CARLO SAMPLING

Sample randomly from a probability distribution

values from a linear distribution on an interval aptslid

one value from each linear distribution on an interval aptsliv

points in a major plane (2-D)

uniformly in a triangle apttloc

uniformly in a triangle or quadrangle aptqloc

direction vectors in any coordinate system (3-D)
uniform distribution aptscat

cosine-power distribution along a specified axis aptscap

direction vectors in a specified plane (3-D)
uniform distribution aptscad

frequencies from a Planck or a Wien spectrum aptxnup

velocities from a relativistic Maxwellian distribution aptmaxw

FUZZY GEOMETRY

Impose limits on the values of

, a fractional distance (scalar) aptfdad

any number of fractional distances (vectorlzed) aptfdav

the components of a vector

in a major plane (2-D), lower aptvlic

' in a major plane (2-D), several options aptvtoc

in any coordinate system (3-D), lower ap_vlim

in any coordinate system (3-D), several options aptvtol

Round off a floating point number

to a specified relative or absolute precision aptrnds
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GEOMETRY

Transform between Cartesian, cylindrical and spl_orical

coordinate systems

coordinates (3-D) aptcsys

coordinates and bound vectors (3-D) aptcsyv

Do the basic vector operations

linear combination

in a major plane (2-D) aptvadc '

in a major plane (2-D) aptvsuc

in any coordinate system_ (3-D) aptvadd

in any coordinate system (3-D) aptvsum '
difference

in a major plane (2-D) aptvdic

in any coordinate system (3-D) aptvdls

dot (scalar) product

in a major plane (2-D) aptvdoc

in any coordinate system (3-D) aptvdot

cross (vector) product

in a major plane (2-D) aptvaxc

in a,major plane (2-D), normalized to unit vector aptvxuc

in any coordinate system (3-D) aptvaxb

in any coordinate system (3-D), normalized aptvxun
normalize to a unit vector

in a major plane (2-D) aptvubc

in a major plane (2-D), replace aptvuac

in any coordinate system (3-D) aptvunb

in any coordinate system (3-D), replace aptvuna

Do the basic matrix operations

product of a 3-D vector and a 3 by 3 matrix aptmopv

product of two n ,by n matrices aptmprd

Find the angle relationships

area included between adjacent sides

in a major plane (2"D) aptvaxc

in any coordinate system (3-D) aptvaxb
bisectors

in a major plane (2-D) aptbanc

in any coordinate system (3-D) aptbang
cosine

in any coordinate system (3-D) aptvang b

cosine (between unit vectors)

in a major plane (2-D) aptvdoc

in any coordinate system (3-D) aptvdot ,
cosine and sine

in a major plane (2-D) aptvanc
sine (between unit vectors)

in a major plane (2-D) aptvaxc

in any coordinate system (3-D) aptvaxb
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Test for the special geometric relationships

points being coincident
on an axis (l-D) aptvdil

in a major plane (2-D) aptvdic

in xyz space (3-D) aptvdis

in any coordinate system (3-D) aptdist

points being on lines

in a major plane (2'D) aptptlc

in xyz space (3-D) aptptln

, points being within a bounded region
in a major plane (2-D)

a triangle, and distances to sides aptt_nc

a quadrangle, and distances to sides aptqinc

lines being parallel or congruent

in a major plane (2-D) aptlnlc

in xyz space (3-D) aptlnln
line being in a plane

in xyz space (3-D) aptlnpl
vectors being parallel

in a major plane (2-D) aptvaxc

in any coordinate system (3-D) aptvaxb

vectors being perpendicular

in a major plane (2-D) aptvdoc

in any coordinate system (3-D) aptvdot

planes being parallel or congruent

in xyz space (3-D) aptplpl

plane being tangent to a sphere

in xyz space (3-D) aptplsp

spheres being congruent

in xyz space (3-D) aptspsp

spl%ere being tangent to a sphere

in xyz space (3-D) aptspsp

Do the basic geometric operations

inversion of a point or vector through a specified
point

in a major plane (2.-D) aptlnvc

in xyz space (3-D), and the operator aptinvp

in xyz space (3-D), with scaling, and the operator aptsclu

linear scaling of a point or vector in the direction

of a specified axis (i.e., Lorentz transformation)

in a major plane (2-D) aptsclc

in xyz space (3-D), and the operator aptscll

in xyz space (3-D), with reflection,

" and the operator aptscll

uniform scaling of a point or vector

in xyz space (3-D), and the operator aptsclu

in xyz space (3-D), with inversion, and the operator aptsclu

reflection of a point or vector

from a plane perpendicular to a major plane (3-D)

of a point or vector in a major plane (2-D) aptre£c

of a point or vector in xyz space (3-D) aptrefl

from a plane in xyz space (3-D), and the operator aptrefs
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rotation of a point or vector

by a specified angle around a specified axis

in a major plane (2-D) aptrotc

in xyz space (3-D), operator only aptrota

by specified angles arotlnd the 3 major axes (3-D),

operator only aptrots

to rotate a specified vector onto another vector

(3-D), operator only aptrotv

to rotate a specified plane onto another plane

(3-D), operator only aptrotp
to rotate a specified vector in a specified plane

onto another vector in anothe_ plane (3-D),

operator Only aptrott
apply the operator generated by aptrota, aptrotp,

aptrots, aptrott, aptrotv or aptmopv to points _'
or vectors aptmopv

translation of a point

in a major plane (2-D) apttrac

in xyz space (3-D) apttran
combined operations

multiply two matrix operators together aptmprd

apply matrix operator to points or vectors aptmopv

F_nd the distance

from a point to another point

on an axis (l-D) aptvdil

in a major plane (2-D), and direction aptvdic

in xyz space (3-D), and direction aptvdis

irl any coordinate system (3-D), and dJ.rection aptdist

from a point to a line

in a major plane (2-D) aptptlc

in xyz space (3-D) aptptln

from a point to the sides of a triangle

in a major plane (2-D), and in or out? apttinc

from a point to the sides' of a quadrangle

in a major' plane (2-D) aptqdic

in a major plane (2-D), and in or out? aptqinc

from a point to a plane in xyz space (3-D)

in any orientation, and the nearest point aptptpl

bounded by a triangle, and the nearest point, more apttrip

from a point to a second-order surface

bounded by a quadrangle (3-D), and the nearest point aptquad
from a line to another line

in a major plane (2-D) aptlnlc
in xyz space (3-D) aptlnln

from a line to a plane

in xyz space (3-D) aptlnpl

Find the initial vector direction between two points

in a major plane (2-D), and find distance aptvd].c

in xyz space (3-D), and find distance aptvdis

in any coordinate system (3-D), and find distance aptdlst
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Find the alternate geometric represe_'._i_tion of a

line in a major plane (2-D)

given two points, find vector, distance aptvdic

given point and vector, find another point aptvadc_

llne in xyz spaoe (3-D)

given two points, find vector, dlstance aptvdis

given point and vector, find another point aptvadd

line in any coordinate system (3-D)

given two points, find initial vector, distance aptdist

plane in xyz space (3-D)

given three points, find normal vector aptvpln

Find the vector perpendicular (normal) to a

line in a major plane (2-D) aptvplc

plane in xyz space (3-D) aptvpln

Find the vertex areas in a major plane (2,D) of a

triangle aptvaxc

quadrangle, and shape (convex, boomerang, bowtie) aptqvac

Find the local, coordinates of a point

in a quadrangle in a major plane (2-D), with

any number of points, one quadrangle aptqfdc

in a quadrangle in a major plane (2-D), with

any number of points, quadrangles aptfdqc

Find the intersection(s) of a llne with

a line in a major plane (2-D) aptlnlc

a circle in a major plane (2-D) (two points) aptlnic

a plane in xyz space (3-D) aptlnpl

Find the intersection(s) of a linear track with

a line, both in a major plane (2-D) aptrklc

a major plane (3-D) aptrksl

a plane in xyz space (3-D) aptrkpl

an axisymmetric cylindrical surface with

constant radius (3-D) aptrkcl

an axisymmetric cylindrical surface (3-D) aptrkcy

a centrisymmetric spherical surface (3-D) aptrkrl

a general implicit second-order surface (3-D) aptrkis

Find the intersection(s) between

,, two circles in a major plane (2-D) (2 points) aptcinc

two planes in xyz space (3-D) (a llne) aptplpl

a plane and _ sphere in xyz space (3-D) (a circle) aptplsp

two spheres in xyz space (3-D) (a circle) aptspsp
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Movea point a specified distance in a specified

direction, and find the final position, direction

in any coordinate ,system (3-D), aptmove

in axisymmetric cylindrical coordinates (3-D) aptmvcy

in spherical coordinates (3-D) aptmovs

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S, Department of Energy by
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Conmtct #W-7405-Eng-48,
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